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W:\14\14-200.605\Motion in Limine Mcmo.doc 
Attorneys for Defendant Jason Quinn, M.D. and Idaho Emergency Physicians, P.A., 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JANET BELL NIGHTENGALE, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JASON QUINN, M.D.; IDAHO 
EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS, P.A.; AND 
KEVIN MATTHEW TIMMEL, M.D., 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 0722814 
DEFENDANT JASON QUINN, M.D.'S 
AND IDAHO EMERGENCY 
PHYSICIANS, P.A.'S 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTIONS IN LIMINE 
COMES NOW, defendants Jason Quinn, M.D., and Idaho Emergency Physicians, P.A. 
(collectively "Dr. Quinn") by and through their counsel of record, Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & 
Blanton, P.A., and submit this Memorandum in Support of Motions in Limine. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Dr. Quinn seeks a ruling from the Court that he may elicit previously disclosed expert 
opinion testimony from plaintiff's expert, Edward Draper, M.D., regarding Dr. Quinn's care and 
treatment of plaintiff, and, that he be allowed to exceed the scope of direct examination on cross 
DEFENDANT JASON QUINN, M.Do'S AND IDAHO EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS, P.A.'S MEMORANUQ020 ti 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTIONS IN LIMINE - I 
examination of Dr. Draper in plaintiff's case in chief to discuss Dr. Draper's opinions regarding 
Dr. Quinn's care and treatment of plaintiff. 
Dr. Quinn asks the Court issue a ruling precluding plaintiff from using any portions of 
deposition testimony in her opening statement without providing opposing counsel prior notice 
and an opportunity to object. Dr. Quinn further, seeks an order from the court precluding 
plaintiff or Dennis Nightengale (her husband) from offering any testimony as to statements 
allegedly made to them by non party care providers that were not made for purposes of medical 
diagnosis or treatment, including statements allegedly made by Dominic Gross, M.D., criticizing 
the care provided to plaintiff by Dr. Quinn or Dr. Timme!. 
Lastly, Dr. Quinn hereby joins in defendant Kevin Timme!, M.D.'s Motions in Limine, as 
to Sections A (Medical Malpractice Screening Panel and/or the Report and Conclusion issues by 
said panel), B (reference to insurance or the insurance industry), C (pleading for sympathy); 0 
(learned treatises), G (seeking or eliciting opinions from expert witnesses not previously 
disclosed by written disclosures), H (Dr. Gross Letters and reference to risk management) and I 
(preclude plaintiff from eliciting testimony and opinions from treating physicians regarding 
standard of care) as if his own. 
II. ARGUMENT 
1. Dr. Quinn Should Be Entitled to Elicit Testimony From Plaintiff's Expcrt 
Edward Draper, M.D. Regarding His Opinions as to Dr. Quinn's Care and 
Treatment of Plaintiff. 
A. Factual Background 
As a bit of background on this matter, plaintiff's counsel originally contacted Dr. Draper to 
review this case as to the care provided to plaintiff on a number of emergency department visits 
in June and July in 2007, and Dr. Draper was provided medical records from each of her 
emergency department visits from June 1, 2007 through July 20, 2007. When he was originally 
DEFENDANT JASON QUINN, M.D.'S AND IDAHO EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS, P.A.'S MEMORAJ!W208 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTIONS IN LIMINE - 2 
retained, Dr. Draper was specifically asked to evaluate the care provided by Dr. Quinn. See 
Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion in Limine ("Counsel Aff."), Ex. C, p. 6, II. 11-17; see 
also Ex. A (Dr. Draper's September 18, 2007 letter), p. 3 "The matter at issue is whether the four 
emergency evaluations prior to 7/20107, and specifically the 7/11107 visit to Saint Alphonsus, 
failed to reasonably diagnosis the arterial occlusion in a timely manner sufficient to prevent the 
subsequent loss of Ms. Bell's left arm, and whether they failed to meet the standard of care in 
doing so." 
On September 18, 2007, after Dr. Draper had an opportunity to review the documents 
provided, Dr. Draper submitted his opinions as to care provided during each of the visits. See 
Counsel AfT., Ex. A. In that original report Dr. Draper offered the following opinions: 
• "Dr. Quinn examined the patient specifically with consideration of aterial (sic) occlusion 
in mind, findings were clearly negative ... " 
• "Dr. Quinn's MEDICAL DECISION MAKING comments clearly reveal his awareness 
of a possible vacular (sic) etiology of Ms. Bell's symptoms, and carefully lists the 
elements of clinical judgment influencing a non-vascular diagnosis. He also documented 
a highly likely cause of decreased pulse in the left arm which could exist in the absence 
of signs of ischemia (history of heavy IV drug use with scar tissue obscuring a pulse). 
Diagnosis of subclavian artery occlusion, near total, was delayed and was not 
unreasonabl e." 
• "During the time before and the interval between July 11 and July 16, diagnostic delay 
did not in my opinion lead to irreversible changes and eventual loss of the arm." 
On April 17, 2008, Dr. Draper prepared another letter to plaintiffs counsel identifying 
additional opinions based upon further document review. See Counsel Aff Ex. B (April 15, 
2008, letter from Dr. Draper). This report contained the following opinions regarding Dr. Quinn: 
• ''The record indicates an appropriate physical examination was made including specific 
maneuvers to elicit appropriate patient responses." 
• "The diagnosis of vascular insufficiency was entertained with a judgment that it was not 
supported by history and exam. The diagnosis was further delayed, but not negligently." 
The final sentence of the April 17, 2008 letter states Dr. Draper is "prepared to testify 
with reasonable medical certainty to the correctness of these conclusions." 
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On April 6, 2009, plaintiff filed her Expert Disclosure in this case and identified Dr. 
Draper as one of her experts. The Expert Disclosure states "Dr. Draper has been retained to 
testify regarding his assessment of Defendant~ failure to meet the standard of care."( emphasis 
added). The Expert Disclosure then attached Dr. Draper's September 18, 2007 and April 17, 
2008 letters. 
On May 18, 2009, Dr. Timmel filed a Motion to Exclude Plaintiff's Experts Drs. Draper 
and Lally. Dr. Quinn joined in this motion as to Dr. Lally only, and did not object to Dr. 
Draper. I The Court ultimately submitted a Memorandum Decision on July 13, 2009, that 
required plaintiff to submit supplemental expert reports in compliance with Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure 26(b)( 4)(A). 
On July 6, 2009, Dr. Quinn filed his Expert Witness Disclosure that included a disclosure 
of Dr. Edward Draper, M.D. Specifically, at page 17 the disclosure stated "Dr. Draper has been 
retained by plaintiff as an expert witness in this matter. Dr. Quinn reserves the right to call Dr. 
Draper as an expert witness in this matter. Dr. Draper is an emergency medicine physician. The 
substance of Dr. Draper's opinions and testimony are contained within the expert reports 
produced by plaintiff to date including, but not necessarily limited to, his reports of: September 
18,2007; April 15, 2008; April 17,2007; and April 3, 2009." 
On July 31,2009, plaintiff filed her Fifth Supplemental Expert Disclosure. The pleading 
portion of the disclosure provides "Dr. Draper has been retained to testify regarding his 
assessment of Defendant~ failure to meet the standard of care." (emphasis added). Dr. Draper's 
I See Jason Quinn, M.D. and Idaho Emergency Physicians, P.A. 's Joinder in Dr. Timmel's Motion to Exclude 
Plaintiffs Experts Drs. Draper and Lally, indicating Dr. Quinn joined in the Motion only "with respect to plaintiffs 
expert Dr. Lally." The Joinder states in conclusion "Dr. Quinn and rEP respectfully request the Court exclude Dr. 
Lally as an expert in this matter for the reasons stated above ... " 
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July 20, 2009 report attached to the Fifth Supplemental Disclosure; however, contains only 
opinions with regard to defendant Kevin Timme!, M.D. 
Dr. Draper was deposed on August 25, 2009. See Counsel Aff., Ex. C (excerpts of Dr. 
Draper's deposition). At the outset of Dr. Draper's deposition, plaintiff s counsel stated "at trial 
Dr. Draper is not going to testify about any of the care or treatment that Dr. Quinn provided Ms. 
Nightengale." Jd. Ex. C at p. 6, II. 22-23. Over objection, Dr. Draper was then asked his 
opinions as to Dr. Quinn in this case, and, consistent with his earlier reports, testified as follows: 
Q: With regard to [the care provided on July 11], you say, "The diagnosis of 
vascular insufficiency was entertained with a judgment that it was not 
supported by history and exam," correct? 
A: That's what I say. 
Q: You go on to say, "The diagnosis was further delayed but not negligently." 
A: That correct. That's what I said. 
Q: And am I correct in understanding when you used the term "negligence," 
that you were talking about whether something was in compliance with or 
not in compliance with the standard of care? 
A: Much as I dislike the term "standard of care" and compliance or not, I 
meant by not negligent that in my opinion it did not violate the standard of 
care. 
Q: And am I correct in understanding that the opinions that you held in that 
regard haven't changed? 
A: Yes, you're correct. 
See Counsel Aff., Ex. C, pp. 11-12, II. 9-6. 
Dr. Draper further testified that all of the opinions he provided throughout the course of 
this case were rendered to a reasonable degree of medical certainty. Jd. Ex. C, p. 28, II. 11-16. 
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Dr. Draper went on to opine that Dr. QUinn's examination was appropriate, and that his 
findings and conclusions (that there was not an acute vascular problem) were reasonable. Id. Ex. 
C, pp. 44-45, II. 10-9. 
On August 28, 2009, Dr. Quilm filed his Supplemental Expert Disclosure, which again 
identified Dr. Draper, as well as the substance of the opinions to which he is anticipated to testify 
at trial. 
B. Dr. Quinn Should be Permitted to Call Dr. Draper in His Case in Chief. 
There is no rule that prevents Dr. Quinn from calling plaintiffs expert Dr. Draper to 
testify regarding opinions he has expressed and currently holds. Further, there is no unfair 
prejudice to plaintiff, as they sought out and retained Dr. Draper as an expert in this case, 
detennined they would call him at trial to testify against Dr. Quinn and Dr. Timmel, disclosed 
his opinions, and have known of Dr. Quinn's intent to elicit such opinions from Dr. Draper since 
July 3, 2009, and failed to object to the same. 
There is nothing in the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure or the Idaho Rules of Evidence 
that would prevent Dr. Quinn from calling Dr. Draper as a witness at trial. Further, Dr. Quinn 
has fully disclosed Dr. Draper's expected opinions and has therefore complied with the Court's 
Scheduling Order with regard to disclosure of expert witnesses. 
There is no Idaho appellate case law that precludes Dr. Quinn from calling Dr. Draper in 
its case in chief. Dr. Quinn notes the Supreme Court of Idaho issued a decision in White v. 
Mock, 140 Idaho 882, 104 P.3d 356 (2004), approving the trial court's refusal to allow plaintifT 
to call one of defendant's retained (but not expected to testify) witnesses in his case in chief. 
Such case is easily distinguished; however, in that, unlike the instant situation, the expert in 
White was not disclosed as a testifying expert, and second, because plaintiff had not specifically 
disclosed him as an expert. See White v. Mock, 140 Idaho 882, 888-889, 104 P.3d 356, 362-363. 
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Both of these distinctions are key. First, as noted by the Supreme Court in White, "the rules do 
not allow for depositions of a party's expert who is not expected to be called as a witness at trial, 
pursuant to I.R.C.P. 26(b)(4)(B), it follows that that expert cannot be called by the opposing 
party during trial unless a proper showing of exceptional circumstances is made." Id. Second, 
the White court noted that the plaintiff had merely given a general "reservation of rights" to call 
the other party's witnesses, which did not apprise the opposing party of the general substance of 
the testimony or its relation to plaintiff s theory of the case. Id. 
Other courts who have addressed similar issues have allowed a party to call an opposing 
expert. In Lane v. Stewart, 698 A.2d 929 (Conn. 1997), the plaintiff sought to call an expert 
reconstructionist retained and disclosed by the defendant in a personal injury case, and who had 
been deposed in discovery. The trial court did not allow plaintiff to call the expert and the issue 
was appealed. On appeal, the Appellate Court of Connecticut stated "We hold that where one 
party has disclosed an expert witness pursuant to Practice Book § 220 (D), and that expert 
witness has either been subsequently deposed by the opposing party, or the expert's report has 
been disclosed pursuant to discovery, then either party may call that expert witness to testify at 
trial." See also Fenlon v. Thayer, 506 A.2d 319 (N.H. 1986)(holding in a medical malpractice 
action that "the trial court incorrectly prevented the plaintiffs from compelling an expert, who 
was initially consulted by an adversary, to appear as a witness."); see also Carrasquillo v. 
Rothschild, 443 N.Y.S.2d 113 (NY 198I)(holding that "[w]ith respect to the opinion of an 
expert, that opinion should be equally available to all parties willing to pay an appropriate fee for 
time consumed by travel and testimony, and for whom the expert is willing to testify as to that 
opinion.") 
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In addition, plaintiff failed to object to Dr. Quinn's July 3, 2009 disclosure of Dr. Draper 
as an expert within 45 days as required by the Scheduling Order, and has therefore waived the 
right to object to such expert disclosure or Dr. Quinn's intended use of him at trial. 
C. Dr. Quinn Should be Permitted to Question Dr. Draper on Cross Examination 
as to his Opinions of Dr. Quinn's Care of Plaintiff. 
In addition, (or in the event the Court is not inclined to allow Dr. Quinn to call Dr. Draper 
in his case in chief), the Court should allow Dr. Quinn a broad scope of cross examination for 
Dr. Draper, to include questioning regarding his opinions related to Dr. Quinn's care of plaintiff. 
Idaho Rule of Evidence 611 provides that the trial court "may, in the exercise of 
discretion, permit inquiry into additional matters as if on direct examination." Again, Dr. Draper 
was retained to review the care provided to plaintiff over the course of two months, including 
that of Dr. Quinn on July 11, 2007. Dr. Draper conducted a review of relevant materials, arrived 
at opinions to a reasonable degree of medical certainty with regard to Dr. QUinn's care, provided 
such opinions in writing to plaintiff s counsel, and plaintiff s counsel elected to produce such 
opinions. Furthermore, Dr. Quinn has made it clear since his first disclosure of experts that he 
intended to call Dr. Draper as an expert with regard to these opinions. 
D. Dr. Quinn Objects to Plaintiff's July 31, 2009 Expert Disclosure 
Dr. Quinn objects to plaintiffs Fifth Supplemental Expert Disclosure filed on July 31, 
2009, to the extent it is intended to replace Dr. Draper's earlier disclosed opinions and reports. 
Specifically, Dr. Quinn objects to plaintiffs attempt to limit or restrict Dr. Draper's opinions to 
the care provided by Dr. Timmel. 
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2. Plaintiff Should Not Be Allowed to Use Portions of Depositions in Opening 
Without First Providing Opposing Counsel With Notice and an Opportunity to 
Object. 
During the course of this litigation, plaintiff recorded several depositions by audio-visual 
means. Dr. Quinn is concerned plaintiff may attempt to show the jury video clips or otherwise 
display or read portions of the depositions in her opening statement. 
Dr. Quinn requests the Court require the parties to provide opposing counsel with notice 
of intent to use deposition testimony in opening and an opportunity to object to the same. Dr. 
Quinn requests such notice be required to be provided at least seven (7) days prior to the 
beginning of trial. 
3. Plaintiff and Dennis Nightengale Should be Precluded From Testifying as to 
Communications with Dr. Gross or any of Plaintiff's Other Non-Partv Medical 
Providers That Were Not For the Purpose of Medical Diagnosis or Treatment. 
Dr. Quinn anticipates plaintiff may attempt to offer testimony from herself and/or Dennis 
Nightengale regarding communications they had with non-party medical providers, including 
comments allegedly made to them by Dominic Gross, M.D., or other medical providers, 
criticizing Dr. Quinn and/or Dr. Timmel's care and treatment of plaintiff or regarding causation. 
Such statements constitute double hearsay and should be excluded. 
Hearsay is any out-of-court statement that is offered in court for the truth of the matter 
asserted. I.R.E. 801 (c). Hearsay is inadmissible unless it fits within one of the exceptions 
recognized in the Idaho Rules of Evidence. LR.E. 802. Hearsay within hearsay is inadmissible 
unless each level of hearsay conforms with an exception to the hearsay rule. LR.E. 805. 
Dr. Gross is the surgeon who performed plaintiffs above elbow an1putation on July 20, 
2007. In her deposition, plaintiff testified about a conversation she alleges she had with Dr. 
Gross sometime after her amputation: 
Q: And when did you talk to Dr. Gross? 
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5-22. 
A: 1 talked to him on several occasions. But there was only a couple 
occasions that - couple occasions he had said about my prior treatment. 
Q: Okay. Tell me what you recall him saying. 
A: There was a time when we were in the hall at Saint AI's. And my husband 
had gone in to use the restroom, and 1 was waiting in the hall. And Dr. 
Gross came down the hall. 
And he told me-we said hi and everything. And he told me - and we had 
spoken about my treatment prior to that. And he goes - he said, "I meant 
what 1 said before. I'll do anything in my power to back you. I believe 
both Saint AI's and St. Luke's and whatever doctors did that to you all 
owe you something, that you were grossly mistreated. And both St. AI's 
and St. Luke's owe you, and 1 will do everything in my power to see that 
justice is done." 
See Counsel Afl., Ex. 0 (Portions of Mrs. Nightengale's deposition transcript), p. 117,11. 
Mr. Nightengale testified as follows in his deposition: 
Q: Okay. Did Dr. Gross ever express to you a criticism of the care 
that Mrs. Nightengale received at either Saint Alphonsus or St. 
Luke's? 
A: Yes. 
Q: What did he tell you? 
A: He said that arm could have been saved. 
Q: And when did you have this conversation with him? 
A: I'm a little sketchy on the date because he said it on more than one 
occasion when we went to his office. 
Q: Before the amputation or after the amputation? 
A: It was after. 
Q: And what did he say specifically with respect to the arm could 
have been saved? Anything other than that? 
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A: He said that there was an artery that had a blood clot that was 
blocking the flow of blood to the arm. And that if somebody had 
thoroughly examined her, the area, that the arm could have been 
saved. 
Q: Did he say who? 
A: He did not say who. 
*** 
Q: Have there been any physicians other than supposedly Dr. Gross 
who has been critical of the care your wife received either at Saint 
AI's by Dr. Quinn or St. Luke's by Dr. Timmel? 
A: Well, actually there was a staff member over at Terry Reilly who 
said that she read all the medical information that was coming 
through about my wife at the time and that she felt that it couldn't 
be right. 
Q: Who was that? 
A: Her name was Linda. I don't know her last name. 
Q: Is she a nurse practitioner? 
A: She's a nurse 
See Counsel AfT., Ex. E (Excerpts of Dennis Nightengale's deposition), pp. 57-60, 11. 3-5. 
Any statement by plaintiff or her husband at trial as to conversations they had with non-
party medical providers for purposes other than medical treatment or diagnosis constitute hearsay 
within hearsay, to which no exceptions apply, and should be excluded. 
The statements allegedly made by Dr. Gross and Nurse Linda are clearly not made for the 
purpose of medical diagnosis or treatment. Rather, as alleged, such statements are opinions as to 
the quality of previously provided care that plaintiff would offer to prove such care was of low 
quality. 
As such, plaintiff requests the Court issue an order precluding plaintiff from offering 
testimony from herself or her husband as to communications they had with any non-party 
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medical providers that were not made for purposes of medical diagnosis or treatment, including 
but not limited to any alleged criticisms of Dr. Quinn or Dr. Timmel or causation opinions made 
by Dr. Gross or Nurse Linda. 
4. Dr. Quinn Joins in Dr. Timmel's Motions in Limine 
Dr. Quinn will not repeat the arguments of Dr. Timmel III this motion, and rather, 
incorporates the same as if fully stated herein. However, Dr. Quinn would like to provide 
additional argument with regard to issues (H) and (I) in Dr. Timmel's Motion. 
A. Dr. Gross's Letters and Records 
Dr. Timmel' s motion in limine addresses Dr. Gross's letters and references made to risk 
management in records or testimony. Dr. Quinn joins in such arguments fully and incorporates 
the same herein. Dr. Quinn also specifically requests that Dr. Gross's July 20, 2007 Operative 
Report be redacted to the extent it mentions risk management. Specifically, Dr. Quinn requests 
the first sentence of the last paragraph of that report be redacted, which states "Risk management 
will have to see this patient based upon the several visits to the emergency room where this was 
undiagnosed until the hand was dead." See Counsel Aff., Ex. F (Dr. Gross's July 20, 2007 
Operative Report). Dr. Gross's statement is hearsay in that it is an out of court statement offered 
for the truth of the matter asserted. The above sentence was not made for purposes of medical 
diagnosis or treatment. As such, no exception applies to this hearsay. 
In addition to being hearsay, the statement is not relevant, or has such minimal relevance, 
that the potential for unfair prejudice substantially outweighs any probative value it may have. 
Relevant evidence is any evidence that has the tendency to make the existence of a fact of 
consequence to the outcome of the action more probable or less probable than the outcome 
would be without the evidence. LR.E. 401. Relevant evidence is admissible unless other rules 
of evidence prohibit it; irrelevant evidence is inadmissible. LR.E. 402. Furthermore, evidence, 
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even if relevant, may be excluded if its probative value is substantially outweighed by the danger 
of creating an unfair prejudice against the party it is offered against, or will confuse or mislead 
the jury. I.R.E.403. 
Dr. Gross's hearsay statement in an operative report regarding having risk management 
see a patient is not relevant to the issues of this case. Specifically, the comment infers that Dr. 
Quinn and Dr. TimmeI's care of plaintiff fell below the standard of care and resulted in the loss 
of plaintiffs arm. However, Dr. Gross's deposition testimony clearly indicates he is not 
qualifled to comment on the care provided: 
Q: I'm talking at any point did you conclude Janet received 
improper care? 
A: I don't-I don't have an answer to--I mean, I just don't 
know if she received bad care or not. I just don't. And I'm 
not going to--
Q: Well, did you ever feel that she had received improper 
care? 
*** 
Q: Talking about your personal belief and feeling about the 
treatment that she received? 
*** 
A: I don't feel that I'm qualified to offer that opinion. 
See Counsel Aff., Ex. G (portions of Dr. Gross's deposition transcript), pp. 72-73, II. 22-19). Dr. 
Gross also explained the comment in his operative report as follows, "[i]t was speculation. I 
don't know the type of care she received in the emergency room. And I don't feel it's 
appropriate for me to say if it was the correct or incorrect way of treating her." Id. p. 70, II. 14-
17. Further, as discussed below, Dr. Gross was not disclosed by plaintiff as an expert holding 
such opinions. 
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If the Operative Report is not redacted, Dr. Quinn and Dr. Timmel will be unfairly 
prejudiced. In essence, the jury would be provided with a medical record from one of plaintiff s 
treating physicians, inferring Dr. Quinn and Dr. Timmel provided improper or inadequate care to 
plaintiff that resulted in the loss of her arm. Dr. Gross was not disclosed as an expert holding 
such opinion, and by his own admission, is not qualitled to offer such opinion testimony. As 
such, the unredacted records would be confusing and misleading. 
B. Treating Physicians 
As stated in Dr. Timmel's Motion, plaintiff failed to identify any of plaintiffs treating 
physicians as experts throughout their original or five supplemental expert disclosures. The 
Court's Scheduling order indicates that treating physicians are deemed experts. As such, in order 
to elicit expert testimony from such providers, plaintiff needed to provide actual disclosures for 
these witnesses, which she has failed to do. 
On September 3, 2009, plaintiff filed their Sixth Supplemental Expert Disclosure. For 
the first time, plaintiff identifies 22 of plaintiffs treating medical providers as experts. However, 
plaintiff fails to identify any of the information required by I.R.C.P. 26(b)( 4)(A)(i). Specifically, 
there is no mention of what opinions these experts will be providing or the basis or reasons for 
such opinions. There is no indication of what data or information the experts have reviewed. As 
to Dr. Gross and Dr. Yeakley, plaintiff merely indicates it is anticipated "that each will testify 
according to their depositions." 
As such, Dr. Quinn formally objects to plaintiffs Sixth Supplemental Expert Disclosure, 
on the grounds that it is untimely and further, that it fails to identify any actual opinions held or 
basis for such opinions of any of the identitled treating medical providers, and requests the Court 
preclude plaintiff from obtaining any expert testimony from the treating medical providers 
related to standard of care. 
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III. CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing, Dr. Quinn requests the Court grant his Motion in Limine and 
issue a ruling allowing him to call Dr. Draper as an expert witness to elicit his opinions regarding 
Dr. Quinn's care and treatment of plaintiff, or in the alternative, allow Dr. Quinn a broad scope 
in cross examination to question. Dr. Quinn further requests the Court grant his motion with 
respect to precluding plaintiff or Mr. Nightengale from testifying as to communications with 
non-party medical providers for purposes other than medical treatment or diagnosis. Dr. Quinn 
further requests the Court not allow plaintiff to use deposition testimony in her opening 
statement without appropriate notice to opposing counsel. Finally, Dr. Quinn requests the Court 
grant the relief sought in Dr. Timmel's Motions in Limine to the extent joined. 
DATED this id- day of September, 2009. 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT 
& BLANTON, P.A. 
~ BY~~ 
Attorne r Defendant Jason Quinn, M.D. 
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COMES NOW, Plaintiff Janet Bell Nightengale, by and through her attorneys of record, 
Dinius Law, and hereby submits her Motion in Limine. This motion is supported by the 
memorandum and affidavit in support filed herewith. 
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MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION IN 
LIMINE 
COMES NOW, Plaintiff Janet Bell Nightengale, by and through her attorneys of record, 
Dinius Law, and hereby files Plaintiff's A4emorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion in Limine. 
INTRODUCTION 
The PlaintitT's Motion in Limine addresses the following issues: (1) cause of Plaintiff s 
arterial occlusion; (2) evidence of subsequent drug and/or alcohol use by Plaintiff; (3) relevance 
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of prior medical records of Plaintiff, including prison records; (4) Plaintiff's prior criminal 
background; (5) the use of Dr. Draper as an expert by Dr. Quinn; (6) the limitation of Dr. 
Draper's testimony to that elicited on direct examination; (7) the ability of non-emergency room 
experts testifying Defendants met the standard of care; (8) the limitation of testimony that is 
speculative and/or unsubstantiated; (9) the scope of the expert testimony by Dr. Gregory Henry; 
(10) the ability of Defendant Timmel to use duplicative experts; and (11) improper comments as 
to the scope or effect of this lawsuit on the healthcare system and the medical practice of the 
Defendants. For the reasons discussed below, the Plaintiff's Motion in Limine on each of these 
issues should be granted. 
By way of factual background, this is a medical negligence case. The testimony at trial 
will be as follows. Defendant Jason Quinn treated Plaintiff on July 11, 2007 at the emergency 
department of St. Alphonsus Medical Center after she arrived by ambulance. Dr. Quinn failed to 
diagnose that Plaintiff was suffering a vascular emergency in the form of an arterial occlusion 
that was preventing adequate blood flow in her left arm and hand. Dr. Quinn never explained the 
absence of a pulse in her left arm or account for the pain she was suffering. Dr. Quinn did not 
utilize the differential diagnosis to make a determination as to the cause of Plaintiff's symptoms. 
Instead, Dr. Quinn's overall diagnosis was simply "left arm pain." Plaintiff was in and out of the 
emergency room in half the time of an average patient. Simply put, Dr. Quinn missed the arterial 
occlusion and released Plaintiff without substantive treatment, a clear breach of the standard of 
care. 
Plaintiff's symptoms did not improve and she went to the St. Luke's emergency 
department on July 16, 2007 and was seen by Defendant Kevin Timme!. Dr. Timmel included 
vascular emergency on his list of probable causes of Plaintiff's symptoms. He failed to check for 
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pulse, capillary refill, and otherwise failed to deal with the possibility of vascular emergency. 
Instead, he now contends that Plaintiff refused care because her arm hurt too much. Even after 
10 mg of morphine, Plaintiff was in agonizing pain. Dr. Timmel ordered an x-ray to rule out 
bone injury, but did not order vascular studies, even though all of her symptoms were consistent 
with a vascular emergency in progress. His failure to deal with the possibility of vascular 
emergency, which he admittedly considered as a cause of the symptoms, is also a clear breach of 
the standard of care. 
Plaintiff was seen pursuant to a previously scheduled appointment at the Terry Reilly 
clinic on July 20, 2007. Plaintiff was instructed to return to the emergency room immediately 
and was taken to St. Luke's. It was ultimately discovered that Plaintiff had an arterial occlusion 
and that her limb was unsalvageable. Her left arm was amputated above the elbow by Dr. 
Dominic Gross that day. Plaintiff had to endure a second surgery to amputate further up her arm 
due to infection. 
Today, Plaintiff lives with the lasting, permanent effects associated with the loss of her 
left arm that could have been prevented had the arterial occlusion been properly diagnosed on 
either July 11 or July 16, 2007. This case is therefore about seeking fair compensation for 
Plaintiff for what she has been through as a result of the conduct of Defendants, including the 
two amputation surgeries, as well as the lasting, permanent effects and deficits associated with 
the loss of her left arm. 
I. 
THE DEFENDANTS SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED TO OPINE THAT THE CAUSE OF 
THE ARTERIAL OCCLUSION WAS PLAINTIFF'S PRIOR IVIIA DRUG USE 
In this case, Plaintiff alleges that she was injured when the arterial occlusion she was 
suffering was undiagnosed by Dr. Quinn and Dr. Timmel. The injuries and damages at issue are 
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those that Plaintiff alleges were caused by the failures to diagnose and properly treat the arterial 
occlusion. The core issue to be resolved by the jury on the issue of proximate cause is therefore: 
Did the failures to diagnose and treat the occlusion cause Ms. Nightengale to have her arm 
amputated? Specifically, the jury will have to determine whether it was a violation of the 
standard of care for Plaintiffs condition to go undiagnosed and untreated after these two trips to 
the emergency room. Despite this relatively narrow issue of causation, the Plaintiff anticipates 
that Defendants will attempt to litigate, in this medical negligence case, comparative fault for the 
cause of the arterial occlusion. She anticipates that Defendants will attempt to assert that 
Plaintiff was somehow responsible for the arterial occlusion. Such will be part of an ongoing 
effort at trial to misdirect attention away from the issues related to the medical negligence of the 
Detendants and to instead focus the jury' attention on Plaintiffs admitted past IV drug use. 
H is unclear at this time whether the arterial occlusion suffered by Plaintiff was a result of 
injury associated with IV drug use, muscle compression, or some other cause. Most of the 
Defendants' experts in this case opine as to the potential causes, and a few actually opine that 
drug use is the most likely cause, without stating a factual background for such a speCUlative 
assertion. Regardless, the cause (whether IV drug use, muscle compression, or something else) 
of the arterial occlusion is not relevant to any of the issues in this case. The Defendants will 
attempt to assert that IV drug use is a potential cause, or the major cause, in an effort to inflame 
the jury against Plaintiff because of IV drug use or that the arterial occlusion was her fault. 
The actual dispute in this case is over whether the Defendants treated the condition of 
Plaintiff in a negligent manner that fell below the applicable standard of care. An arterial 
occlusion is treated in exactly the same manner regardless of whether it was caused by IV drug 
use, muscle compression, or by something else. This is evidenced by the fact that Plaintiff 
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received treatment for the occlusion (even beyond amputation) without an ultimate finding of 
what caused the occlusion. Thus, arguments and evidence on what caused the arterial occlusion 
are irrelevant to this case. Regardless of the cause of the arterial occlusion, Plaintiff had a right 
under the law to receive treatment for her injuries in accordance with the appropriate standard of 
care. She had a right to have the benefit of a full and complete diagnosis given in a manner that 
a prudent doctor under similar circumstances would have given. As such, Defendants should not 
be allowed to reference, offer evidence, or opine regarding fault or cause of the arterial 
occlusion. In Rule 401 and 402 parlance, the cause of the arterial occlusion does not tend to 
make any fact in this medical negligence case more or less probable. Stated differently, the 
cause of the arterial occlusion and related facts do not tend to shed any light on the failure of 
Defendants to diagnose and treat Plaintiff. 
Although Idaho's appellate courts have not yet addressed Rules 401, 402, and 403 in this 
specific context, numerous courts from across the country, as reflected in the Restatement 
(Third) of Torts, have addressed the issue of alleged fault on the part of plaintiffs and third or 
non-parties in the medical negligence context and have done so with consistency. The courts 
hold that a doctor takes his patient as he finds him and issues of fault for the original injury or 
illness are irrelevant and inadmissible in a case alleging medical negligence for subsequent 
treatment of the injury or illness. 
The rule precluding consideration of plaintiffs own alleged negligence in causing the 
condition for which medical treatment was sought is set forth in the Restatement (Third) of 
Torts: Apportionment of Liability § 7, cmt. M (2000).1 According to the Restatement, "in a case 
involving negligent rendition of a service, including medical services, a factfinder does not 
I Idaho courts have historically looked to the Restatement of Torts as authoritative. (See, e.g., Uranga v. Federated 
Publications, Inc., 138 Idaho 550, 553, 67 P.3d 29, 32 (2003).) 
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consider any plaintiffs conduct that created the condition the service was employed to remedy." 
Restatement (Third) of Torts: Apportionment of Liability § 7, cmt. M (2000). The reporter's 
note to this comment explains that it would be unfair to allow a defendant doctor to complain 
about the patient's negligence because this negligence caused the very condition the doctor 
undertook to treat. Restatement (Third) of Torts: Apportionment of Liability § 7 reporter's note 
to cmt. m (2000). 
The Florida Court of Appeals, in Matthews v. Williford, rejected a contributory 
negligence claim in a case of alleged failure to treat a heart attack which resulted in death. 
There, the court did not allow a claim of contributory negligence based on the fact that the 
decedent had been advised to quit smoking ten years earlier, but had not. The court said that 
even if the decedent had contributed to his condition, the defendant-doctor's failure to treat it 
properly was a distinct, subsequent injury. 318 So.2d 480, 483 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1975). 
Similarly, in DeMoss v. Hamilton, 644 N.W. 2d 302 (Iowa 2002), the plaintiff sued for 
wrongful death resulting from the defendant-doctor's failure to respond properly to the 
decedent's chest pain. Denying the plaintiffs motion in limine, the trial court admitted evidence 
of the decedent's failure to exercise, lose weight, stop smoking, and have regular follow up 
appointments. Id. at 304. The Iowa Supreme Court held the admission of such evidence to be 
error: "a physician simply may not avoid liability for negligent treatment by asserting that a 
patient's injuries were originally caused by the patient's own negligence. Id. at 305, quoting 
Fritts v. McKinne, 934 P.2d 371, 374 (Okla. Civ. App. 1996). The court noted that the majority 
rule on the issue is: "in a medical malpractice action, the defense of contributory negligence is 
inapplicable when a patient's conduct provides the occasion for medical attention, care or 
treatment, which is later the subject of a medical malpractice claim or when the patient's conduct 
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contributes to an illness or condition for which the patient seeks the medical attention, care, or 
treatment on which a subsequent medical malpractice claim is based." ld. at 306. 
This rule is based on proximate cause. When the basis for medical negligence is a 
physician's failure to treat a given condition properly, the legal inquiry is not the condition itself, 
regardless of how it came about, but is rather the harm to the patient which would not have 
occurred if the condition had been treated properly. See, e.g., Lamoree v. Binghamtom Gen. 
Hosp., 329 N.Y.S.2d 85 (D. Ct. 1972); Jensen v. Archbishop Bergan Mercy Hosp., 459 N.W.2d 
178 (Neb. 1990); Bourne v. Seventh Ward General, 546 So.2d 197 (La. Ct. App. 1989); Owens v. 
Stokoe, 503 N.E.2d 251 (1986); Wolbers v. Finley Hosp., 673 N. W.2d 728 (Iowa 2003); Kildahl 
v. Tagge, 942 P.2d 1283 (Colo. App. 1996); Larson v. Beltzer Clinic, 195 N.W.2d 416 (Minn. 
1972). 
The Utah Supreme Court has expressly applied this rule to all professions. In Steiner 
Corp. v. Johnson & Higgens of California, 996 P.2d 531 (Utah 2000), the Plaintiff sued an 
actuarial firm for negligently handling its employee's retirement plan. The defendant contended 
that the plaintiff had set up the plan negligently before engaging in defendant's services. The 
Court held that a professional may not avoid liability by blaming the client for causing the very 
problem the professional was hired to resolve: 
A doctor, for example, might be able to avoid liability for negligently treating an 
injured person because the patient negligently had run a traffic light and was 
injured. Such a result would be clearly unsound. 
ld. at 533. 
In reaching this conclusion, the Utah Supreme Court broadly surveyed the national 
authorities on this issue as follows, noting that they all have a common thread whereby the 
original injury is distinguished from that alleged to have been caused by the professional: 
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When applying these principals to professional negligence, other courts have 
barred contributory negligence defenses based on the plaintiff s actions taken 
before obtaining the services of a professional. The defenses have been barred 
regarding medical, legal, and accounting services. See, e.g. Fullmer v. 
Wohlfeiler & Beck, 905 F.2d 1394, 1398-99 (10th Cir. 1990) (accounting 
services); Theobald v. Byers, 193 Cal.App.2d 147, 151-52, 13 Cal.Rptr. 864 (Ct. 
App. 1961) (legal services); McLister, 934 P.2d at 846-47 (legal services); 
Sendejar v. Alice Physicians & Surgeons Hosp., Inc., 555 S.W.2d 879, 885 
(Tex.Civ.App. 1977) (medical services). Steiner notes that despite employing 
slightly different analyses, the cases have a common thread: each reached its 
conclusions by focusing on the injury for which relief was sought in the case 
rather than on the condition for which the plaintiff sought professional help. 
We agree with this line of analysis. For example, in Sendejar, a plaintiffs 
negligence in injuring himself could not be contributory negligence because it 
was not "simuItaneous[] with or co-operating with" the fault for which the 
plaintiff sought recovery. 555 S.W.2d at 885. Similarly, in Matthews v. 
Williford, 318 So.2d 480 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1975), the conduct of a plaintiff 
regarding a medical condition was not allowed as a defense because the 
malpractice caused a "distinct subsequent injury." Id. at 483. Other courts have 
reached similar conclusions by holding that professional negligence was an 
"intervening or superseding cause" without which there would have been no 
injury at all. See, e.g., Bourne v. Seventh Ward Gen. Hosp., 546 So.2d 197, 203 
(La. Ct. App. 1989). 
Id. at 532-33 (emphasis added). 
In summary, this rule should be applied in this case to preclude evidence of the cause of 
the original injury or injuries which may have caused the arterial occlusion. The Defendants 
should not be able to attempt to avoid responsibility for medical negligence by blaming Plaintiff 
for causing the condition with which she presented for treatment. See authorities, supra. 
It is also worth noting that none of the emergency room physicians listed by the 
Defendants as experts state that they are willing to opine as to the cause of Plaintiff s arterial 
occlusion within a reasonable degree of medical certainty. This provides additional grounds on 
which this Court should not allow comments or evidence relating to the cause of the arterial 
occlusion. 
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Finally, any perceived probative value (although none exists) which might be gleaned 
from evidence of the cause of the arterial occlusion is grossly outweighed by the prejudicial 
eflect such evidence would invariably have. LR.E. 403. To hold otherwise would potentially 
cause this case to devolve to the point where the jury is presented with an entire side-show or 
mini-trial on the cause of the arterial occlusion. Such would confuse the issue of subsequent 
medical negligence, would unnecessarily lengthen the trial, and would only obscure the real 
issue pertaining to the medical negligence on the part of the Defendants arising from the care to 
Plaintiff. 
II. 
IT IS PROPER FOR THIS COURT TO PREVENT DEFENDANTS FROM ELICITING 
OR OFFERING EVIDENCE OF PLAINTIFF'S DRUG AND/OR ALCOHOL USE 
AFTER JULY 20, 2007 
It is anticipated that Defendants will attempt to elicit testimony and introduce exhibits 
into evidence that pertain to drug and/or alcohol use after July 20, 2007. Plaintiff submits that 
Defendants, their counsel and their witnesses should be prohibited from making any mention of 
subsequent drug and/or alcohol use subsequent to July 20,2007. 
First, such matters are not relevant under Idaho Rule of Evidence 401. Whether or not 
Plaintiff used drugs and/or alcohol after the events giving rise to this lawsuit could not have 
impacted the care received on either July 11, 2007 or July 16, 2007. Thus, any reference to 
subsequent drug and alcohol use should be excluded pursuant to LR.E. 401 and 402. 
Additionally, any probative value of such testimony would be greatly outweighed by the 
unfair prejudice the Plaintiff will suffer if admitted under LR.E. 403. Therefore, such 
information and evidence should be excluded. 
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III. 
IT IS PROPER FOR THIS COURT TO PREVENT DEFENDANTS FROM ELICITING 
OR OFFERING EVIDENCE OF PLAINTIFF'S MEDICAL RECORDS PRIOR TO 2007, 
INCLUDING PRISON RECORDS 
It is anticipated that Defendants will attempt to introduce evidence regarding medical 
records from the Plaintiffs past, prior to 2007. These records are not relevant under I.R.E. 401 
because they are in no way related to the condition in which Plaintiff claims Defendants were 
negligent in treating. As such, those medical records do not tend to make any fact in dispute 
more or less probable. 
Further, any probative value of the prior medical records is greatly outweighed by the 
unfair prejudice that Plaintiff would suffer, if they were admitted. This is especially true of the 
medical records that were collected from the prison medical center. The only purpose ill 
attempting to admit such evidence would be to smear the reputation of Plaintiff. 
Also, the prior medical records would only serve to add confusion and undue delay to the 
trial. In essence, it would seem that Plaintiff was attempting to hold these two Defendants 
responsible for all of her past medical care, which is simply not the case. Otherwise, wasted time 
would be spent by the jurors examining and analyzing these records for information that is in no 
way relevant to the present action. 
Lastly, the addition of these irrelevant medical records would constitute a senseless waste 
of time which would needlessly lengthen the trial itself. Admitting these records would delay the 
trial unduly and should therefore be excluded. 
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IV. 
ANY REFERENCE TO PREVIOUS CRIMES AND TIME SPENT IN JAIL OR PRISON 
SHOULD BE EXCLUDED 
In her deposition, Plaintiff indicated that she had spent some time in prison. It has also 
been revealed that she has been charged with various crimes and infractions. However, while 
Plaintiff states that she was charged with murder, she was acquitted of that crime. Plaintiff also 
indicated that she had been charged and convicted of various crimes and infractions relating to 
drug and/or alcohol use. However, none of the crimes that Plaintiff was charged with or 
convicted of were related in any way to Plaintiff s veracity or honesty. 
Idaho Rule of Evidence 608 states that "The credibility of a witness may be attacked, but 
subject to these limitations: (1) the evidence may refer only to character for truthfulness or 
untruthfulness ... " Clearly, the above listed crimes do not speak to or are probative of Plaintiffs 
truthfulness or untruthfulness. With regard to impeaching the Plaintiff with evidence of the 
murder charge, Plaintiff was never convicted. Thus, any attempt to introduce evidence under 
I.R.E. 609 would be improper. 
Further, the admission of this evidence would be improper under Rule 404(b). Under that 
rule, evidence of previous crimes, wrongs, or acts is inadmissible to prove character or that the 
Plaintiff acted in conformity therewith. 
Additionally, any evidence of past crimes or charges is irrelevant to this action in that 
those events do not tend to make any fact in this case more likely under I.R.E. 401 and 402. 
Further, any probative value is greatly outweighed by the unfair prejudice Plaintiff would suffer 
if such evidence were admitted. Also, such information and evidence would add confusion to 
the issue and would result in a waste of time. 
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v. 
DR. QUINN SHOULD BE PRECLUDED FROM CALLING DR. DRAPER AS AN 
EXPERT WITNESS IN HIS CASE IN CHIEF 
In his disclosures, Dr. Quinn has listed Dr. Draper, an expert witness retained by the 
Plaintiff, as a potential expert witness. Dr. Quinn has subsequently filed supplements to his 
disclosure stating the opinions Dr. Draper exposed, over Plaintiffs objections, regarding the care 
provided by Dr. Quinn. 
Dr. Draper is an expert witness who has been formally retained by the Plaintiff, but who 
is not expected to testify at trial regarding the care provided by Dr. Quinn. Plaintiff has made 
this fact clear to the Defendants. In Plaintiffs Fifth Supplemental Disclosure, Dr. Draper's 
report makes absolutely no mention of the care rendered by Dr. Quinn. As requested by the 
Defendants, the prior supplementations prepared by the Plaintiff were stricken. 
Idaho law is clear that a defendant may not call the expert witness who is retained but not 
expected to testify of a plaintiff. In White v. Mock, the Idaho Supreme Court found that an 
attempt to do so was improper under the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 140 Idaho 882, 889, 
104 P.3d 356 (2004). First, the Court noted that I.R.C.P. 26(b)(a)(iii) "bars a party from even 
contacting an expert witness of an opposing party without first obtaining the permission of the 
opposing party of the case." ld. 
The Court further stated that because the rules of civil procedure do not even allow the 
opposing party to contact such witnesses, "it follows that that expert cannot be called by the 
opposing party during trial unless a proper showing of exceptional circumstances is made." ld. 
(emphasis added). 
Clearly exceptional circumstances do not exist III this case. Defendant Quinn has 
mUltiple experts lined up to testify on his behalf, including Dr. Quinn. Dr. Draper's opinions do 
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not provide information or opinion that is not otherwise available to Defendant Quinn. In fact, 
Dr. Draper's opinions would be duplicative of at least two other experts expected to testify on 
behalf of Dr. Quinn. Therefore, Defendant Quinn should be denied the opportunity to call Dr. 
Draper as his own expert witness. 
VI. 
ANY CROSS EXAMINATION OF DR. DRAPER BY THE DEFENDANTS MUST BE 
HELD TO THE SCOPE OF DIRECT 
Idaho Rule of Evidence 611(b) states that "Cross-examination should be limited to the 
subject matter of the direct examination and matters affecting the credibility of the witness." 
Further, the control of cross-examination is committed to the sound discretion of the trial judge. 
State v. Pierce, 107 Idaho 96, 685 P.2d 837 (Ct. App. 1984). 
Here, it is anticipated that Defendant Quinn, if not allowed to call Dr. Draper as an 
expert, will attempt to elicit the sanle information from Dr. Draper on cross-examination. 
However, because Dr. Draper is an expert retained but not expected to testify against Dr. Quinn, 
Plaintiff will not be asking Dr. Draper questions regarding the care provided by Dr. Quinn on 
direct examination. 
Further, Dr. Draper's opinions with regard to the care provided by Dr. Quinn do not 
speak to his credibility. In fact, it is perfectly reasonable for a doctor to have one opinion 
regarding the care provided by one doctor, and a completely different opinion regarding the care 
provided by a second doctor. It is also understood and anticipated under the rules that two 
reasonable doctors may disagree with respect to the care provided by a doctor. Thus, Dr. 
Draper's opinion with respect to Dr. Quinn's care does not speak to the credibility of Dr. Draper. 
Lastly, while the Court may have discretion in allowing latitude on cross in the case of 
experts, see Trull v. Modern Woodmen of Am., 12 Idaho 318, 85 P. 1081 (1906), Dr. Draper's 
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opinions with respect to Defendant Quinn in no way impact his opinions with respect to 
Defendant Timme!. Stated differently, allowing inquiry into Dr. Draper's opinions of Defendant 
QUinn's care will not shed any light on the opinions he holds about the care rendered by 
Defendant Timme!. That is because each visit to the emergency room and the lack of care and 
treatment received were separate and distinct events. Thus, any opinion held regarding the care 
provided by Defendant Quinn has no impact on an opinion held with regard to the care provided 
by Defendant Timme!. 
VII. 
DR. KEVIN SHEA G. SHEA, M.D. IS PRECLUDED FROM TESTIFIYING AS TO THE 
STANDARD OF CARE FOR EMERGENCY ROOM PHYSICIANS 
Defendant Timmel identifies Dr. Kevin G. Shea, an orthopedic surgeon, as an expert 
witness in this case. In the expert disclosure, written by counsel for Defendant Timmel, it is 
stated that Dr. Shea is expected to testify to issues within his expertise. 
Further, the disclosure states that Dr. Shea is of the opinion that it was "reasonable tor 
Dr. Timmel, given Mrs. Bell Nightengale's refusal to allow further examination, to rely upon the 
nurse's recording of pulses being present." First, there is no indication that Dr. Timmel relied on 
the nurse's note that pulses were present because the nurse did not note which arm the pulse was 
taken in. Second, Dr. Shea has no expert knowledge as to what is reasonable in the emergency 
room. The disclosure does not state that he has knowledge of the standard of care for emergency 
room physicians. Nor does the disclosure state that he has spoken to an emergency room 
physician to become familiar with the standard of care. 
Therefore, Plaintiff requests that all opinions on the standard of care for emergency room 
physicians be limited to those practicing emergency medicine at the time of the incident. As 
such, Dr. Shea should be precluded from expressing any opinion as to the standard of care, 
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including what is reasonable for emergency room physicians to do in a glven situation. 
Moreover, Dr. Shea should be precluded from rebutting any of the opinions to be rendered by 
Drs. Draper and Lally that require expert knowledge by emergency room physicians. 
VIII. 
THE OPINIONS OF DR. MARX REGARDING THE RESULTS OF AN ULTRASOUND 
STUDY THAT WAS NOT PERFORMED MUST BE EXCLUDED 
In his expert disclosure, Defendant Quinn identified Myron Marx, MD, F ACR as an 
expert retained and expected to testify. According to that disclosure, Dr. Marx is a board certified 
interventional radiologist. First, as argued above, his opinions relating to the cause of the arterial 
occlusion must be excluded. See Section I, supra. Further, it is clear that he does not hold an 
opinion with respect to cause to a reasonable degree of medical certainty. He states that "While 
consistent with an intra-arterial injection or vessel injury from IV drug use, the findings on the 
examination are also consistent with a pressure occlusion injury." (Quinn Expert Witness 
Disclosure, p. 14 emphasis added). Therefore, any reference to the cause of the arterial 
occlusion is inadmissible. 
Further, Dr. Marx's OpInIOn regarding the hypothetical results of an unperformed 
ultrasound must be excluded. First, I.R.E. 703 states in pertinent part: 
The facts or data in the particular case upon which an expert bases an 
opinion or inference may be those perceived by or made known to the expert at or 
before the hearing. If of a type reasonably relied upon by experts in the particular 
field in forming opinions or inferences upon the subject, the facts or data need not 
be admissible in evidence in order for the opinion or inference to be admitted. 
Here, Dr. Marx, as a certified interventional radiologist likely has expertise In 
performing, evaluating, and analyzing ultrasounds. However, he cannot have an expertise in 
interpreting or analyzing ultrasound tests that have not been performed. In Rule 703 parlance, 
any data used in coming to a conclusion of a hypothetical ultrasound is not a fact or data type 
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that is reasonably relied upon by such experts. In fact, if it were reasonable to conclude what an 
ultrasound would show before one is performed, an ultrasound would never need to be 
performed. 
More to the point, the expected testimony above is speculative and unsupported by facts. 
In Jones v. Crawforth, the Idaho Supreme Court stated that "to be admissible the testimony must 
assist the trier of fact in understanding the evidence or determining an issue in fact. A trier of 
fact is not assisted by an opinion that is speculative or unsubstantiated by facts . ... " 2009-
ID-0409.l80, p. 7 (citations omitted) (emphasis added). 
Clearly the above testimony of what a hypothetical ultrasound would have shown is by 
definition speculative. No fact can substantiate those "potential" results because the ultrasound 
did not take place. Defendant Quinn should not be able to avail himself of results of a test that 
he did not perform and that Plaintiff asserts should have been performed. Therefore, such 
testimony is clearly inadmissible. 
IX. 
DR. HENRY IS PRECLUDED FROM TESTIFY AS TO THE STANDARD OF CARE IN 
BOISE IDAHO IN JULY 2007 
In his expert disclosure, Defendant Quinn identified Dr. Gregory L. Henry as an expert 
witness expected to testify on his behalf. Dr. Henry is currently practicing in Ann Arbor, 
Michigan. 
The expert disclosure, written by counsel for Defendant Quinn, stated that "Dr. Henry 
will also testify that he has discussed the applicable standard of care with an emergency room 
physician familiar with the standard of care applicable to Dr. Quinn in this matter, who was 
practicing at Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center as of July 11, 2007, and has confirmed 
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his understanding of such standard." (Quinn Expert Disclosure, p. 8). Nowhere in the disclosure 
is this emergency room physician with whom Dr. Henry consulted identified. 
On September 9, 2009, Plaintiff deposed Dr. Henry.2 When asked about who he talked to 
about the standard of care, Dr. Henry could not remember the name of the physician. He stated 
that he thought his name was Dr. Beardmore, but that he could not quite remember. Dr. Henry 
stated that he did not know where that physician practiced medicine. Dr. Henry stated that he 
did not know exactly when he spoke to the physician and that he had no notes from the 
conversation. Dr. Henry admitted that he had no knowledge of the trauma capabilities, 
emergency room staffing, nurse staffing, or any other relevant information of the operations of a 
medical facility in Boise, Idaho in July 2007. Most importantly, Dr. Henry admitted that he had 
formed his opinions in this case prior to speaking with that physician. 
Plaintiff expected this information to be revealed at Dr. Henry's deposition at the latest. 
Because Plaintiff does not have the benefit of this knowledge, Plaintiff will be prejudiced in 
tracking down this doctor and discussing what was actually discussed, if anything. Therefore, 
Dr. Henry should be precluded from testifying regarding the standard of care in Boise, Idaho in 
July 2007. 
Further, Dr. Henry's opinions regarding this case or substantially the same as those 
proposed by Dr. Eric Johnson, MD whom Defendant Quinn has retained. Expert testimony that 
is cumulative under I.R.E. 403 can be excluded. See Burgess v. Salmon River Canal Co., 127 
Idaho 565, 903 P.2d 730 (1995). 
Thus, Defendant Quinn should have to choose between Dr. Johnson and Dr. Henry 
because the expected testimony of each is cumulative and would result in a waste of time. 
2 Excerpts of Dr. Henry's deposition transcript are attached as Exhibit A to the Affidavit of Michael 1. Hanby II in 
Support of Plaintiffs Motion in Limine ("Hanby Affidavit"). 
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Further, it would be confusing and misleading the jury if they got the impression that the trial 
was a battle of experts and whichever side produces the most, wins. 
X. 
DEFENDANT TIMMEL SHOULD BE PRECLUDED FROM USING TWO EXPERTS 
EXPECTED TO TESTIFY IN EXACTLY THE SAME MANNER 
As discussed above, evidence that is cumulative and a waste of time should be excluded 
under LR.E. 403. In this case, counsel for Defendant Timmel disclosed that it was expected that 
Po Haung, MD F ACEP and John Moorhead, MD MS F ACEP were expected to testify and offer 
opinions based on the care provided by Dr. Timmel on July 16, 2007. (Timmel Expert 
Disclosure, pp. 3-27). 
In that expert disclosure, drafted by counsel, Defendant Timmel provided a summary of 
the opinions as to what each expert is expected to testify. No written report by either physician 
was produced. In the disclosure, the opinions of Dr. Haung and of Dr. Moorhead were identical. 
In fact, counsel for Timmel appears to have drafted one of the opinions, and then cut-and-pasted 
that opinion, only changing the name and credentials of the physician. To reiterate, Plaintiff is 
not just stating that the opinions to be given are identical, but that the disclosure itself is 
identical. The disclosure is different only in the name and background of the doctor purporting 
to give it. 
By definition, those opinions are duplicative and cumulative. Because there is absolutely 
no difference in the opinions to be expressed at trial by Dr. Haung and Dr. Moorhead, Defendant 
Tin1ll1el should not be allowed to call both experts to testify. Such would be a waste of time, 
cause undue delay, and a needless presentation of cumulative evidence, under Rule 403. 
Moreover, such evidence could confuse the jury into thinking that this case turns on how many 
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experts each side is able to produce. Thus, proper grounds exist for excluding one of these 
expert witnesses. 
Moreover, it was first learned at the deposition of Dr. Haung on September 2, 2009 that 
he had written an opinion and submitted it to defense counsel for Dr. Timmel. Plaintiff had no 
inclination that such report existed because it has not been produced by the Defendant. Plaintiff 
had sent the following interrogatory and request for production with her initial discovery 
requests several months ago: 
Interrogatory No.5: 
Expert witnesses for trial. Please separately identify each person whom you may 
call as an expert witness at the trial of this action, and state the subject matter on 
which such expert witness is expected to testify, the substance of the facts to 
which such expert witness is expected to testify, and the substance of the opinions 
to which such expert witness is expected to testify. 
Request for Production No.5: 
Please produce copies of any and all documents identified or relied upon by you 
in your Answer to Interrogatory Number 5. 
Defendant did not identify that such report was being withheld for work-product, 
attorney-client privilege, or any other reason. No privilege log containing reference to this report 
was ever produced. See Defendant Kevin Timmel, MD's Answers and Responses to Plaintiff's 
First Set of Interrogatories, Requests for Admission and Requests for Production of Documents 
and Defendant Kevin Timmel, MD's Supplemental Answers and Responses to Plaintiff's First Set 
of Interrogatories, Requests for Admission and Requests for Production of Documents attached 
as Exhibits B and C, respectively, to the Hanby Affidavit. 
In an effort to mitigate the effect of such a report, Plaintiff sent Defendant Timmel a 
"meet and confer" letter requesting copies of that report and any other report that potential 
experts had disclosed on the date the information was learned at the deposition, September 2, 
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2009. See Exhibit D, Hanby Affidavit. As of the date of this memorandum, no response to that 
letter has been received, nor have the reports been turned over. 
It is clear that the Plaintiff has suffered extreme prejudice due to the failure to produce or 
even identify the existence of that report. First, Plaintiff did not have the benefit of the actual 
statements and opinions of the doctors during the depositions. Instead, Plaintiff had to rely upon 
the "disclosure" drafted by Defense counsel when written opinions drafted by the experts had 
existed for months. This puts Plaintiff at a clear disadvantage in preparing for the deposition and 
in no way apprises counsel of what the expert will actually testify to. 
Further, the true extent of the prejudice is not known at this time. It is unthinkable that 
two different experts, from two different states, would have identical, not just similar, but 
identical opinions as to any case. The only reason that Plaintiff could fathom for the Defense not 
disclosing the existence of these reports is because of the content of those reports. There is no 
reason for Defense counsel to without such reports if it benefits the defense. This raises a variety 
of ethical implications and Plaintiff is therefore left with the distressing conclusion that these 
reports have been withheld for a reason. However, the damage, in large part, is already done. 
Therefore, exclusion of one or both of these experts is clearly warranted3 and Plaintiff will be 
filing a separate Motion to Compel and Rule 37 Motion for sanctions. 
XI. 
IMPROPER COMMENTS OR ARGUMENTS AS TO THE ALLEGED NATURE AND 
EFFECT OF THIS LAWSUIT 
Counsel should be prohibited from questions, arguing, or commenting on the following 
matters, all of which are irrelevant, misleading, and overly prejudicial (LR.E. 401, 402, 403): 
3 Clearly the nature of this request would not prejudice the Defendant in the same manner that exclusion of a 
plaintiff's expert in a medical negligence case would because the defense is not required by statute to come forward 
with expert testimony in the same manner s a plaintiff. 
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a. Arguing that a verdict will destroy this Defendant-doctor, or words to that effect; 
b. Arguing that jurors should put themsel ves in position of the Defendant-doctor; 
c. Stating that the Plaintiff is trying to hold the Defendant-doctor "guilty" or that she is 
trying to "condemn" him; 
d. Suggesting that a verdict will not give the Defendant-doctor credit for "all the good 
things he has done in his life," or "all the patients he has successfully treated," or 
arguments to that effect; 
e. Suggesting that a verdict will destroy the Defendant-doctor's medical practice; 
f. Suggesting that a verdict in this case (or that medical negligence cases in general) will 
increase healthcare costs, be bad for the medical system, or will have a chilling effect 
on treatment; 
g. Referring to this case as one of alleged "medical malpractice" rather than "medical 
negligence." The Plaintiff alleges negligence on the part of the Defendants. The jury 
instructions speak: of negligence. It is therefore proper to speak: of the Plaintiff's 
allegations as a "medical negligence" claim. It is improper to refer to the case as a 
"malpractice" case given that the allegations made and the jury instructions do not 
contain that label. That label has pejorative connotations that might unfairly 
prejudice or bias members of the jury against the Plaintiff's case. I.R.E. 401, 402, 
403. 
CONCLUSION 
Plaintiff respectfully requests that the Court grant her Motions in Limine in full for the 
reasons set forth above. Plaintiff asks that the Court order such matters are inadmissible and that 
no reference whatsoever may be made to the precluded items, whether in voir dire, opening 
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statement, examination, closing argument, or otherwise. Plaintiff also requests that the Court 
order that counsel and witnesses are not to refer to this Motion (and proceedings and rulings 
thereon) in front of the jury. 
DATED this 14th day of September, 2009. 
DINIUS LAW 
BY~.~ 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael 1. Hanby II 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that on the 14th day of September, 2009, a true and 
correct copy of the above and foregoing document was served upon the following by: 
Steven K. Tolman 
TOLMAN BRIZEE, PC 
P.O. Box 1276 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Attorneys for Kevin Timmel, MD 
Kevin 1. Scanlan 
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & 
BLANTON 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, ID 83701 
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Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0 I 0 1 
ISB Nos. 5974, 7997 
kdinius@diniuslaw.com 
mhanby@diniuslaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JANET BELL NIGHTENGALE, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
JASON QUINN, M.D.; IDAHO 
EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS, P.A.; KEVIN 
MATTHEW TIMMEL, M.D.; AND 
EMERGENCY MEDICINE OF IDAHO, 
P.A., 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 













CASE NO. CV-OC-0722814 
AFFIDA VIT OF MICHAEL J. 
HANBY II IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION IN 
LIMINE 
MICHAEL J. HANBY II, being first duly sworn, deposes and says as follows:. 
1. I am one of the attorneys of record for the Plaintiff in the above-entitled action, 
and make this Affidavit on the basis of my own personal knowledge and/or belief 
AFFIDA VIT OF MICHAEL J. HANBY II IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION IN LIMINE - 1 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of relevant portions of 
the transcript of the Audio-Visual Deposition of Gregory Henry, M.D. taken September 9,2009. 
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of Defendant Kevin 
Timmel, MD's Answers and Responses to Plaintiff's First Set of Interrogatories, Requests for 
Admission and Requests for Production of Documents served on or about March 5, 2009. 
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit "c" is a true and correct copy of Defendant Kevin 
Timmel, MD's Supplemental Answers and Responses to Plaintiff's First Set of Interrogatoies, 
Requests for Admission and Requests for Production of Documents served on or about August 3, 
2009. 
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit "D" is a true and correct copy of Plaintiff's meet and 
confer letter dated September 2,2009. 
DATED this 14th day of September, 2009. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 14th day of September, 2009. 
No Public for Idaho 
My Commission Expires: ~ ;;'/::;;1-1:::7/,.3' 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that on the 14th day of September, 2009, a true and 
correct copy of the above and foregoing document was served upon the following by: 
Steven K. Tolman 
TOLMAN BRIZEE, PC 
P.O. Box 1276 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Attorneys for Kevin Timmel, MD 
Kevin J. Scanlan 
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & 
BLANTON 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, ID 83701 
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Nightengale v. Quinn, M.D., et al 
Gregory Henry, M.D. September 9, C09 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JANET BELL NIGHTENGALE, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs- No. CV-OC-0722814 
JASON QUINN, M.D.; IDAHO EMERGENCY 
PHYSICIANS, P.A.; KEVIN MATTHEW 
TIMMEL, M.D.; AND EMERGENCY 
MEDICINE OF IDAHO, P.A., 
Defendants. 
-----------------------------------/ 
The video conference deposition of 
GREGORY L. HENRY, M.D., taken pursuant to Notice, 
taken at 623 W. Huron, Ann Arbor, Michigan, on 
Ivednesday, September 9, 2009, commencing at 10: 06 
a.m., before Barbara J. Turner, RPR, CSR-2343, 
Notary Public in and for the County of Oakland, 
acting in the County of Washtenaw. 
APPEARANCES: 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Road, Ste. 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
208.475.0100 
BY: MR. KEVIN E. DINIUS 
Appearing by video conference on behalf 
of Plaintiff. 
Huron Reporting & Video Conferencing Center 
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Gregory Henry, M.D. 
me at a meeting and said you're doing my case, 
immediately say nice to meet you. I'Ve are not 
g8ing to discuss that case. I don't carryon 
T' ' 
.L a 
discussions with people who are involved in suits 
if I'm doing their case. 
Why is that? 
Because I think that I need to have a clear 
udiced view of everything and I don't want 
that kind of interaction. 
It's indicated in your disclosure that you 
discussed the applicable standard of care with an 
emergency room physician that was familiar with 
the standard of care applicable to Dr. Quinn in 
this case. Is that true? 
Yes. That is true. 
Who did you speak with? 
I believe he's Dr. Beardmore or -- that's his 
name, I believe. 
MR. SCANLAN: I think so. 
THE WITNESS: It was a phone conference 
arranged by Mr. Scanlon so the two of us could 
talk to review if there was any real substantial 
differences between the standard of care between 
similar-sized institutions in the rest of the 
country and Idaho, but obviously since we all read 
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Gregory Henry, M.D. September 9, 
the same journals, we do about the same things, 
there did not seem to be any difference between us 
as to what we would do with similar cases. 
BY MR. DINIUS: 
Q. Okay. And tell me, I'm not sure I caught what you 
said, who did you speak with to become acquainted 
with the standard of care? 
A. An emergency physician in Idaho; and I think, I'm 
trying to remember his name now, but I believe it 
was Dr. Breedmore or Beardmore, something like 
that. 
Q. Do you have any notes from your discussion with 
Dr. Beardmore? 
A. I do not. 
Q. When did you speak with Dr. Beardmore? 
A. It's got to have been probably ten months ago or 
so, at least. Maybe, maybe eleven months ago, 
something like that. 
Q. Okay. Would that have been before or after you 
formed your initial opinions and provided that 
initial oral report to Mr. Scanlon? 
A. No. My initial opinions and oral report with 
regard to what I thought about the care would have 
been independent of whether there's a different 
standard of care in Idaho. I would have told him 
009 
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Gregory Henry, M.D. September 9, 2009 
Page 26 
I t it was this or that, and then he would 
have said to me I will arrange for you to speak to 
an emergency physician in Idaho just to make sure 
that is consistent with the standard of care in 
Idaho as well. 
And I said okay. I mean I get to lot of 
states. I mean I've been to a lot of states in 
the United States, and I've done a lot of work 
with emergency physicians everywhere, but I said I 
will be happy to speak to somebody just to see if 
there is some difference. But after our phone 
conversation it was pretty clear that we see 
patients pretty much the same way. 
The other thing is we're not talking 
about a fifty-bed hospital in the middle of 
nowhere. Obviously Boise is the sophisticated 
medical center of Idaho, and so it's no different 
than any other three hundred thousand person kind 
of city in the United States really. 
So in your opinion the standard of care in Boise 
would be the same as any other city in the country 
with a similar population base? 
Exactly. With similar patients, population, 
various disease entities that present. The 
differences would be more in rural areas versus 
Huron Reporting & Video Conferencing Center 
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Gregory Henry, M.D. 
city areas as opposed to the state of Idaho verses 
the state of Oregon, for example. 
Okay. Do you know where Dr. Beardmore 
practices well, strike that. 
Do you know if Dr. Beardmore is an 
emergency physician? 
Yes, he is. 
Do you know if he's board certified? 
I believe he's board certified in emergency 
medicine, yes. 
Okay. Do you know where he practices? 
All I k~ow is it's in the state of Idaho. No\v, 1. 
can't tell you exactly which hospital it's at. 
All I know is he is from the state of Idaho, and I 
believe he's somewhere in the Boise area, but I'm 
not -- I can't tell you which tal he Ivorks 
at. 
Okay. Tell me specifically, Dr. Henry, what you 
and Dr. Beardmore discussed during the telephone 
call you had with him. 
As best I remember it, we talked about the flow of 
patients, how they would be triaged, how they 
would be seen, what would constitute an emerge~t 
intervention, what would constitute fellow-up 
care, what would constitute a reasonable physical 
Huron Reporting & Video Conferencing Center 
ember 9, 20 9 
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EXHIBIT B 
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Steven K. Tolman (ISB #1769) 
TOLMAN & BRIZEE, P.C. 
132 3rd Avenue East 
P.O. Box 1276 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276 
Telephone: (208) 733-5566 
Attorney for Defendant Kevin Timmel, MD 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 




JASON QUINN, M.D.; IDAHO 
EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS, P.A.; 
KEVIN MATTHEW TIMMEL, M.D.; AND 
EMERGENCY MEDICINE OF IDAHO, 
PA AND ITS AFFILIATES 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 0722814 
DEFENDANT KEVIN TIMMEL, MD'S 
ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO 
PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF 
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR 
ADMISSION AND REQUESTS FOR 
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
COMES NOW the defendant, Kevin Timmel, MD, by and through his counsel of 
record, Steven K. Tolman of Tolman & Brizee, P.C., and hereby answers and responds 
to plaintiff's first set of interrogatories, requests for admission and requests for 
production of documents dated the 6th day of February, 2009, as follows: 
GENERAL OBJECTIONS 
Defendant objects to the "INSTRUCTIONS" included at the beginning of this set 
of interrogatories, requests for admission, and requests for production of documents for 
the following reasons: 
DEFENDANT KEVIN TIMMEL. MD'S ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRSTr$J\TnQfi57 
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUC~~ 
DOCUMENTS. PAGE 1 CLIENT 
_ i _ : rl 
(i) As applied to the specific interrogatories, requests for admission, and 
requests for production of documents, the "INSTRUCTIONS" would call for 
information that is, in part, outside the scope of knowledge of lay individuals 
and requires expertise in fields beyond the scope of defendant's knowledge. 
Defendant anticipates that he will be designating expert witnesses to testify 
at the trial of this matter. Those experts have not yet been determined, but 
will be designated pursuant to the pretrial orders of this Court. 
(ii) As applied to the specific interrogatories, requests for admission, and 
requests for production of documents, the "INSTRUCTIONS" would seek 
non-discoverable expert information which is not required to be disclosed 
under the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
(iii) As applied to the specific interrogatories, requests for admission, and 
requests for production of documents, the "INSTRUCTIONS" would make 
such interrogatories, requests for admission and requests for production of 
documents oppressive and burdensome, overly broad, harassing, and 
subject defendant to undue expense. 
(iv) As applied to the specific interrogatories, requests for admission, and 
requests for production of documents, the "INSTRUCTIONS" would make 
such interrogatories, requests for admission and requests for production 
vague and ambiguous. 
(v) As applied to the specific interrogatories, requests for admission, and 
requests for production of documents, the "INSTRUCTIONS" would seek 
information that is subject to the attorney-client and work-product privileges, 
or information that was otherwise prepared in anticipation of litigation or 
preparation for trial containing information, conclusions, opinions, or legal 
theories of attorneys. 
(vi) As applied to the specific interrogatories, requests for admission, and 
requests for production of documents, the "INSTRUCTIONS" purports to 
impose discovery burdens on the defendant in a manner not permitted by 
the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
Discovery is in the initial stages. Defendant reserves the right to supplement his 
answers to these interrogatories, requests for admission, and requests for production of 
documents based upon information to be developed during the discovery phase of this 
case. 
DEFENDANT KEVIN TIMMEL, MD'S ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST M fge 5 8 
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCT~N OF 
DOCUMENTS, PAGE 2 
Defendant reserves the right to supplement its answers to these interrogatories, 
requests for admission, and requests for production of documents with the information 
obtained from the experts to be designated by defendant pursuant to the pretrial orders of 
this court, including, but not limited to, any reports they may produce, as well as their 
testimony by deposition or otherwise. 
Without waiving these objections, and subject to them, defendant answers the 
interrogatories, requests for admission, and requests for production of documents as 
follows: 
INTERROGATORY NO.1: Documents pertaining to this action. Please 
separately identify each document which pertains to any issue in this action. 
ANSWER: Defendant objects to this interrogatory on the grounds it is overly 
broad, vague, burdensome, harassing, ambiguous and, therefore, potentially 
misleading, and to the extent it seeks the disclosure of information protected by the 
attorney/client and/or work product privileges, as well as information prepared in 
anticipation of litigation. Defendant further objects to this interrogatory to the extent it 
seeks the disclosure of impeachment exhibits and/or evidence. Defendant further 
objects to this interrogatory on the basis of and to the extent it seeks the identity of and 
disclosure of facts known or opinions held by experts who have been retained or 
specifically employed by him in anticipation of litigation or in preparation for trial and 
who are not expected to be called as witnesses at trial in accordance with I.R.C.P. 
26(b )(4 )(8). Defendant objects to this interrogatory to the extent it seeks the disclosure 
of individuals merely contacted or consulted by him and who will not be retained as 
expert witnesses. 
DEFENDANT KEVIN TIMMEL, MD'S ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST A£n,t\)n 59 
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTP0t'.f1'0'::: 
DOCUMENTS, PAGE 3 
Without waiving said objections, defendant identifies all medical records of Janet 
Bell Nightengale which have been produced, identified or referred to in discovery or 
correspondence between the parties. 
Discovery is continuing, and defendant reserves the right to supplement this 
answer as information becomes known. 
INTERROGATORY NO.2: Communications between you and each party to this 
action. Please separately identify each instance of a communication, discussion or 
contact between you and your representatives and each party to this action which is in 
any way related to any issue in this action or which you intend to offer in evidence at the 
trial of this action for any purpose. 
ANSWER: Defendant objects to this interrogatory on the grounds it is overly 
broad, vague, burdensome, harassing, ambiguous and, therefore, potentially 
misleading, and to the extent it seeks the disclosure of information protected by the 
attorney/client and/or work product privileges, as well as information prepared in 
anticipation of litigation. 
Further, without waiving said objections, there are no communications with Dr. 
Quinn or Idaho Emergency Physicians, PA. Emergency Medicine of Idaho, to this 
defendant's knowledge, has not been served and is not a party to this action at this 
time. 
Additionally, and without waiving said objections, defendant does not presently 
know what documents will be offered into evidence at the trial of this action. Defendant 
will abide by any pretrial orders of the Court relative to disclosure of exhibits. 
Defendant reserves the right to supplement this answer as discovery continues. 
DEFENDANT KEVIN TIMMEL, MD'S ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRSn~}) ~ 0 
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUC'rIONJ 6F-' 
DOCUMENTS, PAGE 4 
INTERROGATORY NO.3: Persons with knowledge of the issues, etc. Please 
state the name, address and telephone number of each and every person known to you 
or your attorneys who has any knowledge of, or who purport to have any knowledge of, 
any of the facts of this case. By this Interrogatory we seek the names, addresses and 
telephone numbers of all witnesses who have any knowledge of any of the issues or 
any of the occurrences which are in any way related to this action. 
ANSWER: Defendant objects to this interrogatory to the extent it seeks the 
disclosure of impeachment witnesses. Defendant further objects to this interrogatory 
on the basis of and to the extent it seeks the identity of and disclosure of facts known or 
opinions held by experts who have been retained or specifically employed by him in 
anticipation of litigation or in preparation for trial and who are not expected to be called 
as witnesses at trial in accordance with I.R.C.P. 26(b)(4)(B). Defendant objects to this 
interrogatory to the extent it seeks the disclosure of individuals merely contacted or 
consulted by him and who will not be retained as expert witnesses, and to the extent it 
seeks the disclosure of information protected by the attorney/client and/or work product 
privileges, as well as information prepared in anticipation of litigation. 
Without waiving said objections, defendant identifies the following individuals: 
Janet Bell Nightengale 
c/o Morrow Dinius 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 220 
Nampa, 10 83687 
(208) 475-2200 
Dennis Nightengale 
c/o Morrow Dinius 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 220 
Nampa, 10 83687 
(208) 475-2200 
DEFENDANT KEVIN TIMMEL, MD'S ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRSl()l)-Q<2=61 
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF 
DOCUMENTS, PAGE 5 
Kevin Timmel, MD 
c/o Tolman & Brizee, P.C. 
P.O. Box 1276 
Twin Falls, 10 83303-1276 
(208) 733-5566 
Jason Quinn, MO 
c/o Hall Farley Oberrecht & Blanton 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, 10 83701 
(208) 385-8500 
Diane Shoemaker, RN 
St. Luke's Regional Medical Center 
c/o Trudy Fauser 
Gjording & Fauser 
P.O. Box 2837 
Boise, 10 83701-2837 
(208) 336-9777 
Hannah Leiby, CAP 
St. Luke's Regional Medical Center 
c/o Trudy Fauser 
Gjording & Fauser 
P.O. Box 2837 
Boise, 10 83701-2837 
(208) 336-9777 
Christi Warren, CAP 
St. Luke's Regional Medical Center 
c/o Trudy Fauser 
Gjording & Fauser 
P.O. Box 2837 
Boise, 10 83701-2837 
(208) 336-9777 
Bridgette Garidel 
St. Luke's Regional Medical Center 
c/o Trudy Fauser 
Gjording & Fauser 
P.O. Box 2837 
Boise, 10 83701-2837 
(208) 336-9777 
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INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF 
DOCUMENTS, PAGE 6 
Sarah Curtright, RN 
St. Luke's Regional Medical Center 
c/o Trudy Fouser 
Gjording & Fouser 
P.O. Box 2837 
Boise, 10 83701-2837 
(208) 336-9777 
Maya Schimpf, RN 
St. Luke's Regional Medical Center 
c/o Trudy Fouser 
Gjording & Fouser 
P.O. Box 2837 
Boise, 10 83701-2837 
(208) 336-9777 
Elizabeth Nelson, scribe 
c/o Emergency Medicine of Idaho 
Any and all of plaintiff's health care providers, whose true and correct identities 
are set forth in all of her medical records, and who include, but are not limited to: 
Dominic Gross, MO; Ada County Paramedics, including Corey Patocka, EMT-P, George 
Louis, EMT-A, Circe Paul, EMT-P; any and all health care providers at St. Luke's 
Regional Medical Center; any and all health care providers at St. Alphonsus Regional 
Medical Center, including the St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Center outpatient clinic; 
Michael Loegering, NP; any and all health care providers with Terry Reilly Health 
Services; Michael R. McMartin, MD, and other health care providers with Boise Physical 
Medicine & Rehabilitation Clinic. 
Discovery is continuing and defendant reserves the right to supplement this 
answer as additional information and individuals become known. 
INTERROGATORY NO.4: Experts retained but not expected to testify. Please 
separately identify each person retained or specially employed by you as an expert in 
anticipation of this litigation or in preparation for the trial of this action whom you do not 
expect to call as a witness at the trial of this action. 
ANSWER: Defendant objects to this interrogatory on the basis of and to the 
extent it seeks the identity of and disclosure of facts known or opinions held by experts 
who have been retained or specifically employed by him in anticipation of litigation or in 
DEFENDANT KEVIN TIMMEL, MD'S ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRS(f\ ml9~ 3 
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preparation for trial and who are not expected to be called as witnesses at trial in 
accordance with I.R.C.P. 26(b)(4)(8). Defendant objects to this interrogatory to the 
extent it seeks the disclosure of individuals merely contacted or consulted by him and 
who will not be retained as expert witnesses, and to the extent it seeks the disclosure of 
information protected by the attorney/client and/or work product privileges, as well as 
information prepared in anticipation of litigation. 
Without waiving said objections, defendant states a determination as to expert 
witnesses has not yet been made. Further, defendant will abide by any pretrial orders 
of the Court relative to disclosure of expert witnesses. 
INTERROGATORY NO.5: Expert witnesses for trial. Please separately identify 
each person whom you may call as an expert witness at the trial of this action, and state 
the subject matter on which such expert witness is expected to testify, the substance of 
the facts to which such expert witness is expected to testify, and the substance of the 
opinions to which such expert witness is expected to testify. 
ANSWER: Defendant objects to this interrogatory on the basis of and to the 
extent it seeks the identity of and disclosure of facts known or opinions held by experts 
who have been retained or specifically employed by him in anticipation of litigation or in 
preparation for trial and who are not expected to be called as witnesses at trial in 
accordance with LR.C.P. 26(b)(4)(8). Defendant objects to this interrogatory to the 
extent it seeks the disclosure of individuals merely contacted or consulted by him and 
who will not be retained as expert witnesses, and to the extent it seeks the disclosure of 
information protected by the attorney/client and/or work product privileges, as we" as 
information prepared in anticipation of litigation. 
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Without waiving said objections, defendant states a determination as to expert 
witnesses has not yet been made. At such time as a determination has been made, 
this answer will be supplemented accordingly. Further, defendant will abide by any 
pretrial orders of the Court relative to disclosure of expert witnesses. 
INTERROGATORY NO.6: Persons supplying answers hereto. Please 
separately identify each person who supplied answers to these· interrogatories and 
designate the answers or answer or part thereof supplied by such person. For any 
answer or part thereof not within your actual knowledge, state the sources of your 
information. (This interrogatory is intended to discover principal sources of information 
and does not seek to ascertain the identity of mere draftsmen or persons responsible for 
the mechanical preparation of these answers.) 
ANSWER: Kevin Timmel, MD and Steven K. Tolman. 
INTERROGATORY NO.7: Please describe in complete detail all facts which 
form the basis of your affirmative defense that: "The damages alleged to have been 
suffered by plaintiff, if any, were caused by superseding and/or intervening causes for 
which defendant is not responsible." By this interrogatory, Plaintiff seeks the facts, 
persons with knowledge, and any documents which support this affirmative defense. 
ANSWER: Defendant objects to this interrogatory on the grounds it seeks 
information protected by the attorney/client and/or work product privileges, as well as 
information prepared in antiCipation of litigation. Defendant further objects to this 
interrogatory on the basis of and to the extent it seeks the identity of and disclosure of 
facts known or opinions held by experts who have been retained or specifically 
employed by him in anticipation of litigation or in preparation for trial and who are not 
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expected to be called as witnesses at trial in accordance with LR.e.p. 26(b)(4)(B). 
Defendant objects to this interrogatory to the extent it seeks the disclosure of individuals 
merely contacted or consulted by him and who will not be retained as expert witnesses. 
Without waiving said objections, discovery is only in its formative stages and 
defendant has not yet had the opportunity to complete his investigation, including the 
depositions of treating physicians, medical care providers or witnesses. Defendant further 
states in answer to this interrogatory that he has asserted the affirmative defense to which 
this interrogatory is directed to preserve and otherwise avoid waiving such affirmative 
defense to the claims of the plaintiff in this action. 
Further, and without waiving said objections, Janet Bell Nightengale refused to 
allow Dr. Timmel to perform a complete and thorough examination of her on July 16,2007. 
Further, Janet Bell Nightengale did not follow-up with Dr. Shea or return to the emergency 
room in a timely manner as instructed. 
Defendant reserves the right to supplement the answer to this interrogatory at such 
time as facts and information become known with which to answer this interrogatory. 
INTERROGATORY NO.8: Please describe in complete detail all facts which 
form the basis of your affirmative defense that: "The acts or omissions of plaintiff and/or 
others constitute comparative negligence which, pursuant to Idaho Code § 6-801 and/or 
other applicable laws, bars or reduces plaintiff's recovery, if any, against this answering 
defendant." By this interrogatory, Plaintiff seeks the facts, persons with know/edge, and 
any documents which support this affirmative defense. 
ANSWER: Defendant objects to this interrogatory on the grounds it seeks 
information protected by the attorney/client and/or work product privileges, as well as 
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information prepared in anticipation of litigation. Defendant further objects to this 
interrogatory on the basis of and to the extent it seeks the identity of and disclosure of 
facts known or opinions held by experts who have been retained or specifically 
employed by him in anticipation of litigation or in preparation for trial and who are not 
expected to be called as witnesses at trial in accordance with I.R.C.P. 26(b)(4)(B). 
Defendant objects to this interrogatory to the extent it seeks the disclosure of individuals 
merely contacted or consulted by him and who will not be retained as expert witnesses. 
Without waiving said objections, discovery is only in its formative stages and 
defendant has not yet had the opportunity to complete his investigation, including the 
depositions of treating physicians, medical care providers or witnesses. Defendant further 
states in answer to this interrogatory that he has asserted the affirmative defense to which 
this interrogatory is directed to preserve and otherwise avoid waiving such affirmative 
defense to the claims of the plaintiff in this action. 
Further, and without waiving said objections, Janet Bell Nightengale refused to 
allow Dr. Timmel to perform a complete and thorough examination of her on July 16, 2007. 
Further, Janet Bell Nightengale did not follow-up with Dr. Shea or return to the emergency 
room in a timely manner as instructed. 
Defendant reserves the right to supplement the answer to this interrogatory at such 
time as facts and information become known with which to answer this interrogatory. 
INTERROGATORY NO.9: Please describe in complete detail all facts which 
form the basis of your affirmative defense that: "Plaintiff failed to take appropriate action 
to mitigate the alleged damages she claimed to have sustained." By this interrogatory, 
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Plaintiff seeks the facts, persons with knowledge, and any documents which support 
this affirmative defense. 
ANSWER: Defendant objects to this interrogatory on the grounds it seeks 
information protected by the attorney/client and/or work product privileges, as well as 
information prepared in anticipation of litigation. Defendant further objects to this 
interrogatory on the basis of and to the extent it seeks the identity of and disclosure of 
facts known or opinions held by experts who have been retained or specifically 
employed by him in anticipation of litigation or in preparation for trial and who are not 
expected to be called as witnesses at trial in accordance with I.R.C.P. 26(b)(4)(B). 
Defendant objects to this interrogatory to the extent it seeks the disclosure of individuals 
merely contacted or consulted by him and who will not be retained as expert witnesses. 
Without waiving said objections, discovery is only in its formative stages and 
defendant has not yet had the opportunity to complete his investigation, including the 
depositions of treating physicians, medical care providers or witnesses. Defendant further 
states in answer to this interrogatory that he has asserted the affirmative defense to which 
this interrogatory is directed to preserve and otherwise avoid waiving such affirmative 
defense to the claims of the plaintiff in this action. 
Further, and without waiving said objections, Janet Bell Nightengale refused to 
allow Dr. Timmel to perform a complete and thorough examination of her on July 16, 2007. 
Further, Janet Bell Nightengale did not follow-up with Dr. Shea or return to the emergency 
room in a timely manner as instructed. 
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Defendant reserves the right to supplement the answer to this interrogatory at such 
time as facts and information become known with which to answer this interrogatory. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 10: Please describe in complete detail all facts which 
form the basis of your affirmative defense that: "This answering defendant alleges that 
the plaintiff's damages, if any, were proximately caused by the superseding, intervening, 
negligence, omissions, fault or actions of other third person or parties for which this 
answering defendant is not responsible, an that any negligence or breach of duty on the 
part of this answering defendant if any, was not a proximate cause of the alleged loss to 
the plaintiff. In asserting this defense, this answering defendant does not admit any 
negligence or breach of duty, and to the contrary, denies all allegations of negligence or 
breach of duty." By this interrogatory, Plaintiff seeks the facts, persons with knowledge, 
and any documents which support this affirmative defense. 
ANSWER: Defendant objects to this interrogatory on the grounds it seeks 
information protected by the attorney/client and/or work product privileges, as well as 
information prepared in anticipation of litigation. Defendant further objects to this 
interrogatory on the basis of and to the extent it seeks the identity of and disclosure of 
facts known or opinions held by experts who have been retained or specifically 
employed by him in anticipation of litigation or in preparation for trial and who are not 
expected to be called as witnesses at trial in accordance with I.R.C.P. 26(b)(4)(B). 
Defendant objects to this interrogatory to the extent it seeks the disclosure of individuals 
merely contacted or consulted by him and who will not be retained as expert witnesses. 
Without waiving said objections, discovery is only in its formative stages and 
defendant has not yet had the opportunity to complete his investigation, including the 
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depositions of treating physicians, medical care providers or witnesses. Defendant further 
states in answer to this interrogatory that he has asserted the affirmative defense to which 
this interrogatory is directed to preserve and otherwise avoid waiving such affirmative 
defense to the claims of the plaintiff in this action. 
Defendant reserves the right to supplement the answer to this interrogatory at such 
time as facts and information become known with which to answer this interrogatory. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 11: Please describe in complete detail all facts which 
form the basis of your affirmative defense that: "If this answering defendant has any 
liability to the plaintiff, which liability the answering defendant denies, any award made 
to the plaintiff in this action must be reduced by the court, pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 6-
1603 and 6-1606." By this interrogatory, Plaintiff seeks the facts, persons with 
knowledge, and any documents which support this affirmative defense. 
ANSWER: Defendant objects to this interrogatory on the grounds it seeks 
information protected by the attorney/client and/or work product privileges, as well as 
information prepared in anticipation of litigation. 
Without waiving said objections, discovery is only in its formative stages and 
defendant has not yet had the opportunity to complete his investigation, including the 
depositions of treating physicians, medical care providers or witnesses. Defendant further 
states in answer to this interrogatory that he has asserted the affirmative defense to which 
this interrogatory is directed to preserve and otherwise avoid waiving such affirmative 
defense to the claims of the plaintiff in this action. 
Defendant reserves the right to supplement the answer to this interrogatory at such 
time as facts and information become known with which to answer this interrogatory. 
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INTERROGATORY NO. 12: Please describe in complete detail all facts which 
form the basis of your affirmative defense that: "Waiver, estoppel, and/or laches may 
be applicable to bar the present cause of action, in whole or in part." By this 
interrogatory, Plaintiff seeks the facts, persons with knowledge, and any documents 
which support this affirmative defense. 
ANSWER: Defendant objects to this interrogatory on the grounds it seeks 
information protected by the attorney/client and/or work product privileges, as well as 
information prepared in anticipation of litigation. 
Without waiving said objections, discovery is only in its formative stages and 
defendant has not yet had the opportunity to complete his investigation, including the 
depositions of treating physicians, medical care providers or witnesses. Defendant further 
states in answer to this interrogatory that he has asserted the affirmative defense to which 
this interrogatory is directed to preserve and otherwise avoid waiving such affirmative 
defense to the claims of the plaintiff in this action. 
Further, and without waiving said objections, Janet Bell Nightengale refused to 
allow Dr. Timmel to perform a complete and thorough examination of her on July 16, 2007. 
Further, Janet Bell Nightengale did not follow-up with Dr. Shea or return to the emergency 
room in a timely manner as instructed. 
Defendant reserves the right to supplement the answer to this interrogatory at such 
time as facts and information become known with which to answer this interrogatory. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 13: Please describe in complete detail all facts which 
form the basis of your affirmative defense that: "All services and work performed by this 
answering defendant upon the plaintiff were performed only after said plaintiff gave her 
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informed consent to having said services rendered after being fully advised of the 
nature and extent of all treatment to be performed upon said plaintiff." By this 
interrogatory, Plaintiff seeks the facts, persons with knowledge, and any documents 
which support this affirmative defense. 
ANSWER: Defendant objects to this interrogatory on the grounds it seeks 
information protected by the attorney/client and/or work product privileges, as well as 
information prepared in anticipation of litigation. Defendant further objects to this 
interrogatory on the basis of and to the extent it seeks the identity of and disclosure of 
facts known or opinions held by experts who have been retained or specifically 
employed by him in anticipation of litigation or in preparation for trial and who are not 
expected to be called as witnesses at trial in accordance with I.R.CP. 26(b)(4)(B). 
Defendant objects to this interrogatory to the extent it seeks the disclosure of individuals 
merely contacted or consulted by him and who will not be retained as expert witnesses. 
Without waiving said objection, the plaintiff, Janet Bell, signed an Admission 
Consent, for her care and treatment at S1. Luke's Regional Medical Center on July 16, 
2007. 
Defendant reserves the right to supplement the answer to this interrogatory at such 
time as facts and information become known with which to answer this interrogatory. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 14: Please describe in complete detail all facts which 
form the basis of your affirmative defense that: "In all medical attention rendered by this 
answering defendant to the plaintiff, this answering defendant possessed and exercised 
that degree of skill, care and learning ordinarily possessed and exercised by the 
members of his profession in good standing and practicing in the same locality or a 
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similar locality; at all times this answering defendant used reasonable care and 
diligence in the exercise of his skills and the application of treatment of the plaintiff; an 
at all times during such treatment, this answering defendant acted according to his best 
professional judgment. The medical treatment administered to the plaintiff by this 
answering defendant was the treatment ordinarily used by an emergency room 
physician for plaintiff's medical condition, and at no time was this answering defendant 
guilty of negligence or improper treatment. On the contrary, this answering defendant 
performed each and every act of such treatment properly and efficiently and in the 
manner most uniformly approved and followed by the medical profession in his locale 
for the existing conditions." By this interrogatory, Plaintiff seeks the facts, persons with 
knowledge, and any documents which support this affirmative defense. 
ANSWER: Defendant objects to this interrogatory on the grounds it seeks 
information protected by the attorney/client and/or work product privileges, as well as 
information prepared in anticipation of litigation. Defendant further objects to this 
interrogatory on the basis of and to the extent it seeks the identity of and disclosure of 
facts known or opinions held by experts who have been retained or specifically 
employed by him in anticipation of litigation or in preparation for trial and who are not 
expected to be called as witnesses at trial in accordance with I.R.C.P. 26(b)(4)(8). 
Defendant objects to this interrogatory to the extent it seeks the disclosure of individuals 
merely contacted or consulted by him and who will not be retained as expert witnesses. 
Without waiving said objections, discovery is only in its formative stages and 
defendant has not yet had the opportunity to complete his investigation, including the 
depositions of treating physicians, medical care providers or witnesses. Defendant further 
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states in answer to this interrogatory that he has asserted the affirmative defense to which 
this interrogatory is directed to preserve and otherwise avoid waiving such affirmative 
defense to the claims of the plaintiff in this action. 
Further, and without waiving said objections, this defendant will be deposed on 
March 11, 2009, and defendant will be submitting expert witness disclosures in 
accordance with the Court's pretrial orders. Additionally, defendant refers to the medical 
records of Janet Bell Nightengale. 
Defendant reserves the right to supplement the answer to this interrogatory at such 
time as facts and information become known with which to answer this interrogatory. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 15: Please describe in complete detail all facts which 
form the basis of your affirmative defense that: "Defendant alleges that some or all of 
the injuries claimed by plaintiff pre-existed the incident alleged in the amended 
complaint, or were the progression thereof, and were the result of medical factors and 
conditions, or other emotional or mental disorders, not proximately caused by any action 
of defendant." By this interrogatory, Plaintiff seeks the facts, persons with knowledge, 
and any documents which support this affirmative defense. 
ANSWER: Defendant objects to this interrogatory on the grounds it seeks 
information protected by the attorney/client and/or work product privileges, as well as 
information prepared in anticipation of litigation. Defendant further objects to this 
interrogatory on the basis of and to the extent it seeks the identity of and disclosure of 
facts known or opinions held by experts who have been retained or specifically 
employed by him in anticipation of litigation or in preparation for trial and who are not 
expected to be called as witnesses at trial in accordance with I.R.C.P. 26(b)(4 )(8). 
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Defendant objects to this interrogatory to the extent it seeks the disclosure of individuals 
merely contacted or consulted by him and who will not be retained as expert witnesses. 
Without waiving said objections, discovery is only in its formative stages and 
defendant has not yet had the opportunity to complete his investigation, including the 
depositions of treating physicians, medical care providers or witnesses. Defendant further 
states in answer to this interrogatory that he has asserted the affirmative defense to which 
this interrogatory is directed to preserve and otherwise avoid waiving such affirmative 
defense to the claims of the plaintiff in this action. 
Further, and without waiving said objections, defendant refers to the deposition of 
Janet Bell Nightengale which was taken on February 12, 2009. 
Defendant reserves the right to supplement the answer to this interrogatory at such 
time as facts and information become known with which to answer this interrogatory. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 16: Have you been asked to appear before, initiate or 
attend any medical committee, official board of a medical society, hospital or peer 
review committee or other related proceeding for the purpose of discussing this case? 
If so, state each such date, and each such committee or board. 
ANSWER: Defendant objects to this interrogatory on the grounds it is overly 
broad, vague, ambiguous, burdensome, harassing, and is not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Additionally, objection is made to the 
extent this interrogatory seeks the disclosure of information which is generated and 
maintained for peer review/quality assurance as well as maintained as confidential 
patient information, and/or protected or exempt from disclosure under the laws of the 
State of Idaho, including but not limited to Idaho Code § 9-340C and Idaho Code § 39-
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1392 et seq. and/or maintained as confidential pursuant to the prelitigation statutes, 
Idaho Code § 6-1001 et seq. 
Without waiving said objection, defendant states no. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 17: State whether or not you have ever been involved in 
any disciplinary proceedings by the Idaho Board of Medicine, any hospital or any other 
organization of any kind. If so, please specify any and all such disciplinary proceedings, 
the times, places and circumstances for each, as well as the hospital, agency or 
association involved, if any. 
ANSWER: Defendant objects to this interrogatory on the grounds it is overly 
broad, vague, ambiguous, burdensome, harassing, and is not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Additionally, objection is made to the 
extent this interrogatory seeks the disclosure of information which is generated and 
maintained for peer review/quality assurance as well as maintained as confidential 
patient information, and/or protected or exempt from disclosure under the laws of the 
State of Idaho, including but not limited to Idaho Code § 9-340C and Idaho Code § 39-
1392 et seq. and/or maintained as confidential pursuant to the prelitigation statutes, 
Idaho Code § 6-1001 et seq. 
Without waiving said objection, defendant states no. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 18: State the names and addresses of any and all acute 
care general hospitals, hospitals or medical institutions with which you are or have been 
affiliated within the ten (10) years preceding the time of the occurrence complained of in 
the complaint to the present time. 
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ANSWER: Tulane Medical Center, New Orleans, Louisiana; Medical Center of 
Louisiana at New Orleans (Charity Hospital); New Orleans VA Medical Center; 
University Hospital East Jefferson Medical Center; University of Utah Medical Center, 
Salt Lake City, Utah; Primary Children's Medical Center, Salt Lake City, Utah; University 
Medical Center (University of Arizona), Tucson, Arizona; Tucson Medical Center, 
Tucson, Arizona; St. Luke's Regional Medical Center, Boise, Idaho; St. Luke's Meridian 
Medical Center; Boise/Meridian, Idaho. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 19: Please describe your professional education, 
training and experience. In answering this Interrogatory, please state and describe with 
particularity all externships, internships, fellowships or residencies you have held, any 
privileges extended to you by any hospital or medical institutions and whether these 
privileges have ever been modified in any way and the circumstances surrounding such 
modification(s ). 
ANSWER: Please see answer to interrogatory No. 18 above, and Dr. Timmel's 
curriculum vitae, produced herewith. Dr. Timmers privileges have never been modified. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 20: Do you have any oral or written statements, or any 
notes or memoranda of any statements, signed or unsigned, transcribed or not, given or 
acquired by you, your agents or attorneys, from Plaintiff or any person or persons 
having contact with Plaintiff or any member of Plaintiff's family? If so, please state the 
name, address, employer, title, and position of any persons having now or previously 
having had custody of each such statement(s), or any notes or other memoranda of 
each such statement; and whether each such statement was written or oral, signed or 
unsigned and whether or not transcribed. 
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ANSWER: Defendant objects to this interrogatory on the grounds it is overly 
broad, vague, burdensome, harassing, ambiguous and, therefore, potentially 
misleading. Defendant further objects to this interrogatory to the extent it seeks 
information protected by the attorney/client and/or work product privileges, or 
information prepared in anticipation of litigation. 
Without waiving said objection, defendant is not aware of any such written 
"statements" other than those "statements" as may be contained in the medical records 
of Janet Bell Nightengale. 
Defendant reserves the right to supplement this answer as discovery continues. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 21: If Defendant believes, contends or has information 
tending to show that any of the injuries to Janet Nightengale alleged in Plaintiff's 
Complaint were caused or contributed to by any negligent act or omission on the part of 
any person, party or entity, including the Plaintiff, please state the identity of each such 
person, party or entity; the facts describing the nature of each such negligent act or 
omission and the manner in which it was committed or omitted; summarize Defendant's 
contention regarding such person, party or entity; and identify each person having 
personal knowledge of such facts. 
ANSWER: Defendant objects to this interrogatory on the grounds it seeks 
information protected by the attorney/client and/or work product privileges, as well as 
information prepared in anticipation of litigation. Defendant further objects to this 
interrogatory on the basis of and to the extent it seeks the identity of and disclosure of 
facts known or opinions held by experts who have been retained or specifically 
employed by him in anticipation of litigation or in preparation for trial and who are not 
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expected to be called as witnesses at trial in accordance with I.R.C.P. 26(b)(4)(B). 
Defendant objects to this interrogatory to the extent it seeks the disclosure of individuals 
merely contacted or consulted by him and who will not be retained as expert witnesses. 
Without waiving said objections, discovery is only in its formative stages and 
defendant has not yet had the opportunity to complete his investigation, including the 
depositions of treating physicians, medical care providers or witnesses to the subject 
incident. 
Further, and without waiving said objections, Janet Bell Nightengale refused to 
allow Dr. Timmel to perform a complete and thorough examination of her on July 16, 2007. 
Further, Janet Bell Nightengale did not follow-up with Dr. Shea or return to the emergency 
room in a timely manner as instructed. Defendant also refers to all medical records of 
Janet Bell Nightengale as well as her deposition. 
Defendant reserves the right to supplement the answer to this interrogatory at such 
time as facts and information become known with which to answer this interrogatory. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 22: Identify each lawsuit filed in the State of Idaho 
during the years 1997 to the present against the Defendant. For each such lawsuit, 
state the following: case number, court and location of each such lawsuit; the identity of 
each party; the identity of each attorney for each party; the disposition of the lawsuit; 
and the identity of the custodian for any and all files pertaining to each lawsuit. 
ANSWER: Defendant objects to this interrogatory to the extent it seeks 
information not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
Without waiving said objection, defendant provides the following: 
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LaDona Bauer, the Natural Daughter of Beverly Jean Knopp. deceased, and 
Personal Representative for the Estate of Beverly Jean Knopp, Plaintiff, vs. Kevin 
Timmel, MD. et aL, Ada County Case No. CV OC 0721878; currently pending. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 23: If Defendant has knowledge of any "incident", 
"variance", "occurrence", "quality review worksheet" or other investigative report 
whatever it may be named, regarding any aspect of Janet Nightengale's care while at 
St. Luke's in June and July 2007, please state the following for each such incident 
report: the identity of the person(s) making the report; the date the report was made; the 
identity of the person(s) having custody of the report; and identify the report by title or 
other heading. 
ANSWER: Defendant objects to this interrogatory on the grounds it is overly 
broad, vague, ambiguous, burdensome, harassing, and is not reasonably calculated to 
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Additionally, objection is made to the 
extent this interrogatory seeks the disclosure of information which is generated and 
maintained for peer review/quality assurance as well as maintained as confidential 
patient information, and/or protected or exempt from disclosure under the laws of the 
State of Idaho, including but not limited to Idaho Code § 9-340C and Idaho Code § 39-
1392 et seq. and/or maintained as confidential pursuant to the prelitigation statutes, 
Idaho Code § 6-1001 et seq. 
Without waiving said objections, defendant is not aware of any such document 
responsive to this request. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 24: State whether or not you were named or covered 
under any policy of medical liability errors and omissions, or medical malpractice 
insurance at the time of care and treatment alleged in the complaint and, if so, state the 
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name of each such company, each policy number, the effective period and the 
maximum liability limits for each such policy, and for each person and each occurrence 
and the aggregate amount of coverage of each such policy. If the Defendant was 
insured by an umbrella or excess liability insurance policy at the time of the incidents 
alleged in the Complaint, set forth the named insured(s); the policy number(s); the 
insurer(s); and the limits of coverage. 
ANSWER: Yes; Dr. Timmel was insured with Northwest Physicians Insurance 
Company. A copy of the applicable insurance policy has been requested. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 25: To the extent you deny any of the Plaintiffs First Set 
of Requests for Admissions served herewith, please identify the facts that support such 
denial, the persons with knowledge of the facts supporting such denial, and any and all 
documents that support such denial. 
ANSWER: Defendant objects to this interrogatory on the grounds it is overly 
broad, vague, burdensome, harassing, ambiguous and, therefore, potentially 
misleading. Defendant objects to this interrogatory on the grounds it seeks information 
protected by the attorney/client and/or work product privileges, as well as information 
prepared in anticipation of litigation. Defendant further objects to this interrogatory on 
the basis of and to the extent it seeks the identity of and disclosure of facts known or 
opinions held by experts who have been retained or specifically employed by him in 
anticipation of litigation or in preparation for trial and who are not expected to be called 
as witnesses at trial in accordance with I.R.C.P. 26(b)(4)(B). Defendant objects to this 
interrogatory to the extent it seeks the disclosure of individuals merely contacted or 
consulted by him and who will not be retained as expert witnesses. 
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Without waiving said objections, please see the answers and responses 
contained herein, as well as all of plaintiff's medical records and plaintiff's deposition. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.1: Please admit that you were aware, either 
on July 16, 2007, or shortly thereafter, that Janet Bell Nightengale had presented to St. 
Luke's Emergency Department at least one time prior to July 16, 2007. 
RESPONSE: Admitted. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.2: Please admit that the copies of the medical 
records, attached hereto (previously produced) and identified as Nightengale 76-88, are 
true and correct copies of the originals thereof. 
RESPONSE: It is admitted that attached to Plaintiff's First Set of Interrogatories, 
Requests for Admission and Requests for Production of Documents, are copies of 
medical records for Janet Bell from St. Luke's Regional Medical Center and which are 
identified as Nightengale 76-88. However, without a side-by-side comparison with the 
original medical chart of Janet Bell, defendant cannot admit that the referenced medical 
records are true and correct copies of the originals, but he believes them to be true and 
correct copies. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.3: Please admit that the documents identified 
as Nightengale 76-88 were prepared by the providers thereof in the ordinary course and 
scope of business. 
RESPONSE: Admitted. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.4: Please admit that Defendant reviewed 
Plaintiff's chart dated June 18,2007. 
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RESPONSE: It is admitted the medical records for Janet Bell Nightengale's visit 
on July 16, 2007, reflect that her chart of June 18,2007, was opened and reviewed. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.5: Please admit that Defendant failed to 
perform a complete neurologic exam of Plaintiff. 
RESPONSE: Denied. The plaintiff refused to allow Dr. Timmel to perform a 
complete and thorough neurologic exam of her. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.6: Please admit that Defendant failed to note 
Plaintiffs radial pulses. 
RESPONSE: Denied. The plaintiff refused to allow Dr. Timmel to perform a 
complete and thorough examination', which included the radial pulses. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.7: Please admit that Defendant failed to note 
the capillary refill in Plaintiff's left arm. 
RESPONSE: Denied. The plaintiff refused to allow Dr. Timmel to perform a 
complete and thorough examination, which included the capillary refill in plaintiff's left 
arm. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.8: Please admit that Defendant failed to note 
Plaintiff's skin for discoloration or pallor. 
RESPONSE: Denied. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.9: Please admit that Defendant failed to 
diagnose ischemia in Plaintiff's left arm. 
RESPONSE: Defendant objects to this request as misleading. The defendant 
admits there was no diagnosis of ischemia in plaintiff's left arm because the plaintiff 
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refused to allow Dr. Timmel to perform a complete and thorough examination, and there 
was no historical or physical evidence of ischemia in plaintiff's left arm. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.1 0: Please admit that Defendant's failure to 
diagnose ischemia in Plaintiff's left arm lead to irreversible damage. 
RESPONSE: Denied. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 11: Please admit that Defendant's failure to 
properly diagnose and treat Plaintiff's left arm lead to the amputation of Plaintiff's left 
arm. 
RESPONSE: Denied. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 12: Please admit that Defendant failed to 
meet or otherwise satisfy the standard of care applicable in his treatment of Janet 
Nightengale. 
RESPONSE: Denied. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.1: Please produce copies of any and all 
documents identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Interrogatory Number 1. 
RESPONSE: Please see the objections to interrogatory No.1, as if fully set forth 
herein. 
Without waiving said objection, defendant states it is believed plaintiff is already 
in possession of the medical records and as such, they are not reproduced herewith. 
However, if plaintiff would like defendant to reproduce the medical records, copies will 
be provided upon request. 
Defendant reserves the right to supplement this response. 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.2: Please produce copies of any and all 
documents identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Interrogatory Number 2. 
RESPONSE: Please see the objections and answer to interrogatory No.2, as if 
fully set forth herein. 
Defendant reserves the right to supplement this response as discovery 
continues. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.3: Please produce copies of any and all 
documents identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Interrogatory Number 3. 
RESPONSE: Please see the objections to interrogatory No.3, as if fully set forth 
herein. 
Without waiving said objection, defendant identifies the medical records of the 
plaintiff. It is believed plaintiff is already in possession of the medical records and as 
such, they are not reproduced herewith. However, if plaintiff would like defendant to 
reproduce the medical records, copies will be provided upon request. Defendant also 
refers to the deposition of the plaintiff, which is already in plaintiff's possession. 
Defendant reserves the right to supplement this response. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.4: Please produce copies of any and all 
documents identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Interrogatory Number 4. 
RESPONSE: Please see the objections to interrogatory No.4, as if fully set forth 
herein. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.5: Please produce copies of any and all 
documents identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Interrogatory Number 5 .. 
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RESPONSE: Please see the objections and answer to interrogatory No.5, as if 
fully set forth herein. 
Defendant reserves the right to supplement this response. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.6: Please produce copies of any and all 
documents identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Interrogatory Number 6. 
RESPONSE: Not applicable. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.7: Please produce copies of any and all 
documents identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Interrogatory Number 7. 
RESPONSE: Please see the objections and answer to interrogatory No.7, as if 
fully set forth herein. Defendant refers to the medical records of plaintiff, which are 
believed to be in plaintiffs possession and as such, are not reproduced herewith. 
Defendant also refers to the deposition of the plaintiff, which is already in plaintiffs 
possession. 
Defendant reserves the right to supplement this response. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.8: Please produce copies of any and all 
documents identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Interrogatory Number 8. 
RESPONSE: Please see the objections and answer to interrogatory No.8, as if 
fully set forth herein. Defendant refers to the medical records of plaintiff, which are 
believed to be in plaintiff's possession and as such, are not reproduced herewith. 
Defendant also refers to the deposition of the plaintiff, which is already in plaintiff's 
possession. 
Defendant reserves the right to supplement this response. 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.9: Please produce copies of any and all 
documents identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Interrogatory Number 9. 
RESPONSE: Please see the objections and answer to interrogatory No.9, as if 
fully set forth herein. Defendant refers to the medical records of plaintiff, which are 
believed to be in plaintiffs possession and as such, are not reproduced herewith. 
Defendant also refers to the deposition of the plaintiff, which is already in plaintiff's 
possession. 
Defendant reserves the right to supplement this response. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 10: Please produce copies of any and all 
documents identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Interrogatory Number 10. 
RESPONSE: Please see the objections and answer to interrogatory No.1 0, as if 
fully set forth herein. 
Defendant reserves the right to supplement this response. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 11: Please produce copies of any and all 
documents identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Interrogatory Number 11. 
RESPONSE: Please see the objections and answer to interrogatory No. 11, as if 
fully set forth herein. 
Defendant reserves the right to supplement this response. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 12: Please produce copies of any and all 
documents identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Interrogatory Number 12. 
RESPONSE: Please see the objections and answer to interrogatory No. 12, as if 
fully set forth herein. Defendant refers to all medical records of Janet Bell Nightengale, 
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as well as plaintiff's deposition. It is believed the medical records and deposition of the 
plaintiff are in plaintiff's possession and as such, they are not reproduced herewith. 
Defendant reserves the right to supplement this response. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 13: Please produce copies of any and all 
documents identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Interrogatory Number 13. 
RESPONSE: Please see the objections and answer to interrogatory No. 13, as if 
fully set forth herein. 
Without waiving said objection, please see the Admission Consent signed by 
plaintiff produced herewith. 
Defendant reserves the right to supplement this response. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 14: Please produce copies of any and all 
documents identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Interrogatory Number 14. 
RESPONSE: Please see the objections and answer to interrogatory No. 14, as if 
fully set forth herein. 
Defendant reserves the right to supplement this response. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 15: Please produce copies of any and all 
documents identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Interrogatory Number 15. 
RESPONSE: Please see the objections and answer to interrogatory No. 15, as if 
fully set forth herein. Defendant also refers to the deposition of the plaintiff, which is 
already in plaintiff's possession. 
Defendant reserves the right to supplement this response. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 16: Please produce copies of any and all 
documents identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Interrogatory Number 16. 
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RESPONSE: Please see the objections and answer to interrogatory No. 16, as if 
fully set forth herein. 
Defendant reserves the right to supplement this response. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 17: Please produce copies of any and all 
documents identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Interrogatory Number 17. 
RESPONSE: Please see the objections and answer to interrogatory No. 17, as if 
fully set forth herein. There are no such documents. 
Defendant reserves the right to supplement this response. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 18: Please produce copies of any and all 
documents identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Interrogatory Number 18. 
RESPONSE: Not applicable. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 19: Please produce copies of any and all 
documents identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Interrogatory Number 19. 
RESPONSE: Please see Dr. Timmel's curriculum vitae produced herewith. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 20: Please produce copies of any and all 
documents identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Interrogatory Number 20. 
RESPONSE: Please see the objections and answer to interrogatory No. 20, as if 
fully set forth herein. 
Without waiving said objection, defendant identifies the medical records of the 
plaintiff. It is believed plaintiff is already in possession of the medical records and as 
such, they are not reproduced herewith. However, if plaintiff would like defendant to 
reproduce the medical records, copies will be provided upon request. Defendant also 
refers to the deposition of the plaintiff, which is already in plaintiff's possession. 
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Defendant reserves the right to supplement this response. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 21: Please produce copies of any and all 
documents identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Interrogatory Number 21. 
RESPONSE: Please see the objections and answer to interrogatory No. 21, as if 
fully set forth herein. Defendant refers to the medical records of plaintiff, which are 
believed to be in plaintiff's possession and as such, are not reproduced herewith. 
Defendant also refers to the deposition of the plaintiff, which is already in plaintiff's 
possession. 
Defendant reserves the right to supplement this response. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 22: Please produce copies of any and all 
documents identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Interrogatory Number 22. 
RESPONSE: Defendant objects to this request on the grounds it seeks 
information protected by the attorney/client privilege, on the grounds it is prejudicial to 
defendant, and to the extent it seeks information not reasonably calculated to lead to 
the discovery of admissible evidence. This lawsuit is ongoing, and the documents for 
this lawsuit are public records readily available to plaintiff. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 23: Please produce copies of any and all 
documents identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Interrogatory Number 23. 
RESPONSE: Please see the objections and answer to interrogatory No. 23, as if 
fully set forth herein. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 24: Please produce copies of any and all 
documents identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Interrogatory Number 24. 
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RESPONSE: A copy of the applicable insurance policy has been requested and 
will be provided to plaintiff's counsel upon receipt. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 25: Please produce copies of any and all 
documents identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Interrogatory Number 25. 
RESPONSE: Please see the objections and answer to interrogatory No. 25 as if 
fully set forth herein. Defendant refers to plaintiff's medical records, as well as 
plaintiff's deposition, which are already believed to be in plaintiff's possession and as 
such, are not reproduced herewith. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 26: Copies of any and all electronic 
communications, documents, memoranda, correspondence, e-mails, etc. which pertain 
to the Plaintiff and/or the subject matter of this action. 
RESPONSE: Defendant objects to this request for production on the grounds it 
is overly broad, vague, burdensome, harassing, ambiguous and, therefore, potentially 
misleading. Defendant further objects to this request to the extent it seeks information 
protected by the attorney/client and/or work product privileges, as well as information 
prepared in anticipation of litigation. Defendant further objects to this request on the 
basis of and to the extent it seeks the identity of and disclosure of facts known or 
opinions held by experts who have been retained or specifically employed by him in 
anticipation of litigation or in preparation for trial and who are not expected to be called 
as witnesses at trial in accordance with I.R.C.P. 26(b)(4)(8). Defendant objects to this 
interrogatory to the extent it seeks the disclosure of individuals merely contacted or 
consulted by them and who will not be retained as expert witnesses. 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 27: Copies of all insurance agreements 
and/or policies, in their entirety which afford protection to this Defendant for the acts and 
omissions set forth by the Plaintiff in the Complaint in the above entitled and numbered 
civil action including, but not limited to, primary, umbrella and excess policies, which 
may obligate any respective insurance company(ies) to satisfy part or all of a judgment 
which may be rendered in this action against the Defendant. 
RESPONSE: A copy of the applicable insurance policy has been requested and 
will be provided to plaintiff's counsel upon receipt. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 28: Where payments have been made 
under any policy referred to above, thereby reducing the amount of available coverage 
under any policy affording protection to the Defendant for neglect, abuse and/or the 
wrongful death of any patient of the Defendant, produce all documents which set forth 
or define: (1) the present and existing coverage available under any policy referred to 
above; (2) the amount by which the coverage afforded under any policy referred to 
above has been reduced; and (3) the number of pending claims competing for coverage 
dollars under any policy referred to above. 
RESPONSE: Defendant objects to this request on the grounds it is overly broad, 
vague, burdensome, harassing, ambiguous and, therefore, potentially misleading. 
Defendant further objects to this request to the extent it seeks confidential and 
privileged information. 
Without waiving said objections, defendants states there are none. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 29: A copy of the complete investigation file 
developed by the Defendant's liability insurance carrier's claims adjuster, corporate risk 
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management personnel, or other similarly designated individual responsible for 
evaluating the circumstances surrounding the actions complained of in this action. 
RESPONSE: Defendant objects to this request for production on the grounds it 
is overly broad, vague, burdensome, harassing, ambiguous and, therefore, potentially 
misleading. Defendant further objects to this request to the extent it seeks information 
protected by the attorney/client and/or work product privileges, as well as information 
prepared in anticipation of litigation. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 30: Any and all documents which reflect 
care or services rendered to Janet Nightengale, but not recorded in the Emergency 
Room chart. 
RESPONSE: Defendant objects to this request for production on the grounds it 
is overly broad, vague, burdensome, harassing, ambiguous and, therefore, potentially 
misleading. Defendant further objects to this request to the extent it seeks information 
protected by the attorney/client and/or work product privileges, as well as information 
prepared in anticipation of litigation. Defendant further objects to this request to the 
extent it seeks information protected by the attorney/client and/or work product 
privileges, as well as information prepared in anticipation of litigation. Defendant further 
objects to this request on the basis of and to the extent it seeks the identity of and 
disclosure of facts known or opinions held by experts who have been retained or 
specifically employed by him in anticipation of litigation or in preparation for trial and 
who are not expected to be called as witnesses at trial in accordance with I.R.C.P. 
26(b)(4)(8). Defendant objects to this interrogatory to the extent it seeks the disclosure 
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of individuals merely contacted or consulted by them and who will not be retained as 
expert witnesses. 
-t1-
DATED this ~ -day of March, 2009. 
BY: ------~~~----~~-#~-=~--
Steven K. 
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VERIFICATION 
STATE OF IDAHO} 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Kevin Timmel, M.D., being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says: 
That he is a defendant in the foregoing action; that he has read the foregoing 
Defendant Kevin Timmel, MD's Answers and Responses to Plaintiffs First Set of 
Interrogatories, Requests For Admission And Reques!s For Production Of Documents, 
knows the contents thereof, and believes the same to be true and just. 
KEVIN TIMMEL, M.D. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To before me this +- day of March, 2009. 
., ...... "", 
, •• , A R 0 "'1 
flo' ~~ S', ,,~ t\, .........f! *, ___ 
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"'" 'E OF \\) ",,, 
'I, \\' 
'"" ... ",. 
~kA.t;t ~ 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDA~O ~ 
Residing at: &n5Q J . 7'\ 
My commission expires: d 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 5~day of March, 2009, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT KEVIN TIMMEL, MD'S ANSWERS AND 
RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR 
ADMISSION AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS to be served by 
the method indicated below, to the following: 
Kevin E. Dinius 
MORROW DINIUS 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 220 
Nampa, 10 83687-7901 
Kevin J. Scanlan 
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & BLANTON 
702 W Idaho, Suite 700 









G}// First Class Mail 
D Hand Delivered 
D Facsimile 
D Overnight Mail 
Boise, 10 83701 
Steven K. ~7¥t ~ 
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EXHIBIT C 
000297 
Steven K. Tolman (ISB #1769) 
TOLMAN & BRIZEE, P.C. 
132 3rd Avenue East 
P.O. Box 1276 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276 
Telephone: (208) 733-5566 
Attorney for Defendant Kevin Timmel, MD 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JANET BELL NIGHTENGALE, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JASON QUINN, M.D.; IDAHO 
EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS, P.A.; 
KEVIN MATTHEW TIMMEL, M.D.; AND 
EMERGENCY MEDICINE OF IDAHO, 
PA AND ITS AFFILIATES 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 0722814 
DEFENDANT KEVIN TIMMEL, MD'S 
SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS AND 
RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST 
SET OF INTERROGATORIES, 
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION AND 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF 
DOCUMENTS 
COMES NOW the defendant, Kevin Timmel, MD, by and through his counsel of 
record, Steven K. Tolman of Tolman & Brizee, P.C., and hereby supplement his 
answers to plaintiff's first set of interrogatories, requests for admission and requests for 
production of documents, dated the 5th day of March, 2009, as follows: 
GENERAL OBJECTIONS 
Defendant objects to the "INSTRUCTIONS" included at the beginning of this set 
of interrogatories, requests for admission, and requests for production of documents for 
the following reasons: COpy TO ,CLIENT 
DATE~t%9 
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(i) As applied to the specific interrogatories, requests for admission, and 
requests for production of documents, the "INSTRUCTIONS" would call for 
information that is, in part, outside the scope of knowledge of lay individuals 
and requires expertise in fields beyond the scope of defendant's knowledge. 
Defendant anticipates that he will be designating expert witnesses to testify 
at the trial of this matter. Those experts have not yet been determined, but 
will be designated pursuant to the pretrial orders of this Court. 
(ii) As applied to the specific interrogatories, requests for admission, and 
requests for production of documents, the "INSTRUCTIONS" would seek 
non-discoverable expert information which is not required to be disclosed 
under the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
(iii) As applied to the specific interrogatories, requests for admission, and 
requests for production of documents, the "INSTRUCTIONS" would make 
such interrogatories, requests for admission and requests for production of 
documents oppressive and burdensome, overly broad, harassing, and 
subject defendant to undue expense. 
(iv) As applied to the specific interrogatories, requests for admission, and 
requests for production of documents, the "INSTRUCTIONS" would make 
such interrogatories, requests for admission and requests for production 
vague and ambiguous. 
(v) As applied to the specific interrogatories, requests for admission, and 
requests for production of documents, the "INSTRUCTIONS" would seek 
information that is subject to the attorney-client and work-product privileges, 
or information that was otherwise prepared in anticipation of litigation or 
preparation for trial containing information, conclusions, opinions, or legal 
theories of attorneys. 
(vi) As applied to the specific interrogatories, requests for admission, and 
requests for production of documents, the "INSTRUCTIONS" purports to 
impose discovery burdens on the defendant in a manner not permitted by 
the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
Discovery is in the initial stages. Defendant reserves the right to supplement his 
answers to these interrogatories, requests for admission, and requests for production of 
documents based upon information to be developed during the discovery phase of this 
case. 
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Defendant reserves the right to supplement its answers to these interrogatories, 
requests for admission, and requests for production of documents with the information 
obtained from the experts designated by defendant pursuant to the pretrial orders of this 
court, including, but not limited to, any reports they have (or may), produced, as well as 
their testimony by deposition or otherwise. 
Without waiving these objections, and subject to them, defendant answers the 
interrogatories, requests for admission, and requests for production of documents as 
follows: 
INTERROGATORY NO.5: Expert witnesses for trial. Please separately identify 
each person whom you may call as an expert witness at the trial of this action, and state 
the subject matter on which such expert witness is expected to testify, the substance of 
the facts to which such expert witness is expected to testify, and the substance of the 
opinions to which such expert witness is expected to testify. 
SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER: Defendant objects to this interrogatory on the 
basis of and to the extent it seeks the identity of and disclosure of facts known or 
opinions held by experts who have been retained or specifically employed by him in 
anticipation of litigation or in preparation for trial and who are not expected to be called 
as witnesses at trial in accordance with I.R.C.P. 26(b)(4)(8). Defendant objects to this 
interrogatory to the extent it seeks the disclosure of individuals merely contacted or 
consulted by him and who will not be retained as expert witnesses, and to the extent it 
seeks the disclosure of information protected by the attorney/client and/or work product 
privileges, as well as information prepared in anticipation of litigation. 
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Without waiving said objections, please see Defendant Kevin Timmel, MD's 
Disclosure of Expert Witnesses, dated the 2nd day of July, 2009, Defendant Kevin 
Timmel, MD's Supplemental Disclosure of Expert Witnesses dated the 17th day of July, 
2009, and Defendant Kevin Timmel, MD's Second Supplemental Disclosure of Expert 
witnesses, dated the 3rd day of August, 2009, which are incorporated by reference as if 
fully set forth herein. 
Defendant reserves the right to supplement this answer as discovery continues. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.5: Please produce copies of any and all 
documents identified or relied upon by you in your Answer to Interrogatory Number 5. 
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE: Please see supplemental answer to 
interrogatory No.5, as if fully set forth herein. 
Defendant reserves the right to supplement this response. 
2 Y v( 
DATED this d --day of August, 2009. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 2/3 day of August, 2009, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT KEVIN TIMMEL, MOtS SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWERS 
AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS 
FOR ADMISSION AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS to be served 
by the method indicated below, to the following: 
Kevin E. Dinius 
MORROW DINIUS 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, 10 83687-7901 
Kevin J. Scanlan 
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & BLANTON 
702 W Idaho, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 1271 
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DINIUS 5680 E. FRANKLIN ROAD STE. 130 NAMPA, IDAHO 83687 T.208-475-0100 F. 208-475-0101 
WWW.DINIUSLAW.COM & ASSOCIATESt 
Via facsimile 
Steven K. Tolman 
TOLMAN BRIZEE, PC 
P.O. Box 1276 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
c 
RE: Nightengale v. Quinn et al 
Dear Mr. Tolman: 
September 2, 2009 
This letter is to satisfy the requirement under the discovery rules to "meet and confer" regarding 
discovery disputes. In the deposition of Dr. Huang, it was revealed for the first time that written reports 
had been prepared by Dr. Huang and submitted to you. Plaintiff has not been provided copies of these 
written reports and did not know they existed until today. 
Plaintiff previously propounded Interrogatory No.5 which states: 
Expert witnesses for trial. Please separately identify each person whom you may call as 
an expert witness at the trial of this action, and state the subject matter on which such 
expert witness is expected to testify, the substance of the facts to which such expert 
witness is expected to testify, and the substance of the opinions to which such expert 
witness is expected to testify. 
Further, Plaintiff propounded Request for Production No.5 which states: 
Please produce copies of any and all documents identified or relied upon by you in your 
Answer to Interrogatory Number 5. 
Accordingly, please produce a copy of all reports generated by Dr. Huang for this case. If any 
other expert witness for Dr. Timmel has provided similar written reports, please produce those as well so 
as to avoid this situation again. 
Please do not hesitate to contact me with questions or concerns. 
Very truly yours, 
DINIUS LAW 
!! '" ~evin E. Dinius cc: client cm\T:\Clients\N\Nightengale, Janet Bell 24059\Correspondence\ olman Itr 090209 ILdocx 
08/21/2009 18:31 FAX 20847 !itJ002/018 
, 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
ISB Nos. 5974, 7997 
kdinius@dinius/aw.com 
mhanbY@dinius!aw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JANET BELL NIGHTENGALE, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
JASON QUINN, M.D.; IDAHO 
EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS, P.A.; KEVIN 
MATTHEW TIMMEL, M.D.; AND 















CASE NO. CV-OC-0722814 
PLAINTIFF'S REPONSE TO 
DEFENDANT JASON QUINN'S 
MOTIONS IN LIMINE 
COMES NOW, Plaintiff Jane Bell Nightengale, by and through her counsel of record, the 
law firm of Dinius & Associatc..:s, PLLC, and files her response to Defendant Jason Quinn, MD's 
Motions in Limine. 
000305 
PLAINTIFF'S REPONSE TO DEFENDANT JASON QUINN'S MOTIONS IN LIMINE - 1 
08/21/2008 18:31 FAX 208475 I4J 003/0 18 
ARGUMENI 
A. DEFENDANT IS PRECLUDED FROM CALLING DR. DRAPER AS A WITNESS 
OR EXCEEDING THE SCOPE OF DIRECT 
Plaintiff first directs the Court's attention to Plaintiffs full argument on this issue in her 
own Motion in Limine. Further, Plaintiff responds directly to Defendant Quinn's arguments 
below. 
Most of Defendant Quinn':; argument is predicated on the erroneous contention that Dr. 
Draper is not an expert retained, bLlt not expected to testify. However, Plaintiffs court-ordered 
substituted disclosure makes it clear that Dr. Draper is not going to testify with regard to care 
provided by Defendant Quinn on lIlly 11, 2007. The disclosure does not even mention Defendant 
Quinn or Dr. Draper's opinion of that care. Defendant Quinn points to the typographical error 
stating that Dr. Draper is expected to testify regarding "Defendants' failure to meet the standard 
of care." However, any reliance Otl that single sentence is unreasonable because of the plain fact 
that the substituted disclosure does not mention Dr. Quinn or Dr. Draper's opinion regarding that 
care. In other words, the substituted disclosure makes it clear that Dr. Draper is expected to 
testify against Defendant Timme1 Dnly; thereby making him an expert retained, but not expected 
to testify agajnst Defendant Quinn 
In support of his contention that Dr. Draper should be allowed to testify as to Defendant 
Quinn, White v. Mock, 140 Idaho 882, 104 PJd 356 (2004) is cited. However, that case, as cited 
by Plaintiff in her Motion in Lim ine stands for the proposition that an expert retained but not 
expected to testify cannot be called by the defense, absent "exceptional circumstances." 
Defendant Quinn does not even attempt to argue that such "exceptional circumstances" are 
present in this case. Defendant Qllinn has retained two experts to testify on his behalf regarding 
the standard of care. Further, all \\ritnesses are privy to and have access to the Sal11e information. 
PLAINTIFF'S REPONSE TO DEFENDANT JASON QUINN'S MOTIONS IN LIMINE· 2 000306 
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Put simply, there are no circUlnSltUlCeS in this case that warrant allowing Defendant QuiIUl to 
"poach" Dr. Draper for his own benefit. 
Defendant Quinn further cites to three cases from other jurisdictions in support of his 
contention that he is allowed to c<lll Dr. Draper. The only medical negligence case, Fenlon v. 
Thayer, is easily distinguishable and not directly on point here. In that case, it was the medical 
negligence plaintiff who sought to use the testimony of the expert. The court stated: "The first 
question before us whether the trial court incorrectly prevented the ~laintiffs from compelling an 
expert, initially consulted by one of the defendants and appearing pursuant to a subpoena, to 
appear as a \vitness." Fenlon, 501) A.2d at 705 (emphasis added). The court in that case stated 
that New Hampshire law, modeled on federal law, allows for the calling of an adverse witness 
"only in exceptional circumstance~." Id. at 706. Again, Defendant Quinn fails to even argue that 
exceptional circumstances arise in this case. 
Further, medical negligen(;e cases are treated differently than other cases because the 
plaintiff is required to come forth with expert testimony to prove her case. See }.{axwetl v. 
Women '5 Clinic. P.A., 102 Idaho 53, 625 P.2d 407 (1981). The defense has no such burden. The 
Idaho Supreme Court has recognized this distinction by stating: "plaintiffs are entitled to the 
benefit of any expert testimony by the defense ... " Id. at 55. Idaho law is clear that a plaintiff 
has right to any and all expert testi many produced by the defense and Fenlon, despite Defendant 
Quinn's contention, states nothing more. 
Defendants do not have an absolute right to expert testimony produced by plaintiffs in 
medical negligence cases. Further, Defendant Quinn has failed to even put forth argument that 
"exceptional circumstances" exisl in this case that would allow him to "poach" Dr. Draper. 
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Therefore) Defendant Quinn's Motions in Limine to allow Quinn to call Dr. Draper or go beyond 
the scope of direct should be denied. 
B. DEPOSITION TESTIMONY CAN BE USED FOR ANY PURPOSE, INCLUDING 
OPENING STATEMENTS, UNDER IDAHO RULES 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 32(a) states in pertinent part: 
At the trial or upon ,1 motion or an interlocutory proceeding, any part or all 
of a deposition, so far as admissible under the rules of evidence applied as though 
the witness were then present and testifying, may he used against any party who 
was present or represented at the taking of the deposition or who had reasonable 
notice thereof ... 
Further, Defendant Quinn has not come forth with exactly what testimony would not be 
admissible. Instead, he seeks to in effect "approve" of Plaintiff's opening statement. Also, 
Defendant Quinn can claim no pr'.!judice for use of the depositions because he was present, or 
represented pursuant to I.R.C.P. 32(a) at all depositions taken in this case. In other words, 
Defendant QUinn's request is overly broad. It is unreasonable to place the burden on the Plaintiff 
to submit statements from depositi<)lls to the defense prior to presenting her opening. 
Lastly, Defendant Quinn requests seven (7) days notice of USing deposition testimony. 
However, that would require Plaintiff to provide that notice on the date this Motion is to be 
heard. Such an order would be oppressive against Plaintiff because by the time Plaintiff would 
be ordered to provide notice) the tUne in which she was required to provide such notice would 
have passed, thereby precluding the use of such testimony. Such a result is overly prejudiciaL 
C. DR. GROSS'S LETTERS AND RECORDS 
Plaintiff has set forth her position with regard to Dr. Gross's letters and records in her 
motion for reconsideration and niSI) her response to Timmel's motions in limine and incorporates 
those as if fully set forth herein. 
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Further, Plaintiff objects to the notion that the medical records should be redacted. Dr. 
Gross was a treating physician of Plaintiff and included information that he at the time felt was 
relevant. Surely the information contained is relevant to the care Plaintiff received. Defendants 
claim that admission of that evidence would be unfairly prejudicial. However, there is nothing 
unfair about the comments in the medical record, as it was an opinion of Dr. Gross. 
The fact that Dr. Gross is now unwilling to testify with respect to his initial reactions is 
irrunaterial. Defendants cannot show why admission of the entire medical record of a treating 
physician is "unfairly" prejudicial. As such, Dr. Gross's entire record should be admitted. 
D. PLAINTIFF'S DISCLOSURE OF PLAINTIFF'S TREATING PHYSICIANS AS 
EXPERTS IS PROPER 
Defendant Quinn objects to Plaintiff's disclosure of treating physicians as experts. 
However, Plaintiff is entitled to ~all the treating physicians as experts pursuant to her Sixth 
Supplemental Disclosure. First, Pl.aintiffreserved the right to call all witnesses disclosed by the 
defense. Second, Defendant Quinn will suffer no prejudice. Finally, Idaho case law entitles 
Plaintiff to all expert testimony pfl)duced by the defense. For these reasons, Plaintiff should not 
be precluded from calling these physicians as experts. 
As an initial point of clarification, Plaintiff does not expect any of the treating physicians 
to opine as to whether the standard of care was met with respect to any defendant in this case. 
Plaintiff only seeks the ability to question these witnesses within the disclosed areas of their 
expertise. As far as the claim by defendants that these opinions were not disclosed, it must be 
kept in mind that these are not I etained experts. As such, Plaintiff has had no ability until 
depositions to fully elicit opinion~ that are held, In fact, many of these depositions took place 
after the deadline for disclosure of experts. To limit Plaintiffs examination 'due to failing to 
disclose opinions that Plaintiffhad no way of detennining is unfairly prejudicial. 
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Further, Defendants themselves di~closed the treating physicians as experts in their disclosures. 
Plaintiff reserved the right to call witnesses disclosed by the defense. Moreover, defendants will 
not be prejudiced by allowing these treating physicians to testify regarding areas of their 
expertise. Defendants, or their cOllflseJ, were present for all depositions conducted in this case 
and have ample knowledge regardiilg matters in which the treating physicians will testii)r. 
Most importantly, Idaho case law makes it clear that "plaintiffs are entitled to the benefit 
of any expert testimony produced by the defense." Maxwell, 102 Idaho at 55. To make this 
point, all of Plaintiffs treating phjsicians were represented at their deposition by counsel for the 
defense. They objected to questions and instructed the physician on whether or not they could 
answer. Therefore, Plaintiff is entitled to call the treating physicians pursuant to her Sixth 
Supplemental Disclosure. 
SY" 
DATED this ~ day of September, 2009, 
DINIUS LAW 
By: ~=r~~=----------------Kevin . Dinius 
Mic el J. Hanby II 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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CE~RTIFICA TE OF SERVICE 
. S~ 
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that on the K day of September, 2009, a true and 
correct copy of the above and foregoing document was served upon the following by: 
Steven K. Tolman 
TOLMAN BRIZEE. PC 
P.O. Box 1276 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Attorneys for Kevin Timmel, MD 
Kevin 1. Scanlan 
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT i~ 
BLANTON 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, ID 83701 
















Facsimile - No. 395-8585 
forDIN SLAW 
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• 
Kevin J. Scanlan 
ISB #5521; kjs@hallfarIey.com 
Chris D. Comstock 
ISB #6581; cdc@hallfarley.com 
o I 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 395-8500 
Facsimile: (208) 395-8585 
W\14\14-200.605\MIL Opp Memo - Affof Csl.doc 
Attorneys for Defendant Jason Quinn, M.D. and Idaho Emergency Physicians, P.A., 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JANET BELL NIGHTENGALE, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JASON QUINN, M.D.; IDAHO 
EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS, P.A.; AND 
KEVIN MATTHEW TIMMEL, M.D., 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV OC 0722814 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN 
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT JASON 
QUINN, M.D.'S MEMORANDUM IN 
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION IN LIMINE 
Chris D. Comstock, having been first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says as 
follows: 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT JASON QUINN, M.D.'S MEMORANDUM 
IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION IN LIMINE - I 
000312 
1). That your Affiant is an attorney duly licensed to practice law within the state of 
Idaho and is a member of the law firm of Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A., attorneys for 
Defendant Jason Quinn, M.D. in the above-entitled action. The information contained herein is 
of your Affiant's own personal knowledge. 
2). That attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of July 11, 2007, 
records from Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center. 
3). That attached hereto As Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of July 11, 2007, Ada 
County paramedic records. 
4). That attached hereto as Exhibit C are true and correct copies of excerpts from the 
deposition of Dr. Henry. 
5). That attached hereto as Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of Dr. Draper's report 
dated September 18, 2007. 
6). That attached hereto as Exhibit E are true and correct copies of medical records 
from Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center dated July 22, 2009. 
7). That attached hereto as Exhibit F is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the 
deposition of Janet Nightengale. 
8). That attached hereto as Exhibit G is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the 
deposition of Dennis Nightengale. 
9). That attached hereto as Exhibit H is a true and correct copy of Plaintiff's First Set 
of Discovery Responses to Defendant Jason Quinn, M.D. 
10). That attached hereto as Exhibit I are true and correct copies of plaintiff's medical 
records prior to June 2007, regarding preexisting medical conditions. 
AFFlDA VIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT JASON QUINN, M.D.'S MEMORANDUM 
IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION IN LIMINE - 2 
000313 
11). That attached hereto as Exhibit J are true and correct copies of medical records 
prior to June 2007, regarding risky behavior. 
12). That attached hereto as Exhibit K is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the 
deposition of Dr. Quinn. 
13). That attached hereto as Exhibit L are true and correct copies of plaintiffs medical 
records regarding plaintiff s statements as to causes of her left arm pain. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NOT. 
"1/1r 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this_'V' _ day of September, 2009. 
(SEAL) 
ell (Ul ail ~ to 
Notary Public for Idaho . 
Residing at. B?ise, Id~o lP/r LZIJ/'.ri... 
My CommIssIOn Explfes ') r ,) 
AFFIDA VIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT JASON QUINN, M.D.'S MEMORANDUM 
IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION IN LIMINE - 3 
000314 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 2/~day of September, 2009, I caused to be served a 
true copy of the foregoing document, by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of 
the following: 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Dinius Law 
5680 E. Franklin Road, Suite 130 
Nampa, ID 83687-7901 
Facsimile (208) 475-0101 
kdinius@diniuslaw.com 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
Steven K. Tolman 
Tolman, Brizee & Martens PC 
POBox 1276 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Attorneysfor Defendant Kevin Timmel, MD 








Kevin 1. Scanlan 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT JASON QUINN, M.Do'S MEMORA~~ 315 
IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION IN LIMINE - 4 
EXHIBIT A 
000316 
·JUl. 20. 2007 12: 10Pfl. NO. n94 P. 215 
@ Saint Alphonsus I Emergency Services 
PltrlCO!: BELl, JANEt F 
MR.,: 0OO7l2f>lO Hosl), Sen.1 ER·EXA 
0711112007 
0711112007 
Diet. MDI 1ASON M QUTNN. MD 
Viak II: . 719205882 Admit DlIU: 
Date 01 Birth: 01116/1961 Sen Date: 
EMPI#: 04617933 
Job Number: 777678 
CHIEF COMPLAINT: 
Version: 1 
LEFT ARM PAIN RADIATING FROM HER SHOULDER TO HER 
HAND WITH SOME TINGLING 1N HER FINGERS. 
HISTORY OF PRESENr ILLNESS: A 46-year-old female who has bad a long history onv drug abuse, 
saysthllt she has had pain in her left arm for the lastcoup!e of months and has been seen at St. Luke's. 
They told her she probably had arthritis. She says the pain is there today and is not any different than it has 
been over the last couple of weeks but seems to come and go at times. She $ays the pain is 6-7/10. 
sometimes in the tips of her fingers, sometimes in her ams, sometimes in her ehow and shoulder, 
sometilnes worse v.ith movement but not always. She bas no feven;, no chills, no recent injury to the arm. 
No chest pain or li.bOl1lless ofbrearh. no fevers, no chills,!1O skin rash, no edema. No recent drug abuse. 
She says she has not used any drugs in a number of years, but did shoot quite heavily in that ann and has 
multiple scars in that arm. She has no paresiliesiBS, no numbness or tingling in the hand, but does nave very 
slightly at the tips ofhet fingers. She denies any weakness in the ann. 
PASTMEDXCALHISTORY: IV drug abuse. 
CURRENT MEDICA nONS: None. 
ALLERGIES: NO KNO~ DRUG ALLERGIES, 
SOCIAL HISTORY: Patient denies any curren. alcohol abuse. He says he live$ in a truck, does smoke 
cigarettes. 





Blood pressure is 2Q4/89, heart rate 72, respiratoxy rate 14, sating 98% on 
room alr, temperature 97.tf. 
Patient is alert, in no distress. 
Pupils equal, round, and reactive to light. Extraocular muscles are intact. 
Oropharynx is clear. Face is symmetric. 
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No lymphadenopathy. No juguiarvenous distention. No meni~mus. 
Clear to auscultation bila.terally. No wheezing or crackles. 
Regular rate and rhythm. No murmurs I rubs, or gallops. 
Soft, nondistended, nontender. No rebound orguatding. 
Wanu and dry. 
Well perfused bilaWtally with normal cap refill throughout. Her left arm, 
she has full range of mati on in her shoulder, elbow, wrist with nO 
significant pain. She has normal cap refill in her fingortips. but has some 
difficulty palpating the radial pulses. Sensation is intact throughout her 
band with no deflc~. She does complain of pain with pillpation ofhor 
ann but it is very inconsistent throughout the exam when I distract her 
v.'ith questions. I am able to squea7.e on her arm. and hand without any 
pain. She llSes her ann normally here and color of her hand is norma.l 
She does have many smalJ scars and nodular 5C~ tissue, likely related to 
prior drug abuse. 
She is alert and oriented x 3. Cranials U through XII are intact. Sensation 
and motor intact. There are no focal deficits. 
DIAGNOSTIC STUDIES: None. 
1v!EDICAL DECISION MAKING: Patient with an exam that is unconceming for an acute medical 
emergency. There was some initial concern by the nurse abOut the patient's pulses; however. she bas 
normal capillary refiJl, has intact sensation and normal motor throughout as well as soft compartments. I dQ 
not feel she bas an acute vasclllar emergency. I su.c;pect the decreased pulses are likely related to chronic 
drug abuse in that arm and scar tissue. Given that she has normal capUlaIy refi1~ I am not sure why her 
pulses are low. It may be reJated to prior drug use. At this point, I do DOt iCel she has evidence of an acute 
arterial injwy, she states the symptoms had been going on for many months and her exam is very 
inconsistent here. She does request narcotic pain medication multiple times here. I told her we can give her 
a prescription for sometlring normarcotic to try at home. She says that she does not have any money and 
asked that we give her medications here. J told her that that v.as not necessary a.'1d she can be discharged 
home to follow up \'tith her regular docr.or. At this tune, I feel the patient can be:: safely disdwged without 
further studies. 
DIAGNOSTIC IMPRESSION: LEFt ARM PAIN. 
ASSESSMENT: Stable for dischar8e. Return to the ER for any worsening symp~m and I do not feel the 
patient has any cardiac cause for her symptom;, She has no chest pain or shortness of breath, no fevers or 
chills. The symptom; have been going on for nlonths. 
Eleotronically tpprowd by JASON M Ql1INN, MIl on 07/13/2()0122:19~12 
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ED# lAST NAME FlRST MI 
l-!!~~~:;!:~~~~====~~=.L,===2!!!.:..:== __ __.:~ Pharmacy ______ ....:.. ____ 0 DOSAGe UNKNOWIIBY PT. 
·TIHc OF INClDENT/OHSET __ _ COUNTY :::-______ __ 
o PRE HOSPITAl 0 HOSP 
PHYSIO ... N 
TIME ARRIVED 
I __________ EO PHYS 
I __________ CAAD 
lITO (} YES 0 110 
o ftU 0 PNEUMOIlIA 
LMP 
yr. _____ _ 
1 _______ -,. __ PCP/FP ___________ 1''':1.111\.)\1."''1 OIlTAltfEO 8Y 0 PATIENT 0 OTHER ________ -l 
~~NJ$~--------lD~~~~~--~~~----_( ~EO®(}YES ________________________ __4 
I~ 0 MOTORCYCtf/ATV (} BICYCLE 
o DRIVER 0 PASSENGER 
o UNRESTRAINED 
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HORSE 0 BURN 0 HANGING 
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BP ___ P ___ R ___ SAT ___ 0 BG 
DORA\. 0 NASAL 0 O)(vGEN ___ L 0 
+INTUBATION 0 ORAl 0 NASAl 0 ASSISTED 
S\JCT1ONING 0 
o ~ ..... :; ... ____ --:-______ _ 
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, Addendum ExItt1: 0 Complete Slalul: 
PCR Locked: 0 Patient # 1 Of: 1 Page 1 of 6 
1='l~t:liCSl:'lrAL l::"~ rtl:l'>! 1· Ct~lxt: lxt:PCl~r 
--PII .. ... 
.... ... ..... .... 
SubJective: 
Chief Complaint 
L SHOULDER/ARM PAIN 
HPI: 
Reason for Cell: 
Sick Person 
Onset: 
DISPATCHEO: MEDIC 68 RESPONDE CODe 3 TO "MEOICAI. p~8LeM". AT 1000 S. AMERICANA. 
S: PT 48 V.O. HOMELESS FEMAlE LEFT SHOULDeRIL ~ PAIN. PT STATED THAT HER 
L SHOULOERIl ARM PAIN WAS • SHARP, 7-8110 AN NO~RAOIAnNG. PT STATED THAT HER 
l SHOULDERII. ARM WAS IN PAI,NII'ON LAST 2-3 DAYS PT DENIES ANY TRAUMA, FA1.L. OR 
ALTERCATION. PTAlSO . PTSTATEO THERCHEST PAIN ONLY HURTS WHEN SHE 
COUGHS. Pmtu:ARTHRITIS, ANDTRAUMA THE LSHDULOCRILAAM. OR:UNKNOWN. 
ALlERGIES: NONe .. 
0 : PT 46 Y.O. FEMALE. AIOX3. 
BOISE CITY PARK (ANN MORRiISON 
BEER. AJR:(oIAY PAreNT AND .. D" ... ·n.II...n 
VER FROM A NEARflY PICK-NlCK TABLE IN THE 
CK POND)WITH OTHER FRIENDS DRINKING 
On-8cene Condition: Severe P.'n ExaGOfbllted by Movement . 
Pertl_lIt NagaUVe.: De ...... Dlaln .... ~. Lo .. of CoNcJouanna, O.nlo, Nauaea, DenlO$ Neck 01' aact 
NUlnbn, ... &. Tingling, Or w •• n .. in E.xIltmlllw, Denlll R.oenI Illness. DIn_ soa, Daniel 
Probltm., Denies ,(emllnll, ·Denl .. Dlanh_ 
Special &I:IIA8 ConditiON: 
11m. from Ona.t: 
AlI.rgie". : 
Currant M8It1c.tllool: 








08 Neck I C-Spln.: 
07 Cltllll: 
OB BaCJcIl-l-S Spin.; 
08 Abdomen I Flank: 





i NONE I 
l i:)M'UUI'lUC: RlARM INJURY (6107) 1 
j 
LOI:.APPPl)prlate, LOC·Oriented, LOC-AJert 
l,;11I::U1"1I10~1-m> Rldllll 
AUBum.1 Ie, Non-tender to palpation, No deformltle, noled 
Non·Iotnd<ir to palpation, Alrsum.IIe, . BS-OECREASE ATTHE BASES, Bur ClEARl Symmetrical chelt rl5e 
No cfef,om)ItIB. noted, Tender to palpallon. 
NQI'He'ld$f to palpation, Soft 
Siable 
"''''<1: Tn lIZtl!l15:cn :ZlI'II 
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_. cd .... ........ 
11 Upper ExtnImld .. : 
12 1.o_r Extremilloa: 
13 Nauru: 
12:.45 ASseSSMENT 
12:45 VITAL SIGN 
12:49 ASSESSMENT 
12;-4S ECGMONITOR 
12:.a VITAL SIGN 
12:52 ASSESSUfNT 
12:52 VITAl SIGN 
AS!Qssments: 








12:48 PATIENT LOADED 




: Add.llCIum Ex ..... : 0 Completa Statue: 
peR locked: 0 Pallent t# 1 Of: 1 Pagt 2 of !I 
L~lXEHCS.l:'l1"L~L l~'~11t:l'\T CAlxE lxEPCI~r 
---
----
NOfmal'Oly. Temp: Normal 
L: MilJ.PoaltJon. R: MlIJ.Poaltlon- PERL: Yea 
SPC1tl111illeOuet Motor: Obey. Velte'" V'rbal: Orianteel' 
NonnallDty- T.mp: Normal 
L; M~olillon- R: Mld-Poaltlon- PERL: Y •• 
!IIn •• nf.in .... " •• l Motor. Oblly. Verblll- Vetbel: Orlllnt8d 
HoIm.VOry- Temp: Norm.1 
N/O.l"ll!ll!lOn. R: Mid-Position- PERL: Yell 
Olley. V.ItHll-II.lbal: Ollenllld 
SlItlHTLY DECREASE AT THE BASES. 
84 Reguhirc R-Rat.: 16 Regu.r S02: 87 
3. 








NSR. RATE: 80. LEADS: II. III, AIllD aVF. HEART MONITOR WAS 
BEFORE TRANSPORTING TO HOSPITAL 
EMac...Hunber: 70100101080024 
Loute. George· EMT·A 
Louie, George. EMT-A 
P.u~ Circe· EMT.p 
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12:59 . RELEASE NOTE I 
PROPERTY qlSPOSITION 
13:07 
ReceiVIng Hospital: SAH St Alrohnlnt::.IIS RMC 
Clinical Cours.: Mlllnl.:ail'<><'i 





Addendum EKls'l; 0 Complete Status: 
peR Locl(ed: 0 p.u.nt. 1 Of: 1 P~. 3015 
NUr{;:)I~11.:I STAFF WITH VERBAL REPORT. PT 
rnl",n'Tln'" NO CHANGE IN STATUS. 
Transport Code: 2 
louie, George. EMT·A 
DeaUnatlon Reason PatientIFamlly Request 
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M.D. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JANET BELL NIGHTENGALE, 
Plaintiff , 
-vs- No. CV-OC-0722814 
JASON QUINN, M.D.; IDAHO EMERGENCY 
PHYSICIANS, P.A.i KEVIN MATTHEW 
TIMMEL, M.D.; AND EMERGENCY 
MEDICINE OF IDAHO, P.A., 
Defendants. 
-----------------------------------/ 
The video conference deposition of 
GREGORY L. HENRY, M.D., taken pursuant to Notice, 
taken at 623 W. Huron, Ann Arbor, Michigan, on 
Wednesday, September 9, 2009, commencing at 10:06 
a.m., before Barbara J. Turner, RPR, CSR-2343, 
Notary Public in and for the County of Oakland, 
acting in the County of Washtenaw. 
APPEARANCES: 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Road, Ste. 130 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
208.475.0100 
BY: MR. KEVIN E. DINIUS 
Appearing by video conference on behalf 
of Plaintiff. 
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1 Q. Yeah. When you say one of your -- he may have 1 me at a meeting and said you're doing my case, I'd 
2 appeared alone of your courses, do you mean a 2 immediately say nice to meet you. We are not 
3 course on risk management? 3 going to discuss that case. I don't carry on 
4 A. I have courses in ten different topics. So he may 4 discussions with people who are involved in suits 
5 have heard me at scientific meetings. I have a 5 if I'm doing their case. 
6 new science book coming out in neurologic 6 Q. Why is that? 
7 emergencies. He may have heard me speak on health 7 A. Because I think that I need to have a clear 
8 policy and economics. He could have heard me on 8 unprejudiced view of everything and I don't want 
9 any topic. So I have no idea. I'm just not aware 9 that kind of interaction. 
10 oftha!. 10 Q. It's indicated in your disclosure that you 
11 Q. Okay. You indicated you had ten courses that you 11 discussed the applicable standard of care with an 
12 teach. Is one of those -- does one of those 12 emergency room physician that was familiar with 
13 courses involve teaching doctors how to survive a 13 the standard of care applicable to Dr. Quinn in 
14 malpractice claim? 14 this case. Is that true? 
15 A. Absolutely. Yes. In fact, that's one of my more 15 A. Yes. That is true. 
16 popular subject areas. I have about, I have about 16 Q. Who did you speak with? 
1 7 three hundred and ftfty hours of prepared 17 A. I believe he's Dr. Beardmore or -- that's his 
18 material; and it's amazing how often that one gets 18 name, I believe. 
1 9 requested. In fact, I will be giving that talk 1 9 MR. SCANLAN: I think so. 
20 in, in October in Boston at the national meeting 20 THE WITNESS: It was a phone conference 
21 because it was so well-received the first time. 21 arranged by Mr. Scanlon so the two of us could 
22 Q. And what is the title oftha! course? 22 talk to review if there was any real substantial 
23 A. I think the technical title is Damned If You Do, 23 differences between the standard of care between 
24 Damned If You Don't. And I think that's the-- 24 similar-sized institutions in the rest of the 
25 no. No. We've changed the title. It will be 25 country and Idaho, but obviously since we all read 
Page 25 Page 25 
1 called Swimming With Sharks. That will be the 1 the same journals, we do about the same things, 
there did not seem to be any difference between us 
as to what we would do with similar cases. 
2 name of the, of the topic, and it will be an hour 2 
3 lecture. That's a fonnallecture situation as 3 
4 opposed to an interactive, you know, 4 
5 questionlansw«r session, something like that. 5 
6 This is a fonnallecture. 6 
7 Q. Okay. And is Swimming With Sharks available by 7 
8 either audio cassette or iPod, M3 download 8 
9 anywhere? 9 
1 0 A. The American College of Emergency Physicians will 10 
11 still have on their website or from their 11 
12 bookstore the ability to get that CD, that disc 12 
13 from last year. They would have a copy. American 13 
14 College of Emergencies Physicians - 14 
15 Q. Okay. 15 
16 A. -- dot org. 16 
1 7 Q. Do you have any knowledge about Dr. Quinn other 17 
18 than through your review of the medical records in 18 
1 9 this case? 1 9 
2 0 A. Simply discussing Dr. Quinn with the attorney and 2 0 
2 1 looking at the records and that would be it. I 21 
22 have, I have no other knowledge of Dr. Quinn. 22 
23 Q. Okay. So you haven't talked with Dr. Quinn in 23 
24 connection with your review of this case? 24 
2 5 A. I have not. And parenthetically if he came up to 2 5 
BY MR. DINIUS: 
Q. Okay. And tell me, I'm not sure I caught what you 
said, who did you speak with to become acquainted 
with the standard of care? 
A. An emergency physician in Idaho; and I think, I'm 
trying to remember his name now, but I believe it 
was Dr. Breedmore or Beardmore, something like 
that. 
Q. Do you have any notes from your discussion with 
Dr. Beardmore? 
A. I do not. 
Q. When did you speak with Dr. Beardmore? 
A. It's got to have been probably ten months ago or 
so, at leal>1. Maybe, maybe eleven months ago, 
something like that. 
Q. Okay. Would that have been before or after you 
formed your initial opinions and provided that 
initial oral report to Mr. Scanlon? 
A. No. My initial opinions and oral report with 
regard to what I thought about the care would have 
been independent of whether there's a different 
standard of care in Idaho. I would have told him 
7 (Pages 22 to 25) 
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I thought it was this or that, and then he would 1 examination given a patient with a cenain set of 
have said to me I will arrange for you to speak to 2 medical problems and a certain condition. What , , 
an emergency physician in Idaho just to make sure 3 would, what would you do with the following kind 3 ~ 
that is consistent with the standard of care in 4 of case? And so that's, that's how we establish ! Idaho as well. 5 what would be done where I am, what would be done > 
And I said okay. I mean I get to lot of 6 where he is, and pretty much that's how that 
· states. I mean I've been to a lot of states in 7 conversation went. And it went on for about I'd 
the United States, and I've done a lot of work 8 say forty-five minutes to an hour or so. f 
< 
with emergency physicians everywhere, but I said I 9 Q. Okay. Did you -- do you know whether or not ~ will be happy to speak to somebody just to see if 10 Dr. Beardmore had access to any of the medical 
there is some difference. But after our phone 11 records for Janet Nightengale in this case? 
, 
conversation it was pretty clear that we see 12 A. I can't tell you that. No. Because 1 don't ever i 
patients pretty much the same way. 13 think I ever used Janet Nightengale's name. , 
The other thing is we're not talking 14 Q. Okay. And the reason I ask-- " 
about a fifty-bed hospital in the middle of 15 A. Go ahead. 
nowhere. Obviously Boise is the sophisticated 16 Q. I'm sorry. 
· medical center ofIdaho, and so it's no different 17 A. I'm sorry. 
than any other three hundred thousand person kind 18 Q. The reason I ask that, Dr. Henry, is you indicated · l 
of city in the United States really. 19 that you discussed with Dr. Beardmore a certain · 
SO in your opinion the standard of care in Boise 20 set of symptoms and the approach to triage and ~ 
would be the same as any other city in the country 21 treatment and physical examination with someone § 
with a similar population base? 22 complaining of, of a set of symptoms. I guess, ~ Exactly. With similar patients, popUlation, 23 first off, did you provide this hypothetical to ~ 
various disease entities that present. The 24 Dr. Beardmore? ~ 
differences would be more in rural areas versus 25 A. Yes. I provided the hypothetical as we spoke and 
Page 27 . Page 29 
city areas as opposed to the state of Idaho verses 1 1--
the state of Oregon, for example. 2 ,Q. Okay. 
Okay. Do you know where Dr. Beardmore 3 A. -- I said this is the kind of case but I believe, ~ practices -- well, strike that. 4 and they can correct me ifI'm wrong here. I don't ~ Do you know ifpr. Beardmore is an 5 believe that I used her name only because her name I emergency physician? . 6 wasn't important. The question wasn't ber. It 
Yes, he is. 7 was an approach to a problem. ~ 
Do you know if he's board certified? 8 Q. And did you in this hypothetical you gave ~ 
I believe he's board certified in emergency 9 Dr. Beardmore use the symptoms as set forth in 
medicine, yes. 10 Dr. Quinn's records from the July 11th, 2007 visit 
Okay. Do you know where he practices? 11 to formulate those symptoms in that hypothetical , 
All I know is it's in the state ofIdaho. Now, I 12 with Dr. Beardmore? 
can't tell you exactly which hospital it's at. 13 A. In a general way, yes. 
All I know is he is from the state ofIdaho, and I 14 Q. Okay. So you didn't specifically use the symptoms 
believe he's somewhere in the Boise area, but I'm 15 as set forth in those medical records from July 
not -- I can't tell you which hospital he works 16 11? 
at. 17 A. I would have used the general history and 
Okay. Tell me specifically, Dr. Henry, what you 18 physical. Whether 1 used every actual detail--
and Dr. Beardmore discussed during the telephone 19 for example. I'm sure I did not state her exact 
calI you had with him. 20 age. I probably did not state any other things 
As best I remember it, we talked about the flow of 21 which would make her identifiable because I think 
patients, how they would be triaged, how they 22 I have some obligation to protect. You know, I 
would be seen, what would constitUte an emergent 23 don't carry on conversations about patients with 
intervention, what would constitute follow-up 24 people casually. So I'm sure I didn't do that but 
care, what would constitute a reasonable physical 25 I would have said a person approximately this age 
-. "r.1.!"~~" 
-
~t"~ ___ ~ __ :au. 
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record of the testimony of Dr. Gregory Henry, 
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Edward A- Draper, MD 
8599 W. Victo:ry Road 
Boise, Idaho 83109 
(208) 362-0611 
(208) S61 .. 2709 (Cell) 
edwardalartdraper@h.otm.a.it,oom 
Date: September 18, 2007 Subject: Medical Case Review - Jan.et Bell 
Case ID: Bell/Quinn - 7/11/07 Attorney~ E. Lee Schlender 
Dear Lee: 
At your request, I have reviewed tho matter of lanet F Bell (DO 61) based on 
th.e materials which you tran:mntted to tlle on August 31,2001. rials included 
the follOwing: 
1) Ada County Param,edics run report of 6/01/07 foX' 40Jmet 'Halfpint> Osburn" (6 pp.) 
2) St. Luke's Emergency Rt!cord of 6/01/07 for OsbllI!l/8ell (19 pp.) 
3) St. Luke's Emergency Record of 6/18/01 for Janet Bell (22 pp.) 
4) Ada County Paramedics rl.lll report of 7/11/07 - Bell (4 pp.) 
$) Sai,ut AlphonsWi Emergency Record of 7111107 - Bell (14 pp.) . 
6) St. Luke's Emergellcy Re,,;ord of 7/16/07 - Bell (13 pp,) 
7) St. Luke's Emergency R.e\:ord of 7120/07 - Bell (19 pp.) 
8) Saint AJphonsus miscellaneous medical records relat4lg to amputation and other 
treatlnel1t- Bell (13 pp.) 
The 110 pages documenting t:ate of'la:tlet Bell cover the period 6/01/07 through 7/21107. 
I hav¢ organized these materinls on the basi:J of sequence of events and type of specific 
document. They will be refeI'~nced by nUlllber as listed in order above, 
v' 
(p. 1 of 10) 
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The attached review identified as Medical Case Re'view of (BelllQubm ~ 7/11107) is my 
preliminary judgment based upon the materials provided to da~ my own emergency 
medical practice experience, and what references to rele'Vant medical literature and 
,',onsultant advice I have accrued prior to the date ofreceipt of these materlals. 
Subsequent medical and leg;:tJ iDforxnation about this case may require adjustment ofthe 
conclusions offered. Any refet~ce to outside sources relevant to the issues in this case 
will be made ooly if furtllQ" :mnuneot or aotivity on my pan is requested. 
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Edward A. Draper, MD 
Medical Case Review Bell/Quinn - 7/11107 
FOl': E. Lee Schlender September 18, 2007 
Janet Bell is 8. 46 ye3l' old WOIIlan who suffered modere.te to severe left s.rm pain for a 
period of at least two months. From 6/01/07 uotil7120/07 it was a. recurring oomplal"nt 
during four emergency.depanmetl.t evaluations at two different hospitals (6/0U07, 
6/J 8/07, 7!l1/O? and 7/16/07). A flfl:h visit a local medical clinic and to the emergency 
department on 7120/07 displayoo markedly a~orma1 findings consistent with an acute 
and total occlusion of the left subclaVian artery which provides the only blood supply to 
the left lower arm and hand. After oox;!.Swtation with vascu.laJ:' and orthopedic spec1sJists, 
amputation of the left ~ W&3 considered mandatory and was perfonned emergently the 
smxne day on 7120/07. The ma.trer at issue is whether the four emergency evalmrtions 
prior to 1120/07, and specifically the 7111107 visit to Saint Alphonsus, failed to 
reasonably diagnosis the arteria.l occlusion in a timely manne.£ sufficient to prevent tbe 
SUbsequent loss of Ms. Bell's left arm. and whether they failed to meet the standard of 
care in doing so., 
PERTINENT MEDICAL BACKGROUND 
Total occlusion (blockage) oftbe subclavianlaxillarylbl'aabial arterial supply to the upper 
cl\,'iremi ty is El catastrophic .even t. If not ~ognized within twenty four hours of total 
blockage, the result ls almost invariably the need foX' arterial repair (with lasting ischemic 
damage to the limb) or anlputation. 
Causes of such an occurrence are varied. and include trauma, medical accident> :injection 
of chentically irritating aubS'4lnyes into the artery~ prolonged phyaical. pressure (eg: 
caused by. body weight pressure .in an unconscious person). infection or vasculitis 
(in.tla.tntnation) or a.naU1')"1Ul of thl: vessel, among other rarer etiolOgies. 
Diagnosis of a. oomplete arterial occlusion in an end-artery is usually straight forward in 
the majority of cases which fol!nw the classic pattern of sy.tll.ptoms a.od exblbitthe classic 
features 011 examination. Sub-total occlusion is more p:r:oblematic; fortunately it also 
rarely results in tissue death. 
(P, ~ oflO) 
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Classic signs of arterial occlu~40n (m an end-arto:ry) include seyere pain in the vessel's 
distdbution of blood tlow, pa II or. of the affected. area, absent pulse in the at'tected artery, 
Iack of the llOl'lllal blanch/refill SIgn in the capillatY be4, decreased or markedly increased 
and painful scmsation to touGh. The specific diagnostic test typically employed 
emerge.ntly is Dopplerlultrasonnd iotenogation. of the suspect vessel; on occasion, if 
diagnosis is in doubt, a::o.aneri<Jgrrun with injected cont:rast media iii required. For partial 
07.' intermittent occlusion, the classical clinical signs listed above may be entirely absent 
and a definitive diagnosis would require ultrasound/arteriography. 
REVIEW OF THE DOCUMENTED FACTS 
Oil 6/01107 at 11 :35 am Ada County Paramedics (ACEMS) were dispatched for 
"Unknown Prob (man down)". Boise Police 011 soene found pa.tient lying unde.r e. tree. 
Sh.e complained her "L arm "h:i.lrtJ ftom an injury that occurred apprOximately 10 years 
prior" and "offered no other complaints", (l-l) 
After transport to St. Luke's E.R. she cOlllplained "she just wants a place to sleep" and 
"complamed ofL ann pain to EMS". Complaint of ann pain not tepe<lted in ER. (2-3) 
Exam by Dr Bodes noted '''5trcmg pe;rlphoral pulsesn under CARDIOVASCULAR and 
"strong distal pulses" under MUSc/SKEL. (2-4) Ms. Bell was given Na.rcan, a narcotic 
antagonist. awakened immedia.t~y, and was "wislring to leave against medical advice" 
and "she is refusing any :furthel' ~n. (2-9) Discharge diagnosiS: Altered mental stntus, 
Acute alcohoI intoxication - alcoholism. ('2-11) Patient signed "against medical advice" 
relt:!.i.St! as Janet "Osbum" and l~ft. (2-19) 
On June 18, Ms. Bell returned to SLRMC ER, The RN notes document a complaint of L 
nock pain Ii1Lld ann pain. With. wrist tenderness, no recent injury. with onset today but 
history of "problems with both arms for a long time but left one worse lately'. RN exam 
showed "pulses ere present", (3-4) Dr. Trainer noted tenderness and muscle spasm in L 
:side of neck, no m.otor or sensory deficit, "strong peripheral pulses" and no:rmal skin 
color. (3·5) Diagnostic testlD.@ included blood tests and BeG. neck and chest ~-ray$ 
read as normal chest and mild degenerative disk: disetl3e of th.e cervical spine. (3-6. 3-11, 
3-18,3-19) Dr. Trajner's initial assessm.etrt liswo a very complete diffetentiBl diagnostic 
list including "aortic dissection and other mediastinal. vascular cataatrophes". (3-12) 
Diagnosis on discharge was "Pain - neck, Radie'lllcpa'thy. Alcohol (ETOH) withdrawal. 
Degenerative disk dis~e ~ cw,ica1". (3-14) Treatment was ice packs, IV fluids and 
vira.mUlS, ibuprofen, Soma, and Ubrlum. (:3-6,3 .. 7) 
(p. 4oflO) 
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Twenty-ti.1re~ days later on 1111107 ACEMS was dispatched to a city park whel'e 
paramedi~ reported Ms. Bell complained of "Acute IIl1d Severe Pain Exacerbated by 
Movement .... Denies Numbocss~ Tingling, or Weakness in. Ooxtternities." '<Medical 
History: L SHOULDER/ARM lNJURY (6/07)" (4-1) Patameciics noted "SKThf Color: 
NormallPink .... Cap RefiJI; <2 Seconds" (+Z) 
On arrival at St. AlphonllU$ ER. a complaint oiL shoulder and arm pain is documented. 
(5-5) Nurse notes record ''m.(;a.ning loudly crying out with clo pain to neck also ann 
wrist & ha.nd". The same note states: "Lt atm is rath~r pallorous~ no palpa.ble radial pulse 
Cap refill is WNL Doppler pulse heard in bracheus not heard Lt VJrist - MD notified" 
(5-6) RN note :further records on next page: "MD @ BS eval pt when di.stracted with 
discussion md is squeeZing hund &: wrist (with) no c/o of pt. Hx of IV druB (ae?) use Lr 
,'mIl." (5-7) 
Df. Quinn~s dictated note docwnents: "LEFT ARM PAIN RADIATING FROM HER 
SHOULDER TO HER HAND WITH SOME TINGLING IN HER FINGERS" The note 
further n:cords the recent med),':al evaluations. the diagnosis of arthritis, the two month 
duration of symptoms which are intermittent and unohanged in character, and vaxiable in 
location throughout the left upper extremity. (5-12) Physical exam oithe L upper 
extremity includes the followillg fc::il.t1.lres: "Well perfused bilaterally with normal cap 
teXm throughout ..... full range. of mOtion in her shoulder, elbow, wrist with no 
significal1t pain _ ... difficulty p-alpating the radial pulses. Sensation is intact. , .. I ~ 
able to squeeze on her arm and hand without any pam. She uses her ann normally here 
and color of her hand is normal.'> (S~13) Dr. Quinn considered the possibility of 
ischemic vascular disease io th~' MEDICAL DECISION MAKING portion of his note 
including the positive and negalive findings relevant to that consideration. concluding: 
. Llncoccerning for an acute medical emergency .... I do p.ot feel she has evidence of an 
acute arterial injury .•.. 1 do not fOCll she bas au. acutCl v~cular I:lmergenoy," (5 .. 13) Ms. 
Bel! was discharged with a. diagnosis of left ann p~ treated with offer ofnon~narcotic 
pain medication. andrefer:ral to Terry Reilly Clinic in 4 days to obtain a primary 
physician. (5-10,5-13) 
Fjv~ days la.ter, on July 16, 2007) Janet Bell went to the SLRM:C ER with a. complail1! 
quoted in the record as: "assaulted onApril411l, injury to left arm, complaining of 
increased pain." (6-3) The hiswry ~ dictated by Dr. !lI1llI1el notes symptoms related to 
an assault the details ofwhioh ace not given by Ms Bell who states "I can't live with the 
pain it's been going on for two months. U She Ufs una.ble to move her left hand. Denies 
nUnlbness/ti.ngling in the extremities ... " PI. Timm.elreports detniled neurologic exam 
including sensory and motor cV:lluation is difficult because of severe pain. (6-4) 
(p. S oflO) 
PAGE 1 './ 
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X-ray ofL elbow and hand are lloxmal. (6 .. 5) There is no mention ofpulses, skin color 
or capiUIIX'Y filling in L. arm. Medical Decisio.n.-maldng note mentions nonna! x-ray. 
concluding "I suspect she is smering soft tissue abnorma1~tie.s to explain her 
discomfort." (6-7) 
Discharge diagnosis was: u:Pain - 8l1ll1 left .. (6-9) Treatment was IV narcotic pain 
medicine, sling to let\; ann, Norco oral pain medicine, referraJ to orthopedics specialist, 
and reconlll)endation to retutn to ER for worsening symptoms. (6w8~ 6-9) 
Four days later, July 20 at 10: r 6 a.m.) Ms Bell returned to SLRMC ER with chief 
complaint recorded by.RN as: "left ann pain started June 4tb• Hand swollen, cool to 
tou.ch. Pulses palpa.ble," (7-4, Nursing notes at 10:27 record: "She says that it started. 
with a hang nail and then. bel fiance butts in to say that she was assaulted. and. h'llXt her 
Left hlUld. Pt. keeps a3king for pain medication. She then says she was just at the TeO')' 
Reilly Clinio and they told her she needed emergency surgery for iii. blood clot in her Left 
arm. Pt says she cannot move her Left haud. Unahle to palpate a pulse in her Left radial 
Hand is cool/pale and very dirty!' (7-9) 
EXIml by Dr. Yeakley SllOWS dt~niteabnonnalities, including "ecchym.otic forearm and 
hlmd with some 'blackened Me3S on the fingets .... exquisite pain with passive flexion 
and extensjon of the h.~ds, fintl,ars or wrist on the left. Patient has no volunta.ty 
moven'lent from. the wrist to thl;' Mgers. Ugb.t touch is intact in so far as it is painful to 
touch. No discrimina.tiol'~ Is there ... Th-=re are no palpabJe pulses in the .left upper 
extremity." (7-5) 
On 07120107, Ms. Bell had emergent Doppler periphel:'al vnscular evaluation which 
showed complete left subclavian artery OCclusion. Emergent consultation with 
orthopedic and vascular surgeons was obtained. Ms. Sell's left arm was amputated 
within hoUl's. (7-5) 
ISSUES AND QUESTIONS nELEV ANT TO THIS CASE 
What is the quality Qftke medil'al documentation? 
In ieneral~ the medical r .. ;cords are complete and pertinent. There are a few 
instances of inconsistency in reports by different providers during the same visit. 
(p. 6 of 10) 
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Was the ultimate di4g1iO~is aruislIDse'lutrnt surgical treat.meht en 7/2()/07 appropriate? 
Yes. On 7/20 the patient clearly had all the classic signs ana symptoms of acute 
and total occlusion oftne proximal arterial Sl.lpply to the left upper eXlXemity. 
According to the judgn'letl.t of specl.s.tist COJlSWlants tho conditioll of the ischemic 
tissue in the ann mandated immediate amputation. r agree. 
When did tlte anuM blockagll occur? 
There are .strong clini~i!ll indications that the~e was a partial. or intennittent 
blockage over most of the cotn'se of time covered by these records. It is very 
unlikely that complete ocolusion occmed e.ny time earlier then from 24 to at most 
72 hOllrS prior to 7120/07 when. the definitive diagnosis was made, since clear and 
irreversible changes in skin color, setls~tion. and viability take place very rapidly 
without revasculsrization procedute~ emergently, Exceptions to this judgment 
would 'apply in a. ca.'!e of gradual and progressive ohstruction, in which cha.nges 
occur slowly and without tho classic rugns of acute ischemia. 
What was (were) the likely causers) o/the IJltJckagt!? 
Trauma is a prominent t.:ause. Ms. Bell reported several oooasions and several 
possible types of trauml,l. "An injury that occurred approximately 10 years prior" 
(I-I) "PmHx; Trauma to the L shouldor/arm." (4-1) "pt assaulted on April4U,. 
injury to left arm, complai.tU.ng of increased pain" (6-3) "thrown into a canal" (6-
4). . 
Primary arterial diseas(~ such as aneurysms, infections~ vasculitis, initmal injuries 
and abnonnalities. (All rela.tively re.re.) 
Prolonged compression of an artery in periods of extended unconsciousness 
leading to d.ecreased blol"d flow and clotting. Embolism of a clot from another 
sources such as infected heaJ.t valves. etc. (Also these at'e relatively rare.) 
Accidental intra-arterict! injections of drugs, caustic Or other irritants. This is a 
common complication of IV drug use. Ms. Bell confirmed "a long histcry of IV 
drug a.buse, , .. and did shoot quite heavily in that al"In (left) and has multiple scars 
in that arm." (5-12) 
I Although clues may be lound within the ~bove list to aid in maldXlg the correct 
diagnosis. there are no d.t~tloite indications of the aorual cause of this condition in 
Ms. Bell~ it could l111I.VC been any or none of the above. The condition is ultima.tely 
diagnosed and treated sirlilarly no matter what the initiating cause may be. 
(p. 7 oflO) 
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WtlS there an Ulli'e4sonahle de/4Y u, making the correct diagnosis? 
It appears that Ms. Bell probably had a cmonical.ly recuning partial or 
intern~i~ent artc:ial occlusion ~or montb~ or long=:. In such a case l the syntptoms 
and ciulIoal findmgs ;filCl so vanable and lllconstant that a correct clia~nosjs is 
elusive. 
'viI!"-' 
Sudden and tolal occlusion, leadingJlo the classic signs of ischemia I.Uld tissue 
death as presented OIl 7120/07, maj1'b.a"e occurred as ~ly as 7116/07, but ~f Orr .• '.' 
was in the absence OflUi.l1Y of the signs of acute vascular occlusion. ,', t,." , 
10. my judgm,e:.nt, Ms. He111~ly had progre~ive ocalusion of the $ubola:vian 
artery for months or yea.rs, which ·m.ade the course ofh=r symptoms and clinical 
findings atypical, aud delayed the ultit:nate diagnosis. 
\\'hether the delay was unreasonable is addressed further below. 
What specifical~v constitmed tlte delay in. diagnosis? 
Several factors delayed earJy diagnosis. Very prominently, the modical history 
was atypical and when related by the patient was incomplete and inconsistent as 
dOCWllonted. ' 
On 6/1, Ms. Bell was intoxicated, her ann pain was not a prominent complaint, she was 
not Cooperative with the: e-xamjna.tion and trcatmcnt~ signing out against medical advice. 
Her arterial condition diagnosill was delayed and was not unreasonable. Total vascular 
occl~ion was !lot present. 
On June 18> th¢ pain was prominent and 'Was the major complaint. It appeared on 
presentation as an exacerbatiofJ of a chronic condition. There was no history directly 
suggestive of circulatory p:robl'~ms, no apparent abnonnality of pulses and Isensation,.no 
suggestion of peripheral venou~ blood clots, and there was a clear history and exam 
!lugge.sting a neurological sourt.e of Janet's symptoms. It spite ofthcse f~atl.lJ:eS, Dr, 
Trainor considered and dOCUn1l'1nted possible vascular catastrophes and concluded that the 
evidence favored a musculoskeletal cause. Her subclavian artery blockage diagnosis) 
considered unlikely. was delay~d qd was not unreasonable. Total blockage of the 
arteQ' with ischemia. and tissue damage was not present. 
On July 11, mote than three wE'leks later, Janet was taken by ambulance to SARlVIC in 
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and llorl.l1s.l. skin color Withoul evidence of acute trauma. The triage llUrse on signing in 
the patient noted absence right radiaJ. pulse by Doppler and skin pallor but nQrmal 
capillary refill: she reported ~ll fin~s to Dr. Quinn who acknowledge this in the 
r~cord. Dr. Quinn examined (he patie.nt specifically with consideration of a.tcrial 
occlusion in mind, findings were clearly negative "well perfused bilaterally with normal 
cap refill throughout. She ha.'l normal capillary refill in her fingertips} but has some 
difficulty palpating the radial pulsr:s. Sensatioll is intact throughout her hand wfth no 
deficits. She does complain ofpain with palpation other arm but it is very inco:osistent 
throughout tile exam when I distract hot with questions. t a::rn able to squeeze her arm and 
hand without any pain. She uses her arm normally here and the color ofhet hand is 
llOffilal." This examinatioll was witnessed and documented by the san1e nurse who noted 
the pallor and decreased pulse,\l earliar. nus note was dictated at 11:22:51 on 7/11/07 
less than four hours after patient dischat'ge at 13;57. Dr. Quinn1s MEDICAL DECISION 
MAKING comments clearly NV~al his a.~areness of a possible vacular etiology of Ms. 
BeWs symptoms, and carefully lists the elements of cli,nicaJ judgment influencing a n<:lU-
vascular diagnosis .. He also documented a highly likely cause of decreased pulse in the 
!eft ann which could exist in the a.bsen(;c of signs of isch~mia ( hislory of heavy IV drug 
use with scar tissue obscuring :1 pulse). Diaauosis of subcJavian artery occlusion. ncar 
total, was delayed and was not unreasonable. Arterial blockage with tissue ischemia 
Mod symptoms of same but witllout iufatction or necrosis were present. 
July 16, five: days later, a furth;;r emergency evaluation was ma.clo, i\gain at SLRMe. By 
this tim.e, a. total occlusion of the subclavian artery) ifpresent on 1/16, would have 
resulted in tissue necrosis, severe and mtra.ctable pain, vi.sibJe changes in skin color, 
sensation, and capillary rcfi.ll, and p!"obably irretrievable loss of the arm. M~. B~lI's chief 
complaint is docunlented a.. . "a~ulted on April4 lh• injury to left arm, complaining of 
increased pain. Pt. ErOH (2 beers)." The history records a fairly exclusive report of 
recem trauma, poorly described because of intoxication a1 time of Uljury and again aT 
cime of [his report. "She repon:s that she is unable to move her left hand. Denies 
numbness/tingling in the extremities .. .to . Exam makes no mention of pulse~ except in 
the nurse: note on admisaion wi!hout specifYing which ann. No dOCUIDf:ntation of skin 
color or capillary refill. Forearm muscle contour is noted as abnolUlal suggesting prior 
injury. Neurologic exam 1S dQ(~wnented as iocoIt1plete because of patient discomfort. X-
rays of .. vrist and band were ordered (not having been dOlle before as reported by patiem) 
and were normal. Medical Dedsion-maldl1g notes by Dr. Tinunel co.t1.Sider "soft tissue 
abnormalities to explain her di!lcOlnfonJ' with orthopedic causes also considered> leading 
to referral to orthopedist. ordering a sling and pain medication. Vasoular compromise to 
left arm. was probably advatlcUlg, Diagnosis of progressive ischemia was delayed and 
may bave been a,voided with more thoJ;"ou;gh dinleal examina.tjo;n and diagnostic 
test~:(lg-both hampered by possibly Jllisle~ding Wstory and presence of iDtoxication 
with history of extensive past IV drug use. The reasonableness of this delay 1!1 a 
potential issue. 
(p. 9 of 10) 
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July 20, Ms. Bell went to rer:)' Reilly Cl.inic to whioh she had previoU31y been referred 
on 1/11. Recortl3 from this visit are not available to me. Nurse notes nom the SLru.1C 
ED visit suggest that she was briefly s~en at the clinic and immediately triaged to the 
hospital "she tben says she was just S«Il at Tony Riley '~;ic) and they tola her she needed 
emergency surgery for a blood clot in her left al."lll}' This clinical diagnosis and referral 
StcIllS to have been made on the basis of obvious 'Visible changes of absent blood supply 
probably without any specifk diagnostic teSting. and perhaps made by physician-
extender provider. Vascular ':>eclusion and tissue necrosis were obviously present, and 
correct diagnosis a.coomplish.d 
Did slJ.Ch delays cause the otltefJ1iise pTt!Vt!llttlble los8 of Ms. Bell'9 arm? 
During the time before and the interval between July 11 and July 16, die.gllOstiC dela.y did 
not in my opinion lead to irreversible changes and eventual loss of the anu.. In my 
opinion, delay on July 16 and following very IikeUy .led to irreversible damage, with the 
eXlil.Ct timing of possible .sal"a,geabl~ lntetvention not determinable 
Is there evlden.ce of failure It) meet the local standard of medical C4re. by provider$ 
durilJg the liulUl"gel'~CY e'llailWiiof'lS 0/011,6118, 711.1 or 71161 
Only the delayed diagnosis following ~iD.atlon on 7/16 was likely to have allowed 
proaressiou oftlla obstructiol:'l to los5 of the ann without prompt intervention. Whether 
that deIay was 1Jlll·easo.na.ble and failed to meet the standard of care for 'emergency 
physicians is likely but not certain due to issues inlpeding full and accurat~ evaluatioli of 
me complaints. Without further information (interviews of participants) review of 
rneclica1literature regaxding c:)mpHc8.Qons of diagnosis of vascular conditions, Terry . 
Reilly rnedica.1.re(:ol'ds of712\), etc.) I am unable to testify with confidence as to whether 
standard of care was met in this ~se. July 16 rather than July 11 would be the focus. 
I do recommend obtaining re':iews by other emergency p~ysicians, and a comment by 
Dr. Gross, the surgeon'involve4. who suggested referral oftbis case to "risk 
management" on the basi:> of delayed diagno$is during prior ex.au:1inations. He 
specifically noted that medic>.llliterature in.dicates total subclavian artery occlusion can 
cause complete ischemia to the hand and forea.nn.. I am not personally acquainted 'With 
Ole statistical likelihood of complete versus incom.plete jschemia. in ~ese cases. 
Edward A. Draper, MD 
September 18,2007 
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dJlbs1\.uke's • lIrRegiOnal Medical Center Health Information Services 190 East Bannock Street 
Bojse, Idaho 83712 
(208) 381-2070 
• • • , '" 
HISTORY AND PHYSICAL 
NAME: Bell. Janet F 
ADM: 07/2212009 
DIS: 
Michael J. Curtin, M.D. 
BILLING NUMBER: 309951382 . 
MEDICAL RECORD NO.: 1382759 
ROOM: 9WCU950 101 
FACILITY: SLR JYf/SVC: UINP 
ADMISSION DIAGNOSIS: Left spiral displaced tibia-tlbula fracture. closed. 
HISTOR Y OF PRESENT ILLNESS: The patient is a 48-year-old female who was seen this morning on the 9th floor at 
St. Luke's with her spouse who is ill her room, for evaluation of a left tib-fib fracture. It occurred yesterday while 
intox.icated on alcohol. as well as marijuana. She had an isolated trauma to the left tib-fib area, was admitted and splinted 
appropriately. She has been comfortable overnight. and is counseled this morning regarding the need for surgical 
intervention for stabilization of her left lower extremity. 
PAST MEDICAL HISTORY: Is notable for bipolar disorder, for tobacco abuse, for hypertension, for multisubstance 
abuse. also notable for post-traumatic stress disorder. for anemia. for hepatitis Band C, for chronic bronchitis. for peptic 
ulcer disease. PAST SURGICAL HISTORY: She is status post upper extremity amputation. mid humeral level, secondary 
to infection in the left upper extremity due to what sounds like a blood clot and subsequent infection. She, therefore. cannot 
use her left upper ex.tremity for purposes of ambulation. 
MEDICATIONS: At present. include Neurontin, promethazine, hydrocodone. unknown antihypertensive medication. Will 
clarify her medications and their doses today by contacting the Terry Reilly Clinic, as well as the Rite Aid pharmacy on 
Vista A venue. 
SOCIAL HISTORY: Patient is married. she is with her spouse today. She has abused tobacco for a long period of time, 
smokes between! and 1-112 packs per day. She has used a number of polysubstances in the past, including 
methamphetamine. She denies recent use of methamphetamine. She smoked marijuana yesterday and does use this 
substance with fair regularity. She does drink alcohol. She states she had 6 beers yesterday. states she has not had alcohol 
for probably a month prior. I talked to her about the possibility of alcohol withdrawal. She vehemently denies being at risk 
for this problem. She is not employed. She lives on the third floor apartment here in Boise with her spouse. 
REVIEW OF SYSTEMS: Otherwise as noted. 
ALLERGIES: SHE HAS AN ALLERG Y TO BEES. 
PHYSICAL EXAMINATION: Pleasant female. alert and oriented, in no acute distress. HEENT is normocepi1alic, 
atraumatic. Neck is nomender. Chest is clear. Cardiovascular reveals a regular rate and rhythm. No murmurs. Abdomen 
is soft. llontender, without palpable masses. Left lower extremity intact to light touch on the toes. She can wiggle the toes 
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dJlbst\.uke's • 
=p lrRegiOnal Medical Center 
Health Information Services 
190 East Bannock Street 
Boise. Idaho 83712 
(208) 381·2070 
• • • 
HISTORY AND PHYSICAL 
NAME: Bell, Janet F 
ADM: 07/2212009 
DIS: 
Michael J. Curtin, M.D. 
BILLING NUMBER: 309951382 
MEDICAL RECORD NO.: 1382759 
ROOM: 9WCU950JOI 
FACILITY: SLR YI'ISVC: IlINP 
RADIOGRAPHS: Demonstrate spiral oblique distal diaphyseal fracture, left tibia, closed, with a current fracture more 
proximally on the fibula. 
IMPRESSION: A 48-year-old female with multiple medical issues, bipolar disorder, polysubstance abuse, and likely 
history of methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus on her left upper extremity, with a tibia-fibula fracture, and is a 
candidate for 1M nailing. The IM nailing is felt to be indicated. given the fact that patient cannot weight bear tm'ough her 
left upper extremity. 
Will schedule her for surgical intervention this evening. Appropriate consents have been obtained. Discussed risks of 
surgery. including, but not limited to. adverse reaction to medications, anesthetic infections, stiffness. persistence of 
symptoms, nonunion, malunion, deep vein thrombosis, compartmental syndrome and its sequelae. 
iaff(/J.:?iI;r1!,ht intervention. Social work to consult on her, given postoperative placement issues. Will 
swab her for me I -resi S y ococcus aureus. Employ deep vein thrombosis prophylactic measures. Confirm 
her medication profile. 
Signed: ____ ~~~I--_--
Date: ~ qime: 1(.; 7fD ~h'.fr' Co "in, M.D. I ( 
T:ddd 
d: 07/23/2009 7:46 A l: 07/23/2009 7:19 A 
Physlnitials: MJC 
Document # 3710280 Job # 000151539 
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1 A. My feet. 1 A. No. 
2 Q. And are you left-handed or right-handed? 2 Q. When you'd inject in your neck, would you do ~ 
3 A. Right, thank God. 3 that yourself? I 4 Q. And so when you would use your arms, would you 4 A. I did it, I think, maybe once or twice. I know 
5 more often than not use your left arm as the injection 5 that I've hit the jugular because I know how to do it. I 6 site? 6 But I had friends - preferred that I had friends that J , 
IT 
7 A. Not necessarily, because I was actually very 7 knew that I could trust it with. 
8 good with my -- I think - I believe that I was born 8 Q. Have you ever sold drugs? 
9 left-handed and trained to be right-handed. I'm not 9 A. No, sir. 
10 quite sure that that's -- but I heard that tale when I 10 Q. Have you ever taken prescription drugs that you 
11 was a child. 11 obtained from a visit to a hospital or a doctor or an ~ 12 Q. Did you -- when you'd inject into your breasts, 12 emergency room and sold those? 
13 was there a specific vein that you would be injecting 13 A. No. i 14 into? 14 Q. Have you ever traded those kinds of drugs for ~ 15 A. Well, of course you have to use a vein with 15 other drugs? I 16 heroin, yes, or with meth. 16 A. No. 
17 Q. But was it a specific site that you would go 17 Q. Where would you get your drugs? 
18 to, or were there various places? 18 A. All the drugs that I did? 
19 A. Varied. I tried not to use one spot too many 19 Q. Well, let's talk in the 2006 to early 2007 time 
20 times. 20 frame. 
21 Q. And what about meth? How would you take meth? 21 A. Well, I mean, I got them from dealers. I mean, " • 
22 A. That would be the same. 22 what am I supposed to say? i 
23 Q. Injecting? 23 Q. Well, I'm assuming that you got them from some I 24 A. Yeah. 24 type of dealer. 25 Q. And would you use the same types of sites? 25 Was that -- was it the same person that you had il 
Page 63 Page 65 i 
1 A. Yes. 1 a specific dealer in Newport? i 
2 Q. SO you would sometimes use your arms? 2 A. No. ~ 
3 A. On occasion. 3 Q. Okay. 
4 Q. And I take it that that would be on the inside 4 A. There would be different ones. I'm trying to 
5 of your elbow? 5 think if I ever had just one person I went to or not. . 
6 A. Yeah. 6 Q. Was there any other drugs that you've used that I 7 Q. Okay. 7 were IV drugs? 8 A. A lot of the times. You can use it down by 8 A. No. s 
9 your hand too. 9 Q. SO just heroin and meth? 
10 Q. Would you also do it down along your forearm, 10 A. WeB, coke, when I mixed it with the heroin, do 
11 the inside of your forearm? 11 what you call a speedball. 
12 A. Yeah. 12 Q. And was that something that you did sometimes? 
13 Q. Okay. 13 A. Yeah. 
-
14 A. Very rarely. Very rarely. 14 Q. SO when you were maybe spending $20 a day. give 
15 Q. How about in your hands or in your fmgers? 15 or take, plus maybe $40 a day on heroin and 
16 A. Fingers, no. 16 methamphetamine, where would you get that money? 
17 Q. You said your feet? 17 A. Panhandling, odd jobs, aluminum cans, selling 
18 A. My feet, ye~. I most often would try to use 18 things to resale shops that I would fwd while I was out 
19 spots that would not be readily noticeable. 19 looking for aluminum cans. Whatever. 
20 Q. How about your neck? 20 Q. Would you steal stuff? 
21 A. Yes. 21 A. No. You mean, like, from people, from houses? 
22 Q. Are you familiar with the term "pocket 22 No. , 
23 shooting"? 23 Q. I mean from any place. 
24 A. Who? 24 A. As I've told you before, yes, I've been known 
25 Q. Pocket shooting. 25 to shoplift from stores on occasion. But that was about 
17 (Pages 62 to 65) 
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1 A. No, I am not. I think maybe I should be, 1 it. 
2 Q. Would you shoplift things and then take them to 2 though. ~ 
3 pawn shops? 3 Q. In tenns of the places that you would inject ~ 
4 A. I don't believe I ever did that. 4 your drugs in the most recent time frame closest to the > 
5 Q. Have you ever had any health insurance? 5 instance in July of 2007, would you use kind of all of 
6 A. Medicaid. 6 the different injection sites that you talked about? 
7 Q. All right. So when you were in Oregon, did you 7 A. No. I was using my feet at that time, I think, 
S have any kind of health coverage? 8 the last time I was doing it, which has been a while. 
9 A. I believe I had Medicaid for a period of time 9 Q. What do you mean it has been a while? 
10 there, yes. 10 A. Well, the more I think in my memory, the more I 
11 Q. When you came to Idaho, did you obtain any kind 11 think it's probably a little longer than I had originally • 
12 of health coverage? 12 thought. ~ 
13 A. Not immediately, no. 13 Q. Do you mean it was longer before July 2007 than i 
14 Q. Are you currently covered by either Medicaid or 14 you thought? ~ 
15 Medicare? 15 A. Yeah. Yeah. : 
16 A. Yes, I am. Medicaid. 16 Q. What makes you think that? 
17 Q. Medicaid. When did that start? 17 A. Because I can't remember the exact last time I 
18 A. I believe it started in September '07. There 18 that I actually used anything. 
1 9 was a miscommunication with the welfare and lover that 19 Q. What about other drugs during that period of 
20 And I didn't know until February of '08 that I have it. 20 time between either late 2006, early 2007, when you're 
21 Q. Okay. So who, if anyone, has paid for your 21 indicating you believe to be the last time you used hard 
22 medical bills associated with the claims that you've made 22 drugs, were you still using other street drugs? 
23 in this case, the surgery for your arm and treatment for 23 A. No. 
24 that? 24 Q. Were you smoking marijuana? 
25 A. I believe that Medicaid picked up part of it, 25 A. I did a little, yeah. 
Page 67 Page 69 : 
1 and Ada County picked up part of it. 
2 Q. You said that you get SSI? 
? A. I do, yes. 
4 Q. Okay. And that's SSI disability, correct? 
5 A. Correct. 
6 Q. How long have you been getting that? 














Q. But was it within the last year? 
A. Yeah, I believe so. 
Q. Do you get any other kind of disability at this 
point? 
A. No. 
Q. Any other sort of payments? 
A. No. 
Q. Any other kind of governmental assistance? 
A. No. 
Q. Have you personally paid anything for any of 
your medical expens'cs in this matter? 
A. No. 
21 Q. Are you aware of whether anyone has asserted a 
22 lien or other type of claim to any proceeds that you may 
23 recover in this case? 
24 A. No. 
25 Q. You're not aware of that? 
Q. What about cocaine or mushrooms or --1 
2 A. No, I didn't have anything to do with any of 





A. On a rare occasion. 
Q. Okay. So during the time frame of, say, early 
7 2007 through July 2007, are you saying that you only used ~ 
8 alcohol on rare occasions? ~ 
9 A. From early 2007 to July, I was drinking quite a ~ 
10 bit at that time. 
11 Q. How about since July 2007? Since July 2007, 
12 have you continued to drink? 
13 A. Just on rare occasions. The time you just 
14 asked me about was, like, the first time in a couple of 











only, like, my second beer down there. 
Q. What about other drugs, like marijuana? Have 
you used any marijuana since July of 2007? 
A. I have, yes. I have a lot of chronic pain. 
Yes, I have. 
Q. Okay. And do you feel that the marijuana helps 
with your chronic pain? 
A. Yes. 
Q. SO how frequently do you use that? 
A. I really haven't been using it - I've been 
18 (Pages 66 to 69) 
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1 And then it says, "Followup with Kevin Shea, 
2 pediatric orthopedics, 600 North Robbins Road, Suite 40 I, 
3 Boise,ldaho./f Gives the zip code, and Dr. Shea's phone 
4 number. 
5 Did you have an understanding at the time of 
6 discharge as part of your plan of discharge --
') A. No, I don't recall seeing any of this. 
8 Q. - that you were going to call Dr. Shea and 
9 schedule an appointment that week? 
lOA. I don't recall seeing any of the things that 
11 you've just pointed out. 
12 Q. Okay. You're saying now you didn't get 
13 discharge instructions? 
14 A. I don't recall them. I don't recall the 
15 medication, I don't recall any of this advice. 
16 Q. Okay. Does that mean you just simply don't 
1 7 recall it? It may have occurred, it may have happened, 
18 you just don't --







Q. All right. Has anyone other than your legal 
counsel talked to you and been critical of the care 
provided by Dr. Timmel other than your conversation that 
you related to Mr. Scanlan with Dr. Gross? 
A. My lawyer has instructed me not to speak of the 
case with anyone outside ofthe case. 
Page 147 
1 Q. SO I want to go back and make sure that you and 
2 I are communicating on that issue. 
3 At any point in time after July 16th, 2007, the 
4 date upon which you left St. Luke's after visiting St. 
5 Luke's and Dr. Timmel providing care for you, has 
6 anyone -- and I'm not talking about your legal counsel -
7 that you're aware of, been critical of the care provided 
8 by Dr. Timmel? 
9 A. Dr. Timmel specifically? 
10 Q. Yes. 
11 A. Not to my recollection. 
12 Q. Okay. Now, I want to broaden that scope just a 
13 little bit, because Mr. Nightengale was with you during 
14 your visits. 
15 Has Mr. Nightengale indicated to you that he is 
16 aware of anyone who is critical of Dr. Timmel's care? 
1 7 A. Perhaps Mr. Nightengale himself. 
18 Q. Other than Mr. Nightengale himself. 
1 9 Has he indicated to you, "I've heard somebody, 
20 somebody told me this," any source of infonnation? 
21 A. Not that I recall. 
22 Q. Do you consider yourself fully disabled? 
23 A. With my personality, honey, that's a loaded 
24 question. 
25 Q. Well, there are subparts to it after I get an 
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1 answer to the first one. 
2 A. I have a very strong wiIl and I would like to 
say no. 3 
4 But in aU honesty, as far as me being able to 
5 work and have any kind of rca I stable work in the future 
6 at my age with what training I have and one arm, yes, I 
7 would say that I am. 
8 Q. Okay. And do you, then, attribute your total 
9 disability to the loss of your left arm? 
10 A. The majority. 
11 
12 
Q. How much is the majority? 
A. Probably 80 percent. 
13 Q. When was the last time you were intoxicated? 
14 A. I think I got slightly intoxicated on my 
15 birthday, which was January the 16th. 
16 Q. Of this year? 
17 A. Yeah. 
18 Q. SO you haven't quit drinking? 
19 A. J never said I had. 
20 Q. I just wanted to clarify it. 
21 And you haven't quit using marijuana? 
22 A. I never told you I was still using marijuana. 
23 Q. I believe you told him. 
24 A. I said I -- he said have I used, and I didn't 
25 say I used any today. And I haven't used any today. 
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1 Q. Okay. I won't make that kind of a distinction 
2 with it. 
3 But I believe you were asked if you used 
4 marijuana in 2008. And you said yes. 
5 A. Yeah. 




Q. Because I thOUght you said you were taking it 
9 because of the pain. 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. And for whatever other reason? 
12 A. No, not whatever other reason. 
13 Q. All right. If the records of the personnel at 
14 S1. Luke's indicate that at the time of your visit on 
15 July 16th -- at the time of your visit on July 16th, 
16 2007, that your left ann was quite soiled and dirty, 
1 7 would you dispute that? 
18 A. No, I would not. 
19 MR. TOLMAN: Thank you. That's all the questions 
20 have. 






BY MR. SCANLAN: 
Q. In light of some of the things that you and 
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1 aIm,l think she does quite well. She pulls them into 
2 the bank and then I finish it off for her. 
3 Q. Does she have any physical complaints with 
4 respect to her amputated arm? 
5 A. Quite often. 
6 Q. And what kind of complaints does she express? 
7 A. A lot of pain. A lot of pain. 
8 Q. Is she on pain medication? 
9 A. She is. 
1 0 Q. Do you know what medication she's currently 
11 taking? 
12 A. Yes, I do. 
13 Q. And what is it? 
1 4 A. I'm sorry. I don't hear the best in the world 
1 5 in case you didn't notice. 
16 Q. Yeah. 
1. 7 A. Hydrocodone. 
1 8 Q. Hydrocodone? 
19 A. Yes. 
2 0 Q. And how long has she been on that? 
2 1 A. Well,1 think pretty much since her amputation. 
22 Q. Who prescribes it for her? 
23 A. Currently her doctor over at Terry ReiJIy. Her 
2 4 name would be Sarah. 



























A. I think -- I want to say Wine, W -i-t-t-e. 
Q. Do you know if Sarah is a physician or a nurse 
practitioner or a physician assistant or a nurse? 
A. I think she might be a nurse practitioner. 
Q. When was the last time that your wife, Janet 
Nightengale, sought medical care or treatment? 
A. Medical care for treatment? 
Q. Or treatment. 
MR. HANBY: I'm going to object on the basis of it 
being vague. Are you talking in regards to --
Q. (BY MR. TOLMAN) Okay. Let's just make sure 
we're communicating. 
A. Okay. 
Q. My question was very specific. 
When was the last time that you're aware that 
your wife sought medical care or treatment? 
A- That would have probably been about a week and 
a halfago. 
Q. And where was this care and treatment provided? 
A. At St. Luke's. 
Q. For what reason? 
A. She had a broken leg. 
Q. She has what? 
A. A broken leg. 
Q. And how did she break her leg? 
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1 A. She was going down the hill over by Ann 
2 Morrison park. And she hit a round stone and -- this is 
3 what she expressed to the doctors and myself. She hit 
4 this round stone and it moved with her and she ended up 





Q. And this occurred about a week and a half ago? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Were you with her when this happened? 
A. Yes, I was. 
Q. And do you know why this occurred? 





13 A. Because it's sandy and rocky, and she stepped 
14 on the rock and slid with it. 
15 Q. Had she been drinking that day? 
16 A. We had bought a six-pack of beer and shared it 
17 between us. We don't drink very often anymore. 
18 Q. Had she done any drugs that day? 
A. No. 19 
20 Q. When is the last time you were with her when 
21 she did drugs? 
22 A. Drugs? As in? 
23 Q. Any kind. 
24 A. Well, actually I think about probably the last 
25 part of June. We went fishing over by Hell's Canyon 
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1 recreation area. And we were celebrating getting a 
2 bunting and fishing license. And I didn't actually 
3 really see her smoke much, but I think she smoked some 
4 marijuana, possibly. 
5 Q. SO the last time that you would have observed 
6 your wife using drugs, illegal drugs, ~ould have been 
7 smoking marijuana tbe end of June? 
8 A. Yeah, just a small amount. 
9 Q. Were you with her at the time? 




Q. And were you smoking at the time? 
MR. HANBY: I'm going to object. 
You don't have to answer that. 
'i 
fl 
14 THE WIlNESS: Okay. ' 
15 Q. (BY MR. TOLMAN) Well, were you picked up and i 
16 charged with smoking marijuana? ~ 
17 A. I wasn't picked up, but they charged me with ;; 
18 it. But they dropped the possession. I 
19 Q. SO what's the current charge? ~ 
20 A. I had a pot pipe in my glove compartment % 
21 Q. Soparaphemalia? >. 
22 A. Yeah. ' 
23 Q. Prior to that, when was the last time that you ! 
24 saw your wife, Janet Nightengale, using illegal drugs? ~ 
25 A. Oh, I think maybe New Year's I think maybe she 
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1 might have had a little with a fiiend of ours or 
2 something. 
3 Q. New Year's of this last year? 
4 A. Yeah. New Year's Eve or something. 
5 Q. Have you ever seen her use IV drugs? 
6 A. Absolutely no. 
7 Q. Have you ever seen her use drugs other than 
8 marijuana? 
9 A. No. Only the legal prescriptions that the 
1 0 doctors prescribe her. 
11 Q. And I'm talking about illegal drug use. 
12 A. Right. No. 
13 Q. Now, you've told me about her broken leg. 
1 4 Did they do a blood alcohol on her at St. 
15 Luke's? 
1 6 A. I'm not sure. 
I 7 Q. Do you know if she was intoxicated at the time 
18 she fell? 
19 A. WeH, she was in a lot of pain. I don't think 
2 0 she was reaHy -- well, she could have been because we 
2 1 don't drink very often anymore. She could have been 
22 somewhat tipsy, a little. 
23 MR. HANBY: He's only asking if you know. 
24 THE WITNESS: I don't think she was really that 
25 drunk. 
1 Meridian that some doctor, Dr. Moore or something like 
2 that, and he doesn't even do prosthetics anymore. 
3 Q. Anybody else you can think of? 
4 
5 
A. No. Actually no, not tbat I can think of. 
Q. What about ber bearing? 
6 A. Ob, yeah. She's got hearing aids now. 
7 Q. Okay. Did she seek medical care or treatment 
8 prior to obtaining her hearing aids? 
9 A. I think that what she did is she just wanted 
1 0 the hearing aids and she tried to get them in. 
11 Q. What problems is she having with her stomach? 
12 A. I think that the doctors are telling her that 




Q. Which doctors? 
A. That would be Sarah over at Terry Reilly. 
Q. To your knowledge, has she had any other 
17 hospital admissions --
I 8 A. Since--
19 Q. -- since September of'07 other than this one 
20 for the broken leg? 
21 
22 
A. No, not to my knowledge. 
Q. Okay. Do you know if she has seen any 
23 physicians for physical ailments other than her arm, her 
24 amputated arm, since September of '07? 
25 A. Only her hearing and a prosthesis. The people 
~ 


























Q. (BY MR. TOLMAN) Why was she on a side hill lover at Brownfield's, you know. 
where she could fall if it was rocky and sandy? 2 Q. Do you have a driver's license? 
A. Well, because the path is kind of -- there is 3 A. Yes, I do. 
somewhat of a narrow path that goes down there. And we 4 Q. Does she have a driver's license? 
were walking down there and she just went to walk down 5 A. No. 
the hill and fell. 6 Q. Is there a reason that she doesn't hav~ a 
Q. Where were you? 7 driver's licenses? 
A. ] was right down about ten feet below her. 8 A. No. She's never had one in her life as far as 
Q. In front of her? 9 I know. 
A. Yeah, about ten feet below where she was coming 10 Q. Have you ever seen her drive? 
down. And then she just fell and broke her leg. I 11 A. No. But I'm pretty sure she could jf she 
couldn't believe it. 12 wanted to. 
Q. Prior to this medical care and treatment, what 13 Q. Let's talk about your apartment living a little 
other medical care and treatment have you observed or do 14 bit. 
you know about with Mrs. Nightengale within the last six 15 Can she vacuum? 
months? 16 A. Not really. It's not -- no. 
A. Within the last six months? She's been to 17- Q. Does vacuuming take two hands or two arms? 
Terry Reilly to have her .- a cancer checkup to see if 18 A. Yeah, pretty much, especially in that place. 
she had cancer and to see why her stomach is bothering 1 9 You've got to tum around little comers. 
her. And she's -- that's really about the only place, I 20 Q. Can she sweep? 
think, is Terry Reilly. 21 A. She might get the dirt swept up in a pile. She 
Q. She hasn't been to any other physicians for any 22 might do it one-handed, but trying to use the dust pan 
care and treatment during the last six months? 23 and pick it up, I'm not sure how I'd do it with one hand. 
A. They were trying to line her up with a 24 Q. But you'd agree with me she has no reason to 
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E. LEE SCHLENDER, ISBN 1171 
Chartered Attorney at Law 
2700 NE Holly Lynn Drive 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
(208) 587-1999 
(208) 587-0992 - Fax 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUN1Y OF ADA 
JANET BELL NIGHTENGALE, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
JASON QUINN, M.D.; IDAHO 
EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS, P.A.; 
KEVIN MATTHEW TIMMEL, M.D., 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV OC 0722814 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO FIRST 
SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OJ" 
DOCUMENTS PROPOUNDED BY 
DEFENDANTS QUINN and IDAHO 
EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS, P.A. 
COMES NOW the Plaintiff, by and through E. Lee Schlender, her attorney of 
record, and pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 33 and 34, hereby responds 
to the First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents 
propounded by Defendants Quinn and Idaho Emergency Physicians, P.A. on June 4, 
2008. 
INTERROGATORIES 
INTERROGATORY NO.1: Identify each and every individual providing information 
and/or documentation utilized in responding to these discovery requests. 
I>LAINTIFF'S RESPONS~: TO DEFENDANTS JASON QUINN M.n. AND IDAHO EMERGENCY 
I'IIYSICIANS, P.A.'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR J>RODUCTION OF 
DOCUMENTS TO I'LAINTn'F - ) 
000357 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO.1: Responses are provided by Plaintiff Janet 
Nightengale Bell; Dennis Bell, Plaintiff's husband; and E. Lee Schlender, Plaintiff's Counsel. 
INTERROGA TORY NO.2: Identify by name, address, telephone number and 
occupation each person or entity who possesses knowledge of any fact, record, or circumstance 
relating to the subject lawsuit and state the substance of said knowledge as best known to you or 
your attorneys. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO.2: 
1. Janet Bell Nightengale and Dennis Nightengale, c/o E. Lee Schlender; 
2. Hospital Emergency Room personnel on duty at the time of Mrs. Nightengale's visits to 
both Saint Alphonsus and St. Luke's during June and July, 2007; 
3. Michael Loegering, NP, c/o Terry Reilly Clinic, 848 La Cassia, Boise, ID; 344-3512; 
4. Dominic L. Gross, M.D., clo Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, Boise; 
5. Health care personnel on duty at Saint Alphonsus during Mrs. Nightengale's stay 
following the amputation of her arm on July 20,2007. 
INTERROGATORY NO.3: Identify each person you may call as a lay witness at the trial of 
this matter and, as to each, state the substance of the facts to which the witness may testify. 
RESPONSE TO 1NTERROGATORY NO.3: Plaintiff has not yet detennined who will be 
called as lay witnesses at the trial of this matter. However, each person identified in the response 
to Interrogatory No.2 above may be called to testify as to their knowledge of Mrs. Nightengale's 
health care and the subject of this case. 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS JASON QUINN M.D. AND IDAHO EMERGENCY 
PHYSICIANS, P.A. 'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF 
DOCUMENTS TO PLAINTIFF - 2 
000358 
INTERROGATORY NO.4: Identify each person you may call as an expelt witness at the trial 
of this matter and, as to each, please state the following: 
(a) The subject matter on which each expert may testify; 
(b) The substance offacts to which each expert may testify; 
(c) The substance of the opinions to which each expe11 may testify; and 
(d) The witness's credentials which you allege qualify him or her as an expert. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO.4: Objection. Plaintiff's expert witnesses will be 
disclosed in accordance with the Court's scheduling order in this case. 
INTERROGA TORY NO.5: Identify each exhibit you may introduce into evidence at the trial 
of this case. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO.5: Plaintiff has not yet determined precisely what 
exhibits will be utilized at trial, and exhibits will be disclosed in accordance with the Court's 
scheduling order. Any or all of Mrs. Nightengale's medical records may be introduced into 
evidence at trial of this matter. 
INTERROGATORY NO.6: Please describe in full and complete detail any photographs, 
drawings, illustrations, tape recordings, videotapes and/or other written documents of which you 
or your attomey are aware and which pertain in any way to the underlying facts or circumstances 
of this litigation, including plaintiffs' claimed damages. In answering this interrogatory, describe 
where applicable the nature and subject matter of the item, its date, and the name, address, and 
job title or capacity of the person preparing the document or with knowledge of it. 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS JASON QUINN M.D. AND IDAHO EMERGENCY 
PHYSICIANS, P.A.'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AN]) REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF 
])OCUMENTS TO PLAINTIFF - 3 
000359 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO.6: No such documents are known to exist except 
for the medical records of Janet Bell Nightengale. This Response will be supplemented if any 
such items or documents become known. 
INTERROGATORY NO.7: Please identify all statements and/or interviews, whether written, 
typed, taped or otherwise, which you have made or of which you are aware which contain any 
reference to the facts of this case. As for each statement and/or interview, please state the 
following: 
(a) Date; 
(b) All persons present at the time it was taken or made; 
(c) The contents of the statement; and 
(d) The identities of all persons with copies of such statements and/or interviews. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO.7: No documents are known to exist at this 
time. This Response will be supplemented if any such documents become known. 
INTERROGATORY NO.8: Identify each physician, psychiatrist, psychologist, counselor, 
hospital, clinic, medical center and/or other provider of health care services who provided care 
and treatment to you for the ten years prior to July 20,2007: 
(a) The date and reason for contacting him, her or it; 
(b) The diagnosis made; 
(c) The treatment rendered or prescribed; 
(d) Whether x-rays or other tests were taken and, if so, the complete results of each 
(including each and every objective measurement, result and/or other data); and 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS JASON QUINN M.D. AND IDAHO EMERGENCY 
PHYSICIANS, P.A.'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF 
DOCUMENTS TO PLAINTIFF - 4 
000360 
(e) Any prognosis made. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO.8: Mrs. Nightengale was provided with medical 
care by the State of Oregon during 1999, 2004 and 2005. The only medical doctor that she 
recalls seeing prior to the problems with her arm which is the subject of this litigation is Patricia 
Blose, M.D., 1600 North Coast Highway, Newport OR 97365. Dr. Blose is a neuro-psychiatrist 
who treated Mrs. Nightengale for bipolar disorder. 
Mrs. Nightengale was seen by various counselors during the times she was incarcerated 
in Oregon and Marysville, Califomia. Their names are not known. 
INTERROGA TORY NO.9: Identify each physician, psychiatrist, psychologist, counselor, 
hospital, clinic, medical center and/or other provider of health care services who provided care 
and treatment to you since July 20, 2007. 
(a) The date and reason for contacting him, her or it~ 
(b) The diagnosis made; 
(c) The treatment rendered or prescribed; 
(d) Whether x-rays or other tests were taken and, if so, the complete results of each 
(including each and every objective mcasurement, result andlor other data); and 
(e) Any prognosis made. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO.9: Mrs. Nightengale saw Dr. Gross for follow-up 
care after the amputation of her ann on July 20,2007, as follows: 
July 25,2007 - post operative visit; 
July 30, 2007 - post operative visit; wound infected; 
J>LAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS JASON QUINN M.D. AND IDAHO EMERGENCY 
PHYSICIANS, )l.A.'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF 
DOCUMENTS TO PLAINTIFF - 5 
000361 
August 3, 2007 - post operative visit; 
August 10, 2007 - post operative visit; 
August 24, 2007 -stump revision surgery at Saint Alphol1sus; 
August 28, 2007 - post operative visit; 
September 5, 2007 - post operative visit; 
September 12, 2007 - post operative visit; 
September 24, 2007 - post operative visit; patient had reached almost maxImum medical 
improvement on that date; 
INTERROGA TORY NO. 10: Identify any written reports or other documents 
fUl11ished to you, your attorneys, any insurance carrier, or anyone acting on your behalf, from 
any person, including any physician, surgeon, hospital, medical centers or other health care 
personnel, that pertains in any manner to the amputation of plaintiff's ann, but 110t limited to, the 
circumstances surrounding and/or cause(s) or potential cause(s) of the need to amputate 
plaintiff's left an11. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 10: Other than the medical records from Saint 
Alphonsus and St. Luke's Regional Medical Centers, no such documents are known to exist. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 11: State in full and complete detail each and every act or 
omission of defendant Jason Quinn, M.D., which you contend SUPPOltS your allegations that 
defendant Dr. Quinn failed to meet the applicable standard of health care practice in the 
provision or failure to provide health care to plaintiff, and, fUither, how such act or omission was 
the proximate cause of the damages alleged in your Complaint. 
PLAINTII1F'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS JASON QUINN M.D. AND IDAHO EMERGENCY 
PHYSICIANS, P.A.'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF 
DOCUMENTS TO PLAINTIFF - 6 
000362 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 11: 
1. On or about July 11, 2007, Plaintiff presented at the emergency room of Saint Alphonsus 
Regional Medical. Nursing records from that visit report that "left mm is rather pallorous 
and no palpable radial pulse ... Doppler pulse heard in bracheus - not heard in left wrist". 
The nurse further reports that the MD was notified of her findings. Dr. Quinn failed to 
examine the Plail1tifffor a radial pulse. 
2. Dr. Quinn failed to order proper diagnostic testing such as an ultrasound or CT scan with 
contrast to determine the cause of Mrs. Nightengale's circulation problems. 
3. Dr. Quinn failed to perform his duties within the applicable standard of care for an 
emergency room physician in Boise, Idaho, during July, 2007, the time of his treatment 
of Mrs. Nightengale. 
4. Dr. Quinn's failure to properly diagnose Mrs. Nightengale was a proximate cause of the 
ultimate amputation of her arm. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 12: With respect to each allegation of negligence asserted in 
your Complaint against defendant Dr. Quinn, please describe the following: 
(a) The name and address of each physician or other health care practitioner upon 
whose opinion or opinions plaintiffs rely in asselting each allegation of 
negligence against Dr. Quinn. 
(b) The area of specialization and the professional relationship between plaintiff or 
her attomey for each person identified in (a) above; and 
PLAINTIJ<F'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS JASON QUINN M.D. AND IDAHO EMERGENCY 
PHYSICIANS, P.A.'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF 
DOCUMENTS TO PLAINTIFF - 7 000363 
(c) All education, employment and other criteria which plaintiff claims qualifies each 
person identified in (a) above to render bis or her opinion or opinions against Dr. 
Quinn. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 12: Objection. Expert witnesses have not yet 
been identified nor need they be disclosed except pursuant to the Rule 16 Scheduling Order of 
this Court which has not yet been entered. When expert witnesses are disclosed, it will be 
considered a supplementation to this Interrogatory. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 13: With respect to your claims that tbe alleged negligence 
of defendant Dr. Quinn herein proximately caused the damages alleged in your Complaint, 
please describe the following: 
(a) The name and address of each person upon whose opinion or opinions plaintiffs 
rely in asserting that plaintiffs' alleged damages were caused by the acts or 
omissions of Dr. Quinn.; 
(b) The area of specialization and the professional relationship between plaintiff or 
her attorney for each person identified in (a) above; and 
(c) All education, employment and other criteria which plaintiff claims qualifies each 
person identified in (a) above to render his or her opinion or opinions regarding 
causation against Dr. Quinn. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 13: See Plaintiff's Response to InteITogatory No. 
12 above. 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS JASON QUINN M.D. AND IDAHO EMEIWENCY 
PHYSICIANS, P.A. 'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF 
DOCUMENTS TO PLAINTIFF - 8 
000364 
INTERROGATORY NO. 14: Itemize by description and amount all damages, special 
or otherwise, which you expect to prove at trial and identify the documentation that is available 
to substantiate all alleged damages. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 14: Damages will include all those allowed by 
Idaho statutory and case law, including losses for pain and suffering, humiliation and 
disfigurement, as well as eamings loss yet to he computed. This response will be supplemented 
accordingly. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 15: Itemize in complete detail any and all medical bills and 
expenses incuned as a result of the incident described in your Complaint, including, but not 
limited to, bills for hospitals, doctors, and other medical providers, and state the name and 
address of each payee and the amount paid or owed to each payee. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 15: Charges and expenses that have been related 
to the treatment of the Plaintiff, including amputation of her anTI, have not yet been determined; 
when the billings are received, they will be delivered to counsel and this will be considered 
supplemented. 
INTERROGA TORY NO. 16: Do you claim any loss of future income or financial 
contribution as a result of the alleged negligent care of Dr. Quinn? If so, identify the nature and 
amount thereof, and set forth specifically your basis for such claim and the manner in which it 
has been calculated. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 16: Yes. The nature and amount thereof if still 
subject to investigation and detcnTIination as well as computation by an expert witness who will 
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be identified pursuant to Rule 16. It is anticipated that Plaintilf will claim that she is entitled to 
not less than the minimum wage provided for by the laws of the State of Idaho and/or the federal 
govemment for a period of time fi'om date of her amputation through her normal retirement date, 
with the total loss to be computed in accordance with the commonly accepted United States 
actuarial table. 
INTERROGA TORY NO. 17: Identify any payments or other benefits you have 
received in connection with the events and/or the injuries, losses, or other hann described in your 
complaint. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 17: Mrs. Nightengale has received no such 
payments or benefits. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 18: State whether you have entered into any settlements with 
any person or entity or party to this litigation that you have claimed at any time to have been 
either in whole or in part responsible for any injury or damage received or incurred which is the 
subject of this litigation. For purposes of this intel1'ogatory, a "settlement" includes covenants 
not to sue, covenants not to execute, releases, "Pierringer" releases and/or "Mary Carter" 
agreements, verdict-sharing agreements or arrangements in any particular, loan-receipt 
agreements, and any other similar documentation, If your answer to this interrogatory is in the 
affirmative, please state the following infol111ation: 
(a) Identify each person or entity with whom you have settled; 
(b) Date of each such settlement; 
(c) The dollar value of each such settlement calculated to its present value; and 
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(d) Identify any and all persons who have an original or any copy of such an 
agreement. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. IS: No such agreements exist. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 19: State the name, address and telephone number of each 
and everyone of plaintiff's employers, the dates of such employment, as well as the position and 
amount of compensation for each and every position held by plaintiff for the five years prior to 
July 11, 2007. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 19: Plaintiff has not been employed during this 
five year period. 
INTERROGA TORY NO. 20: Identify all sources of income, other than from 
employment, as well as the amount of income from each source, received by plaintiff during the 
five years prior to her death. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 20: Objection. Mrs. Nightengale is still living. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 21: Have you ever been a party in a civil action? If so, 
please state the following: 
(a) The date and place of each such legal proceeding, and the names and addresses of 
the parties to the action and attomeys, if any; 
(b) The title of each such action and respective COUlt numbers; 
(c) The nature of the action; and 
(d) The present status of each legal proceeding, including any settlements or awards. 
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RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 21: None are known as of this date. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 22: Have you ever been a party in a criminal action? If so, 
please state the following: 
(a) The date and place of each such legal proceeding, and the names and addresses of 
the parties to the action and attol11eys, if any; 
(b) The title of each such action and respective court numbers; 
(c) The nature of the action; and 
(d) The present status of each legal proceeding, including any settlements or awards. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 22: Yes. See Plaintiffs Response to Interrogatory 
No. 24 below. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 22 (231: Identify by title, author, publication and date of publication 
any and all joumal articles, text or other medical literature upon which plaintiffs rely and/or 
intend to utilize at the trial of this matter either by way of exhibit, referenced to by plaintiffs' 
experts or cross-examination of defendants' expe11s. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 23: Plaintiff has not yet detennined which 
medical literature will have been or will be used at trial of this matter either by plaintiff or 
plaintiffs experts. This response will be supplemented. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 23 (24): State whether you have ever been convicted of a 
crime or infraction, irrespective of the fonn of the judgment or withheld judgment and of 
whether the conviction has since been reduced, expunged, dismissed, closed, sealed or otherwise 
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disposed of. If you have, state the crime or infraction of which you were convicted and the date 
and place thereot: 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 24: Yes. Mrs. Nightengale has multiple 
incarcerations in her past, for one DUI in Fayetteville, AR; and several disorderly conduct 
charges in Sacramento, CA; San Diego, CA; Amarillo, TX; San Antonio, TX; Texarkana, TX; 
West Memphis, AR. She has a felony drug possession charge in Marysville, CA, date unknown. 
In 2004 or 2005, she pled guilty to a charge of Assault III in Newp01i, Oregon and spent eleven 
months at Coffee Creek in Wilsonville, OR. She remains on parole at the present time. 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.1: Please produce a copy of all documents, 
items or things which you referred to in answering the above interrogatories, including all 
documents which contain a part or all of each such answer, and all documents which you 
identified in said answer. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO.1: Attached hereto as Exhibit A are the following medical 
records: 
a) St. Luke's Regional Medical Center, 7120/2007 and 7/1112007 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.2: Please produce a copy of all reports 
prepared by any expert you intend to call to testify at trial (including all defendants), as well as 
all notes, documents and writings by the expert relating to the subject of his or her opinion, all 
documents and writings relied upon for any opinion helshe may have on any issue pertaining to 
this case. 
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.2: No such report has been 
submitted. This response will be supplemented. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.3: Please produce a copy of all of the exhibits 
or other demonstrative evidence which you may offer for introduction into evidence or utilize at 
the trial of this matter, including all exhibits identified in your Answer to IntelTogatory No.5 
above. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.3: See Plaintiff's Response to 
IntelTogatory No.5. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.4: Please produce a copy of all photographs, 
videotapes, or other visual media created or taken by you or for you concerning any of the events 
described in your complaint, including all items identified in your Answer to Interrogatory No.6, 
above. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.4: See Plaintiff's Response to 
IntelTogatory No.6. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.5: Please produce a copy of all statements 
made or taken by you concerning the events described in your complaint, including all 
statements identified in your Answer to Interrogatory No.7 above. 
H.ESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.4: See Plaintiff's Response to 
Interrogatory No.7. 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.6: Please produce a copy of any statements, 
reports or other documentation prepared by or taken from any person listed in your Answer to 
Interrogatory No.2. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.6: See Plaintiffs Response to 
InteI1'ogatory No.2 above. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.7: Please produce a copy of all medical or 
hospital records, notes, repOlts, bills or statements of any heaIthcare facility, hospital, physician, 
chiropractor, practitioner, psychiatrist, psychologist, counselor, or other healthcare provider who 
treated, tended to, or otherwise provided services to plaintiff in the ten (IO) years prior to and 
including July 20, 2007, including, but not limited to, all medical records identified in your 
answer to Intell'ogatory No.8 above. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.7: Attached hereto in response to 
Request for Production No. 15 is a signed authorization for Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton to 
obtain such records. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.8: Please produce a copy of all medical or 
hospital records, notes, reports, bills or statements of any healthcare facility, hospital, physician, 
chiropractor, practitioner, psychiatrist, psychologist, counselor, or other healthcare provider who 
treated, tended to, or otherwise provided services to plaintiff since July 20, 2007. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.8: Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a 
copy of Dr. Gross's chatt for Mrs. Nightengale. 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.9: Please produce a copy of all documents and 
records identified in your answer to IntelTogatory No.9 above. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.9: See Exhibit B attached hereto. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 10: Please produce a copy of all documents, 
notes, records, files, statements, bills, diaries and writings or other documents which you contend 
support your claim for damages, including all damages identified in your Answer to 
IntelTogatory No. 14 through 16 above. 
R.ESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 10: None are known to exist at the 
present time. 
REQUEST I?OR PRODUCTION NO. 11: Please produce a copy of all documents 
which document or record in any manner all income received by plaintiff from any source, other 
than employment, for the previous five years. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 11: None exist. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 12: Please produce a copy of plaintiffs 
complete State and Federal tax returns and supporting schedules and attachments for the past five 
(5) years, including, without limitation, all W-2's, 1099's and any other wage income statements. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 12: None exist. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 13: Please produce a copy of all journals, 
diaries, summaries, notes, e-mails or other written material prepared by plaintiff which document 
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or reference in any manner any facts or matters related to the facts or circumstances surrounding 
this litigation or plaintiffs' injuries and claim for damages. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 13: See Plaintiffs Response to 
Interrogatory No.7 above. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 14: Please produce copies of all "settlement" 
agreements, including but not limited to, covenants not to sue, covenants not to execute, releases, 
"Pierringer" releases and/or "Mary Carter" agreements, verdict-sharing agreements or 
arrangements in any particular, loan-receipt agreements, and any other similar documentation 
and all other similar agreements between you and any other person, entity, or party to this 
litigation, together with all cOITespondence between the patties or counsel for the parties relating 
to any such agreement. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST liOR PRODUCTION NO. 14: No such documents exist. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 15: Please execute the attached authorization to 
release medical records and information. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO . . 15: Attached hereto as Exhibit C is 
Plaintiffs signed authorization for the release of her medical records to Hall, Farley, Oberrecht 
& Blanton. 
DA TED th~ lay of June, 2008. 
CERTIFICATE 
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I hereby certify that on this ~~ay of June, 2008, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals by causing the 
same to be delivered by the method and to the addresses indicated below: 
Steven K. Tolman 
Tolman Brizee, PC 
POBox 1276 
Twin Falls ID 83303 
Fax: 733-5444 
Representing Kevin Timmel, MD 
Kevin J. Scanlan 
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton 
PO Box 1271 
Boise ID 83701 
Fax: 395-8585 
Representing Jas0/1 Quinn, MD, 
D<1 U.S. Mait postage prepaid 
[ I Facsimile 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Electronic Transmission 
r ] Overnight Delivery 
IXI U.s. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Facsimile 
[ 1 Hand Delivery 
r ] Electronic Transmission 
[ 1 Overnight Delivery 
~d'/~~ 
Barbara Forrest 
Legal Assistant to Mr. Schlender 
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(Note: Social Security Number is patient's above ID number without the dashes 
between the numbers) . 
BELL, JANET 
PO BOX 1844 
NEWPORT, OR, 97365 
40 Year old 
Signed before import by Historical Import 
Filed automatically on 06/19/2006 at 6:07 PM 
10/25/2001 - Office Visit: Date: 10/25/01 
Provider: Historical Import 
location of Care: Samaritan Health Services 
Date: 10/25/01 
Title: PT CONCERNS 
From: EMS ERLINDA SCHWAB 
Originated by: EMS ERLINDA SCHWAB 
To: CAB CHRISTINE BRUMMEL, NCMA 
Type: TEL Priority: 8 (9. highest) 
Date sent: 10/25/01 Time sent: 10:52am Date to activate: 10/25/01 
Subject: PT CONCERNS 
Message: 
severe hip pain at night, also would like to discuss depression meds, 
pIs call her 265-8066 thx/ems 
10/25/01 APPT made for 10/31/01 to discuss. CAB, NCMA 
# SIGNED BY CHRISTINE BRUMMEL, NCMA (CAB) 10/25/01 
Signed before Import by Historical Import 
Filed automatically on 06/19/2006 at 6:07 PM 
10/31/2001 - Office Visit: Date: 10/31/01: BELL, JANET: 129628 
Provider: Historical Import 
location of Care: Samaritan Health Services 
Date: 10/31/01: BELL, JANET 




The patient is a 40-year-old who complains of bilateral hip pain for the past 
few weeks. She does have a history significant for chronic fatigue, pelvic 
pain, and manic depression. She also has a diagnosis of hepatitis C and 
hepatitis B carrier. She has been taking ibuprofen up to 600 mg 3 times per 
day with minimal effect although it seems to help somewhat. She can ambulate 
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without difficulty. No specific insighting event. No clear back pain. 
MAJOR PROBLEMS: 
1. Hepatitis C carrier. 
2. Hepatitis B carrier. 
3. Chronic fatigue. 
4. Pelvic pain. 
5. Manic depression. 
ALLERGIES: 
NO KNOWN ALLERGIES. 
MEDICATIONS: 
1. Zoloft 100 mg 2 tablets q.d. 
2. Levoxyl 0.025 mg 1 tablet q.d. 
OBJECTIVE: 
GENERAL: A 40-year-old in no acute distress. 
VITAL SIGNS: Weight 154, which is 2 pounds heavier than in August. 
Temperature is 97.7 degrees. Pulse 62, respirations 18, blood pressure 
120/72. 
MUSCULOSKELETAL:Exam limited to the hips and low back. The back does have a 
normal contour. There is no vertebral or costovertebral angle tenderness. 
There is some mild tenderness on the sacroiliac joints bilaterally. She does 
have full range of motion at the hips. strength is 5/5 with hip 
flexion/extension, adduction and abduction. No tenderness to the greater 
trochanter. 
ASSESSMENT AND PLAN: 
Hip pain with some sacroiliitis. 
will give her samples of Ce1ebrex 200 mg 1 tablet daily, 15 days worth were 
given. She is to let us know how she is doing. Can give her samples if these 
are effective. Otherwise followup as scheduled. 
John F. Watkins, MD 
JFW:kjg 
# SIGNED BY JOHN F WATKINS MD (JFW) 12/27/01 
Signed before import by Historical Import 
Filed automatically on 06119/2006 at 6:07 PM 
11/13/2001 - Office Visit: Date: 11/13/01 
Provider: Historical Import 
Location of Care: Samaritan Health Services 
Date: 11/13/01 
Title: What can she take? 
From: CAB CHRIS BRUMMEL, NCMA 
originated by: DML DARCY LAL 
To: JFW JOHN F WATKINS MD 
Type: TEL Priority: 7 (9 = highest) 
Date sent: 11/13/01 Time sent: 9:49am Date to activate: 11/13/01 
Subject; What can she take? 
Message: 
Said would like Rx for Celebrex, only half the pain now, and she can 
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The patient has noted that the Zoloft that she is taking at maximum strength 
does seem to control most of the components of manic depression that she has, 
however she still has a great deal of anxiety. She also continues to smoke 
and is thinking about starting on the patches, although did start 1 day last 
week and had severe chest discomforts and palpitations with that. She was not 
sure whether this was simply anxiety or some side reaction to the medication. 
Other than that she has not had any chest pain, chest pressure, strange 
sensations or palpitations, shortness of breath or orthopnea. 
She still continues to smoke approximately 1 pack per day, although she has 
cut down somewhat in previous months. No difficulty sleeping. No 
hallucinations. No overt depression. 
MAJOR PROBLEMS: 










I.Levoxyl 0.025 mg g.d. 
2.Z01oft 100 mg 2 tablets g.d. 
3.Nicoderm patches. 
4.Celebrex 200 mg g.d. 
OBJECTIVE: 
GENERAL:A 40-year-old in no acute distress. 
VITAL SIGNS:Weight 153.7 pounds, heart rate 64, respirations 20, temperature 
is 96.0 degrees. Blood pressure is 130/70. 
No specific examination was performed at this time. 12 minutes of a 20-minute 
face-to-face contact time was spent talking about smoking cessation and her 
ongoing anxiety. 
ASSESSMENT AND PLAN: 
I.Anxiety. will make the addition of a different anxiolytic from a different 
class. will start Wellbutrin 150 mg g.h.s. for 3 days and then she will take 
this b.i.d. Check back in 2-3 months to see how she is doing with her 
anxiety. 
2.Smoking cessation. Again urged her to pick a date to quit and then go back 
onto the Nicoderm patches. If she finds that she is still having chest 
discomfort or anxiety, can try and switch and take the patches in the morning 
as opposed to the evening, or possibly decreasing size to 14 mg instead of 21 
mg as she may be more sensitive to the nicotine in the patch form. 
Followup as above. 




Pacific Internal Medi 
1010 SW Coast Highway #201 Newport, OR 97365 
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JANET F BELL 
Female DOB:
CAB, NCMA 
09/12/01 PT informed. CAB, NCMA 




# SIGNED BY CHRISTINE BRUMMEL, NCMA (CAB) 09/12/01 
Signed by Historical Import on 05120/2006 at 10:48 AM 
09/1312002 - Office Visit: Date: 09/13/02: BELL, JANET: 129628 
Provider: Historical Import 
Location of Care: Samaritan Health Services 







The patient is 41-year-old who is following up on her hypothyroidism and 
hepatitis. She also had some anemia postoperatively in June. A followup a 
few months later showed she was still slightly anemic and needs to followup 
on this as well. She does feel fatigued most of the time. She has a great 
deal of depression for which takes Zoloft. It seems quite effective, though 
it has the unwanted side effect of decreased sexual interest. She wonders 
about being switched to something different. 
She still has to followup with Dr. Bashey for kidney problems. Also describes 
some symptoms which come in waves several times per day, feeling tired, 
dizzy, nausea but no vomiting. Not related to eating. She has gained quite 
a bit of weight, most in the abdomen. This is despite being more active, 
walking a lot more, and watching her diet closely. 
Again, she continues to feel fatigued and tired, which is not unusual for 
her. 
ALLERGIES 
NO KNOWN DRUG ALLERGIES. 
CURRENT MEDICATIONS 
1. Sonata 10 mg 1 to 2 tablets p.r.n. g.h.s. for insomnia. 
2. Zoloft 200 mg g.d. for manic-depression. 
3. Celebrex 200 mg b.i.d. for chronic pains. 
4. Levoxyl 0.025 mg g.d. 
REVIEW OF SYSTEMS 
Review of constitutional, endocrine, pulmonary, hematologic were negative 
except for those specific concerns and changes noted above. 
OBJECTIVE 
GENERAL: A 41-year-old lady. No acute distress. 
VITAL SIGNS: Weight 160.6 which is up from 147 pounds 3 months ago. Blood 
pressure 102/64. Pulse 74. 
HEENT: Sclerae are anicteric. Conjunctivae are not injected. 
NECK: Supple. Thyroid palpates normal size and consistency. 
LUNGS: Resonant to percussion and clear to auscultation. Faint expiratory 
wheezing at che bases. No rales or rhonchi. 
HEART: Regular. Sl and 82 clearly aUdible, without murmurs, rubs or 
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ABDOMEN: Moderately distended which is clearly different from her nearly 
flat abdomen 3 months ago. She has normal sounding bowels. No specific 
tenderness. No guarding or rebound. Liver edge is not palpable. 
Spent 15 minutes of a 25 minute visit reviewing with her the side effects of 
her anti-depressant medication and the possible alternatives. 
ASSESSMENT/PLAN 
1. Hypothyroidism. 
Will check her thyroid level. Also because of her chronic fatigue, we will 
check this as well. 
2. Hepatitis Band C with new abdominal distention and abnormal weight gain. 
We will get an abdominal ultrasound. Check liver function tests as well. 
3. Anemia. 
Previously it had increased to 31.2% Will recheck the panel again today. 
4. Chronic pain. 
Continue on the Celebrex. 
5. Manic-depression. 
will have her taper the Zoloft down to 100 mg q.d. for a week, then decrease 
to 50 mg a day and start Celexa at 10 mg q.d. for a week at the same time. 
The following week will increase the Celexa to 20 mg q.d. and decrease the 
zoloft to 25 mg q.d. The week after that, will increase the Celexa to 40 mg 
for a week. Samples of Celexa were given to see if she tolerates this. 
Have her followup in one month. 
John F. Watkins, MD 
JPW:ljd 
# SIGNED BY JOHN F WATKINS MD (JFW) 10/11/02 
Signed before import by Historical Import 
Filed automatically on 06119/2006 at 6:07 PM 
09/1312002· External Other: Date: 09113/02 
Provider: Historical Import 
Location of Care: Samaritan Health Services 
Date: 09/13/02 
Title: LAB ORDER 
PATIENT MAY HAVE COpy OF LAB RESULTS 
------ NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED -------
FASTING?NO 
PLEASE PERFORM: 
Chem7/basic metab panel 
CBC (without diff) 
Hepatic panel plus GGT 
Thyroid Panel (TSH/Free T4) 
REQUESTING PHYSICIAN: WATKINS 








HEALTH HISTORY - CONFIDENTIAL 
, , 
DATE _0/.:..-----.:,......../.:..-....../ -----=.-tJ--f-tf-_ 
, " 
List your fast three l!li!iQt Ulnesses, operatfons and/or injuries: 
1.r(319:drJeV ,ruF,"C-Ql+;O.~,~w .... ~.?r1'~¥~ 
,. to'. 
31~----~--~----------------------~------------~----------------------
Have you h~d a~y ~her Illnesses, operations or tnjurre~ you want to tell ~s about?· YES ____ NO_ .. 
Write in below 
. :1 
.... -'. 
DO YOU H~Ve OR HAVe YOU evER HAD: 
I , r.Llt rt;~c..., 
Rashes, ~ores, itchy skin? .\(a.~t« pj7fa/nnslw.r;;:y{!P!iC .. 
Frequent or severe 'haad~hes? yt1 tJ\ .~.~ .. ~ 
Head injuries?. I ~KG ................ I • I ••• " I.' ••••••••• ', •• 
Double vision or vision problems?,,~.frW,(,-? ••••••••••• I •••• I 
Ear, nose or throat trouble?. ~. R.fii .. : ...................... . 
Hear!ng loss or rll)ging in ears? • • JjaJj. '. ~ .......... I •• I •••••••• I I 
Selfere tooth or gum disease? I •• ,~ ~f<r. .. .. I •••• I 
F requant colds or infections? I ••••••••••••••••••••••• U ...... I I •••• 
DO YOU HAVE: , I 
, ',' ~'Ai~ 
Shortness of breath or asthma?,~(.;bnnt~17~" Ikhf.. I 
Frequent. cQugh? ........ " •. ' •• 1 ~ • ',' " •••••••••••••••• t ;. ~ ••••••• " • 
Bloody sputum or TB?~ I •• ' ••• I •••••••• I •• : •••• I •••• ~ I • .' ~:.,', •••• I', : 
Chest pain or pressure? •••••• " •• t " .............. 41 •••••••••••••••• ,- . 
. Pounding heart?" •••••• , ................... t I •• '" :. 'r' .... " .... . 
High blood pressure? &t-,1J~ .• ((I.:15.~ .. ffIh.I ••.••••••••• 
Rheumatic fever?. ~ ••• " ................... , • " ....... ,," ••• ~ ••••••••• 
Heart murmur? •••••••••• " •••• " •••••••••• , " •.•••••••••••••••• ~ •• 
Abdomen pain?. cdr~ .... '.' ................. I ••••••••••• 
Nausea/vomitingfdiarrhealcoristlpation? ••••••• ',' •••••••••••••••••••• 
Vomlt b loed?' ••••••••••••• ~ •• , • ~', • ~ ...... " •• e.' : .......... e • e I •••••• 
Blood~ ,stools o~ hemorrhoids? •• I ••••••• '/1' •• I ••• , •••••• '):;;f • • •••• 
Hepatitis. jaundIce or yellow ,skln?.lfM. t7.?p. S~ .(.ri; ••• I. 
Kidney trouble?~ •••• " ••••••••••••• , ••••• , .......... " •• 



















Inmate Health History . 
Frequent or palnful urination? ••• ~ ••••••••••••••••.•• 
So.-es or discharge from penis or vagina? • ~ ••••.•.•• 
Syphilis or Gonorrhea? .. ~ .................. ~ ....................... . 
Bone"joint or other deformity? ................................ . 
Broken bones or arthritis? •• ¢.dt6:i"k .................... .. 
Paralysis l numbness or weakness? ••••••..••••••••••••••.••••• 
Swollen or painful joints?, ........ ~ ......... II ••••• , ...... t ••••••••• 
Periods of unconsciousness? ••••••••••••..••••••••••••••.••••. 
Convulslons or seizures? •••••..••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.•• 
Dizziness, fainting spells? .. , ... " ....... " ......... ~ ....... II II. " ••••• 
Depressi~n? . {lW:.m H. ~-.. fflrJf.'J. .m.:e..4:-? ... . 
Attempted Suicide? .IXI~ .v.;«<.~. ~"""" . , .......... . 
Nervous problem? .... " ........... " ....... " .. " .... " ..... " .. " ..•. It' •••••• 
Bleeding ·problem?. r::f.r!~~. LfP.tt?·· ~rcJ;"'" 
Thyroid trouble? .• f fJlV •• ~.r..~ 1 fl . .lalft:~~Ip:p.f'{J;(r)!.k:. 
Diabetes? .. " ..... " " ...... " ... , .... " .... ,·e ~ ....... " ................. ., .... .. 
Recent weight gain or loss? ••.•••••• o •••..••••• 00 •••• 00 •••• 0 •• 
Chills or sweats? ........................................... ~ .......... 11 ••• 
Difficulty tolerating temperature change (hot/cold)? • 0., 0 ••• 0 ..... 
Alcoholism? ....... ,t .......................... t • I" ................. . 
Cancert tumors, cysts or growths? ....................... 00 ..... 0 











Are you allergic to any other drugs? 0 •••••••••••••••• : •••••••••• 
SIN~E1977HAVEYOU: . ~ oP· 
Had sex in exchange for money or drUgS?.t-o¥p~ 
Shot up drugs? ..................... "'to ~\ ~ rt;j. . ..... 0 .... 0 
Had multiple sex partners? ............. ~. NJ. ~ ~ ... . 0 ..... .. 
Been a sexual partner of an IV drug user, bisexual person 
a person who may have symptoms of AIDS? •.••.•••• 
00 you want more information on AIDS? 0 ••• 0 •••••• 0 ••••••••••••• 0 •••••••• 0 


















Check if you have ever had: MEDicAL HISTORY 
(Xl Asthma (.) High Cholesterol ,1,,-',' ': '·"'.b) Gall Bladder Disease 
( ) Stroke b<l High Blood Pressure ( ) Epilepsy I Seizures 
( ), Acne, Severe j><> MentalOep'ression () Nervous'BreakDown 
( ) Heart Problems " .P<J. Headaches ( ) Prominent Leg Veins 
M Hepatitis .P<J Stomach Ulcers or Pain ( ) Biood Clots in Legs 
,{ r. Mononucleosis ( ) Breast Lumps I Discharge ( ) Rheumatic Fever 
( ) Tuberculosis ( ) Drug Allergy' t><) Jaundice (Yellow Skin) 
~ 'An~mia. " « » Bleeding Disorder ~ Attempted Suicide .' 
yv Thyroid Disease ~iabetes I Pre-Diabetes yv Bladder I Kidney Infection 
( >. Cancer A'd '/- S'll~~,) Abnormal p~ps I Cryosurgery ..{40 Blurred Vision with Hea~aches 
Ustall drugs' you are allergic to: l~ie> h~ +0 n1'i' J{tto 1M. J ~J7t ~ , '-r--:-------
Any other health problems?Cbo;t:i t1r"'CJ, " fa S J ".;;;. :e:]ai'i-r;t 7til Llit tJrj:; Cl ± "it d b £it qc K; i J! Ii.. 
, ' , 
Ha~ you ever been a patientin a hospital?ye$ . ; :, " ' 
Why? fb-cMot:!,'ot,Jh:!r'( '101C! 'e'-fa .. -bra Kt:h r/abl'''''·« bc:-e?';.b Iqeld~1'" Su 
Any surgerIes:; c;i!+-~~~~:..L..,.......I!II;,U""""~-"-I~ _________ - __ "":""_-:--___ ..,.-__ _ 
Hav~ you ever been physically or sexually a~use ? ~"""''''''''''--'-'-',-=-....... >e+-.s...:;~,-",,--=---s;. ...... ~I-Jo..;~'''':''''''--~-,=~c-..1LL...I. 
" PREVENTIVE HEALTH: , 
00 you use tanning booths? NO, 
S~rvings of milk, yogurt, cheese/day? fdH ~ Vr h 
~~u~~~m~~N~w~~~ __ ~, ___ ~'~ ___ ~ ____ ~ ______ ~~ __ _ 
Do you exercise?~ What kin~? -W9 I K.) ba,.,..01 k)z.;;:C>;.,..:!,...'---______ Times per weekJ~t·1 y 
Do you examine y4~ breasts each month? .... N~ ..... r)"'_____ ' '(V Ire" ~O,. /n rTQ,' J 
Do'you smoke~paCkS/dayl ~ , For how long3.L (years) " 
Do you use str~t drugs? • 
f'.t.h'=:':...L.._How much per Week?....;~:....t::{_'_Y:"__"r....e_s:""'_. --'-____ _ 
Do you ·douche?~........, ___ How often? ___ _ 
00 you drink coffee, tea, or cola, or eat chocolate?~:...:=;:.L:..._ 
When was ;our last tetanus ~hot? (Need oneev -10 years)~_"----=:""=i-""---=:='F-f::::"""'''--'-_'-'-=<--'-
GYNHISTORY, . ~. . . ~2· ~O Age periods started' J ' . , . ~. Are your periods regular?/I. ' 
HOW many da\'8 apart? ~ ~;;Z .l.( ~. . How many dO\'8 do you fl~ClA\Z2 
When was your last pelvic exam?~1: '!b(}.r , 'Pap smear? .', . 
DateotYOUrlastperiod?NO.1,,: St.<tr:'cl.-- Was it normal? Tt!:-II 111~ 
. i t 
Have you ever had: " _'_ Herpes' , __ Chlamydia' ~,Abnormal pap I cryo$urgery, Syphilis' Genital warts ~ DES expo's~re (yO~ ~~ mom) i1t~ Infection in your tu~es or uterus __ ' Gonorrhea __ ' Endometriosi 
;,RUgell~jGerman MeasleS):, ' .,~ Have you been vaccinated'against it? 
, ,-I!! , tJ ~Have you had t~e disease? J ~k;t: Haye you h~d the blood test? 
Do'you. at tlils tIme have: 
~ Unusual vagjn~1 discharge 
" Pain during inte(eourse 
k c; Vaginal Itching 






N~mber of times pregnant? '3 Number of live births? _~3:::::-. ____ . ___ _ 
Miscarriages 2. ~ Stillbirths 0. ' Abortions _~O_~ ______ _ 
Any tubal (ectopic) pregnancies? N C2 tf yes, when?---------'--
Any probl~ms with pregnancy? tf.J z:J.> .,-,....,..-==--_. ____________ -
Do you ever want more (or any) childre~n?J--=AI-......;;C>~---------------
Are you breasl feeding now? . ,IV (!5) 
Do you think you might be pre~g-na-n~t-1~l-ow~?~::-....fV-:-"!""O--,--------------
BIRTH CONTROL HISTORY: 
What method are you using now? ~+t{ be.? t, 'eJ If none, what was your last method? ____ ~ 
Reasons for stopping? -------:-:;;;O;;...-;-:~_:__-~IIiZ::n_:Ii7'\'-'_.;;::r_.._--------------
How .ong have you been using this method? ........ .&...I:~=-..:!=~-=i....:.J. ........... -=:.-...=....:::;:;'---- , __________ _ 
WhatmemOdwO~d~ulike~Use?------~~~~~-~~~~~-~-----~~---~ 
Do you use condoms regularly for disease protection? 
FAMILY HISTORY: 
Since 1977 have you: 
Had sex in exchange for money or drugs? 
Shot up drugs? 
Had more than one sex partner? 
Been a sexual partner to ~n IV drug user, bi-sexual man 
or a man who may l1ave symptoms of AIDS? 
or your partner received blood products? 
(High Chole~terol ~ 






No /' Yes ~ NOZ Yes 
No ~s_-Do you have reason to believe that you've been 
exposed to a sexually transmitted disease? 
How loog have you and your current partner been together? 1)/ h. ' <: h ' 011 c.. 
How mayse,ualpartne., have you had·lnthe past 6 months? 5~; 0; ~ -~~ 
How many sexual partners have you had in the past 4 weeks Nof1.~ .. 
Does your partner(s) have other partners besides you? 
. , 
Are you j'nlerested in more information about AIDS? 
Do you have any concerns which you want to talk 
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1 A. I do. 
2 Q. Do you trust her abilities in the emergency 
3 room? 
4 A. I do. 
5 Q. What was the standard of care in Boise at Saint 
6 AI's on July 11 th, 2001, for you when you were presented 
7 with Janet Nightengale? 


















the patient and determine if I felt there was a medical 
emergency and treat the patient according to my 
interpretation of her exam and history. 
Q. And you believe you complied with the standard 
of care? 
A. I do. 
Q. You don't believe the standard of care would 




A. I think that there are too many other 
reassuring findings on her examination that a single 
abnormality does not require or - require certain 
diagnostic studies in the absence of other supporting 
evidence or fmdings on exam or history. 
Q. And that single abnormality is the lack of a 
Page 75 
1 mdial pulse? 
2 A. Correct. 
3 Q. During your medical decision-making, did you 
4 entertain the notion that that artery may have been 
5 occluded? 
6 MR. SCANLAN: "That 1!rteryn being which? 
7 MR. DINIUS: The radial. 
8 THE WITNESS: I don't recall. I felt that her hand 
9 was normally profused. 
10 Q. (BY MR. DINIUS) So does that mean no? 
11 A. I don't remember at the time what thought I 
12 had. 
13 Q. Do you think the standard of care in Boise in 
1 4 JUly of 2007 that you just testified about is any 
1 5 different than anywhere else in the United States? 
1 6 A. No. I'll take that back. I think the standard 
1 -i of care is different at different facilities based on 
18 what they have at their disposal in terms of resources. 
1 9 But I don't think that the standard of care for 
20 the care I provided to Ms. Bell would be different. 
21 Q. When you talk about what you had or what a 
22 facility would have at their disposal in terms of 
2 3 resources, tell me what you're talking about. 
2 4 A. I guess I was trying to make your question 
25 about standard of care in regards to this case or 
Page 76 • 
1 standard of care in general. 
2 Q. I'm talking about in this case. 
3 A. Yeah. 
4 So in this case, no, I don't think the standard 
5 of care -- I don't think the standard of care would have 
6 been any different anywhere else. 
7 I misunderstood and thought maybe you were 
8 talking -- I thought the question was the genera) 
9 standard of care. 
10 Q. No. No. I'm talking standard of care with 
11 respect to Ms. Nightengale and the treatment she 
12 received. 
13 A. Correct. 
14 Q. SO that's why I wanted to follow up. Because 
15 when you talk about what other facilities might have at 
16 their disposal, I assume you're talking about diagnostic 
17 equipment, et cetera. 
18 A. Right. 
19 Q. And no diagnostic equipment other than the 
20 Doppler that the nurse used and couldn't obtain a pulse 
21 was even used in this case, correct? 
22 A. Correct 
23 So no, I don't think the standard of care would 
24 be any different 




1 require ordering any additional studies, whether that be 
2 an arterial duplex or an angiogram? 
3 /A. No. 
77 
4 MR. DINIUS: I think I'm probably about done, if we 
5 can take a break and let me dig through my notes for a 
6 few minutes. 
7 (Break taken from 11 :34 a.m. to 11 :40 a.m.) 
8 MR. DINIUS: Okay. We're back on the record. 
9 Q. (BY MR. DINIUS) Can you tell, based on a 
10 review of the records, how long Ms. Nightengale was in 
11 the emergency room on July II th? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. How long? 
14 A. I have to look at the time of her discharge. 
15 Looks like one hour. First time is 1300, and 1400 was 
16 when she was discharged. 
17 Q. Is that a pretty average length of stay in the 
18 emergency room? 
19 A. It's slightly lower than our average. 
20 Q. What is the ilverage? 
21 A. I think our average for patients that are 
22 treated and sent home is around almost two hours. But 
23 I'm not sure of the specific. 
24 Q. Are you compensated based on the number of 
25 patients you see on a shift? 
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I, Amy E. Simmons, Certified Shorthand Reporter and Notary 
Public in and for the State of Idaho, do hereby certify: 
That prior to being examined, the witness named in the 
foregoing deposition was by me duly sworn to testify to the 
truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth; 
That said deposition was taken down by me in shorthand at 
the time and place therein named and thereafter reduced to 
typewriting under my direction, and that the foregoing 
transcript contains a full, true and verbatim record of said 
deposition. 
I further certify that I have no interest in the event of 
the action. 
WITNESS my hand and seal this 1st day of July, 2009. 
AMY E. SiYMMONS 
CSR, RPR, CRR, and Notary 
Public in and for the 
State of Idaho. 
25 My commission expires: 1-20-10. 
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Transport Type Medical: ilF St"tuke's 
Surgical I 
I----------------~------------------------~ 
Record Number 12·07 -8555A Legal Name Janet Bell 
Dispatch Times 
I--I~-:--~-~-·-~-f-~~-·~-·~-~h-·---·--· --.. -----.~...: -Icii~cii~:~ :~i -~--=-
Time Enroute 10712012:37 MDT 1----. .-._.-,--... - -.'-" --..... ---- .. -. - .-. - .... _._ .. -
;:.::.::= __ ~~~ _~ ~f~li::2~~~ __ =___ 
Clinical Times 
Incident Time 07/2009:59 MDT 
.. ---------.---... -~---- --_.- '-'~ ----.. -~-. 
Rendezvous 07/2013:00 MDT 
----~----.--- ._-- .•.. _. __ ._ .. -------- .----.. ,.-....... -~. '.'--.. _.-.- _.' 
-
Depart with Patient 07/20 13:09 MDT 
----_ .. ---" '--
Accepting Unit 07120 13:22 MDT 
. _. 
_ .. _-_. __ . 
Signover 07/2013:25 MDT 
,- ,-- .. -._--,_.- -.-- ,-.--.-.~---, -.. -. , --.- -----,-
H' t f P IS orv 0 resen till ness 
Called to SLRMC ED for transport of 46yo female with left arm artery clot to SARMC ED for evaluation by ortho and 
probable surgery. Pt presented today from Terry Reilly clinic for evaluation of left arm pain. Pt states pain has been off 
and on since June 4. Pt states she has been evaluated in ED several times for this but not recently. Pt states when 
started she thought because of hangnail and fiance states that is due to assault and injury to left hand around that time. 
Pt states today that she was unable to move arm and hand and increased pain. pt states able to feel touch, but 
decreased compared to right per ED RN. 
During ED visit Pt had IV placed after several attempts. Blood was drawn for labs. Pt received 10mg Morphine, and 
4mg zofran. Pt also had PVL of left arm (venous and arterial). This showed the clot. 
Upon arrival pI lying in bed with eyes closed, responds to verbal stimuli. Pt alert and oriented x3. Pt with slightly 
slurred speech, but has no teeth. Pt skin very dirty. left arm with dirt under and around nails and open wounds 10 
fingers. PI able to transfer self to cot without assist. Pt states pain to arm increased with movement, but decreased 
after secured to cot. Pt denies complaints during transport, no changes In condition noted. BG 133 during transport. 
Pt states no history of diabetes. Upon arrival pt able to transfer self to cot without assist. Report given to Anna RN. 
Lactic acid level· 4.0 
ETOH level - .002 
Incident Information 
--------
.. ,-- - .. , .. _ •• <>_> .'_0» _ ...... _ •• ~ • 
-.. " . -- .. - .. ---.--~--~-.. ... _---. __ .. __ ._.- - .... -.----.-.-.. - .. --.--.--.--.-.. ~- -'--"-"--
Scene No information 
.- -.... ~.--. ... ...... _- '--_.- _ .. _-- -"- --- ---- .-----~- --- "--
No information iReg~.~t0'Y __ .. 
.-
- _ .. 
.. _." - ... ---.~.----- ... --------- -_ ... _-_ .. _-*----_._- .. - -''''.' ." - - .---.. -... --. --_.-l!>roced~~~s No Information 
Transport Information 
'--~------ --
ALS Assessment Yes Transport POSition HOB Elevated 30 degrees 
.. _--_ .. _.--
------_._.-.- .. ~.-~-.-- .... ._- ~ ~ ... 
-
.. ~. .. .. . - _. . .. ..... 
Safoty Briefing Given Yes Ear Protection No 
--.-~--- _. '~.- ... , .. _ .. __ . - - .... -.--... --
Eye Protection No Stretcherllsolette Secured Yes 
... -.---.. - .....• -.-.-._--.-
-------------. -~ .. -.- -.------
Safety Straps Yes Notice of Privacy Practices Yes 
Cont. PTA Treatment Yes Transport and Observed Yes 
_ .. _-_ .. _-_._-
.. -
. _ ...... _._ri._. _____ ~. __ ~ _ 
Altitude Cabin Pressure 
._---_ .. - .. - -- --. -.---.----~" . -- - ---------_ .. -_. 
-'-'-"'- '-'-- --.-- .. --Transport Loading Signed Over to Anna,RN 
•••• __ k •• __ ••• __ •• _ •• _. __ • __ 
- - -.-------- ---~---.--.--.. -~. --.. -.. -.-.... - ... ---.~-", ~ " .... --.. -' .. -. __ . -"' ,,- ... -., - .... ... " 
Ph IE IVSlca xams 
Neuro Patient mentation is alert, mild to moderate slurring of words, or x 3. Full recall of event. Pupils 
equal round and reactive to light. Normal strength. Reflexiveness visualized as normotonic. 
[unable to move left elbow and hand and wrist at all.] 
Skin Skin is normal. Skin is warm to the touch, And normal skin turgor. Skin capillary retliliess than 2 
seconds. Skin pulses 2+ throughout. [left upper extremity, mottled, cool to touch, cap refill 
greater than 8 seconds, no radial or brachial pulse palpable1 
Craaled by : Tanya FOT •• t (Electron" Si9natore] on Fri J"; 20, 2007 
Last "pdacla: Tanya Forro611Eieclton c Signaluro) on Fri Jt>120. 2V07 
Auditod oy: Ta.ya Forr"st (Erectrolll: SignalUfs! 00 Fri Jul20. 2007 
Page 2 of 4 
000391 
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BELL, J A}lET F 
J 




Acct #: 93995785 
ED Phys: Kevin Mat1hew Timmel, MD 
HPI text: This is a 46 year old female who presents complaining of diffuse left arm and left elbow pain following an 
alleged assault stating, "I can't live with the pain it's been going on for two months." The patient Teporls she was 
drinking at the time of the assault so the details surrounding the assault nrc unclear but she states she Was "thrown 
into a canaJ." She was evaluated soon after the initial injury and was told she had artluitis. Friend is concerned 
because he reports palpating a lump near the patient's left forearm. The patient denies any recent injury to her left 
ann. She reports that she is unabJe to move her left hand. Denies numbness/tingling in the extremities, fevers, red 
streaking, breathing difficulties, nausea, and any other acute concerns. Friend reports the patient drank "a couple 
·beers" today. PMHX ofHTN and bipolar disorder. <BAN 07116/07 15:43 > 
REVIEW OF SYSTEMS 
Constitutional 
Review of systems is as indicated in the HPJ. All other systems were reviewed and were negative, <EAN 071l6f07 
15:15> 
EXAM 
CONST: Appears upset. Tearful. Moderately disheveled. 
EYES: Noninjected 
RESPIRATORY: Normal respiratory rate and effort. 
SKIN: Warm and dry. Soiled. 
NEURO: Alert. Pressured speech. Unable to complete detailed neurological exam of the left upper extremity as the 
patient is not cooperative. 
PSYCHIATRIC; Appears upset. 
MUSCULOSKELETAL: Left upper extremity shows no obvious external evidence oflrauma. There is abnormal 
contour to the musculature of the left forearm suggesting prior injuries to the muscle bodies or tendons. Thefe is no 
gross bony abnormality. The patient will not move her wrist or hand for neurological exam or sensory testing stating 
that it hUl1S 100 bad. Shoulder is non tender and without evidence of injury. <KMT 07116/07 17:00 > 
ORDERS 
Medicine 
IV's: Insert heparin lock IV < Kevin MaUhewTimmcl, MD 71161200715:16> 
Titrated mcds: Morphine sulfate IV 4-lOmg IV pm, maX dose I Qmg <; Kevin Matthew Tillunel, MD 7Il612007 15:16> 
Radiology . 
XRAY: Elbow 3 Views XRay; Modifier: Left; Indication.';: pain [Reference: 170835-;<3 "'00001) < Eli7.abcth A. Nelson. 
SCRIB 7/1612007 15:14> 
XRAY; Hand 3 Views XRay; Modifier: Left; Indications: pain (Reference: 170835*3*00002J <; Elizabeth A. Nelson, 
SCRII3 711612007 15: l4> 
Treatment 
Order: Apply sling; Ordering phys: TIMMEL, KEviN M < Eli7.abelh A. Nelson, SCIUa 711612007 l6:22> 
Prin/cd By /)esirae Coonrod. HIS on 81/7120072:54 PM 
Medical Chart with Audits 
St Lukes 000026 
000392 
BELL 98 
Jun 01 2007 1:17P P LASERJET FAX p.2 
* 
Adderodl.l"ll Elusts: I I Complele Sta:us: 
Patient II: 1 Of: 1 Page 1 015 




Tired/L arm pain 
HPJ; 
Reason for Call 
Unknown Prob (man down) 
Onset: 
Ml'dic 34 paged code:] fOl a 46 yr old female. On &roval BPD I(lform~d Cflffl pi wat; found iyln9 under a Ir~ kying b "sleep'. PI Slateo she was tired 
and wdnled to be lett alone . She wa$ (ouno to have 110 shirl or ""ue~ <tll\l 15 homeless. Shy "'aUld .. he ha5 nONhere 10 go and has beer\ consuming 
.. Ioohol alld smokirg pol Ovel the peS! feN uaY5. Her last kroV/Il use of heroin and meth was approximately 2 weeks ago pel pt. She WiS ilformed 
she shOUl(l SOO< furtl1er medeal evaluation dUE 10 her inability to care for herseU and she sr.ated she WOUld \I~t to goto thehospl\al for funner care. 
She ambUlated to the MlCU and ,.as placed on the ccl for transport. Pt " .. ted her L arm "hurt' from an injutythill occurred ilpprQJdmatf:!ly 10 Ylliis 
plior. PI signed hppa and 01l6red no other COIrfIlaints. PI care belongings (begs and JaCket) given to ER RN on arrrtai. 
On-Scane Colldillon: 
P .. rtin .... ' Nog;>1illu: 
Special Scene Conditions: 












Of Neck I C .spine; 
07 Ch .. M: 
01 SrilT -LoS Spine: 
O' Abdomen I Flank. 
10 Pelvis/ GU; 
11 UpPilI' Extremities: 
12 Lo_,Extramitia,: 
13 Neoro: 
No Risic to AIrNay. Unable to Care fOf Self 
a..ni .... injury. o...nles Chell1 Pal • . Donios O.nin.,....s. O • .,ieo Loos of ConsciQus_. Oen'e. Nau""e. O~n"" 
Neck Of Back pain, Denies Numbness. Tingfing, 01 WeaAAess h El(!remilies, Denies Recenllilne6S. Denies 
!;oB. O"";g. Vi.ior ; H_ing Probiomo. DonlGG Vomnlng. ~ni .... Chrrh<l. 





Hapjln~ B ~n~ C, BehavIOral DlsordorlPsycn 




Warm. )(y. Pink 
Alc<>holic \)Qv"raQe odor on breath. Norrnocephallc. Atf8lJlT1stic 
Deferrec 






Motor F ~nction-strong 
: M$ C:.c.e """,boJ. 70600 1 01 080002 
09l21/200818.33 Fp.X 20847 
Kevin E. Dinius 
Michael J. Hanby II 
DINIUS LAW 
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite l30 
Nampa, Idaho 83687 
Telephone: (208) 475-0100 
Facsimile: (208) 475-0101 
ISB Nos. 5974, 7997 
kdinius@diniuslaw-com 
mhanby@diniuslaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
14J008/018 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JANET BELL NIGHTENGALE l 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
JASON QUINN, M.D.; IDAHO 
EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS, P .A.; KEVIN 
MATTHEW TIMMEL, M.D.; AND 















CASE NO. CV-OC-0722S14 
PLAINTIFF'S REPONSE TO 
DEFENDANT KEVIN TIMMEL'S 
MOTIONS IN LIMINE 
COMES NOW, Plaintiff .hme Bell Nightengale, by and through her counsel of record, the 
law firm of Dinius & Associate:;, PLLC, and files her response to Defendant Kevin Timmel, 
MD's Motions in Limine. 
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~GUMENT 
A. PLAINTIFF SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO ELICIT TESTIMONY FROM DR. 
LALLY REGARDING S1 ANDARD OF CARE 
Dr. Timmel submits that Dr. Lally should not be allowed to testify as to any standard of 
care issue, "based upon his disclcsures submitted in this matter." (Defendant Kevin Timmel, 
MD's Motions in Limine ("Motion in Limine"), p. 5). 
Dr. Lally should be able to testify to the standard of care in Boise. Idaho in July 2007 as 
per his disclosed report. Specifieally, Dr. Lally states in his report that the standard of care 
requires that vascular studies be performed "when a patient presents with pain and a lack of pulse 
in her arm." This report was disclosed pursuant to the Court's modified Scheduling Order. 
Moreover, Dr. Lally was deposed by counsel for Defendants Quinn and Timmel thereby 
supplementing his opinions in this ~ase. 
Also, Defendant Timmel [('quests that Dr. Lally not testify that Dr. Timmel breached the 
standard of care. Dr. Lally was not retained to testify against Dr. Timmel and has not been asked 
to render such an opinion in this case. 
B. PLAINTIFF'S EXPERTS PROVIDED DEFENDANT TIMMEL WITH 
SUFFICIENT INFORMATION AND NOTICE REGARDING OPINIONS TO BE 
ELICITED AT TlUAL 
Next, Defendant Timmel nsks this Court to preclude Plaintiff from eliciting opinions at 
trial which have not been previously disclosed in written disclosures. As Defendant Timmel 
points out, the Court found that the initial disclosures were "deficient" and allowed Plaintiff to 
submit substitute reports· for Drs. Draper and Lally. Plaintiff did so in accordance with the 
Memorandum and Decision. Those substituted reports fully complied with Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure 26(b)(4)(A)(i) and the Memorandum Decision. No objection was filed by either 
defendant. 
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Further, Plaintiffs experts were deposed. At the depositions, the experts were able to 
explain and add substance to the opinions disclosed in their reports. Therefore) Defendant 
Timme! cannot claim unfair surpri:;e in: any opinion to which Plaintiffs experts are expected to 
testify. 
C. PLAINTIFF SHOULD BtE ABLE TO REFERENCE THE LEITER FROM DR. 
GROSS TO DR. FOSS, AT LEAST FOR IMPEACHMENT PURPOSE 
As set forth in Plaintiffs initial Motion to Compel. Idaho Code § 39-1392 to § 39-1392e 
is a privilege and immunity statUI". commonly known as peer review privilege) enacted by the 
Idaho Legislature to provide prc'~ection from disclosure of "certain records of in-hospital 
medical staff committees and medical societies engaged in research, discipline and medical 
study." Murphy v. Wood, 105 Idaho 180, 181, 667 P.2d 859,860 (1983) (emphasis added). Idaho 
Code § 39-1392 provides the policy behind the privilege as follows: 
To encourage research, discipline and medical study by certain health care 
organizations for the purposes of reducing morbidity and mortality, enforcing and 
improving the standards of medical practice in the state of Idaho. certain records 
of such health care organizations shall be confidential and privileged as set forth 
in this chapter. 
Idaho Code § 39-1392b provides in relevant part: 
Except as provided in § 3Q-1392e, all peer review records shall be confidential 
and privileged, and shall not be directly or indirectly subject to subpoena or 
discovery proceedings or be admitted as evidence, nOr shall testimony relating 
thereto be admitted in evi dence, or in any action of any kind in any court or 
before any administrative body, agency or person for any purpose whatsoever." 
Afurphy v. Wood, supra, is the seminal case on Idaho's peer review statute in which two 
physicians were being sued for performing a hysterectomy which resulted in complications to the 
patient. The two physicians sou£ ht to introduce evidence at trial that the hysterectomy was 
recommended by the hospital tumor board prior to their performing the surgery- Id. The Idaho 
Court of Appeals precluded introduction of evidence regarding the tumor board meeting 
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concluding that the meeting was of an in-hospital medical s~f committee, conducted for the 
purposes of research and medical stUdy. ld.at 183, 667 P.2d at 862. The coun reasoned that § 39-
1392 provides protections of all "discussions and proceedings by hospital stall committees, 
conducted for the purpose of res.(!arch, discipline or medical study." (emphasis added) Id. at 
184,667 P.2d at 863. 
In the present case, the Court relied upon the Murphy decision to discuss the legislative 
intent behind the peer review privilege and also cited the following definitions from Idaho Code 
§ 39-1392(a)(11) and (12): 
(11) "Peer review" means the collection, interpretation and analysis of data by a 
health care organization for the purpose of bettering the system of delivery of 
health care or to improve the provision of health care or to otherwise reduce 
patient morbidity and mOltality and improve the quality of patient care. Peer 
review activities by a health care organization include, without limitation: 
(b) Quality asSUrance and improvement, patient safety 
investigations and analysis, patient adverse outcome reviews; and 
root-cause analysis and investigation activities by a health care 
organization; and 
(c) Professional review action, meaning an action or 
recommendation of a health care organization which is taken or 
made in the conduct of peer review, that is based on the 
competence or professional conduct of an individual physician or 
emergency medicHl services personnel where such conduct 
adversely affects or could adversely affect the health or welfare of 
a patient or the physician'S privileges, employment or membership 
in the health care organization or in the case of emergency medical 
services personnel, the emergency medical services personnel's 
scope of practice, 'Jmployment or membership in the health care 
organization. 
(12) "Peer review records" means all evidence of interviews, reports, statements, 
minutes, memoranda, notes, investigative graphs and compilations and the 
contents thereof, and all pj~ysical materials relating to peer review of any health 
care organization. "Peer review records" does not mean or include patient care 
records; provided however, that the records relating to the identification of which 
particular patient care reGords were selected for, or reviewed, examined or 
discussed in peer review by a health care organization and the methodology used 
for selecting such records shall be considered peer review records. 
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Clearly the above definitions anticipate an actual peer review in order to trigger the protections 
of the peer review statutes. 
The Foss Letter is based on a fee dispute, plain and simple. The Foss letter merely sets 
forth Dr. Gross's disagreement with Dr, Foss' assessment of Ms. Bell's injury and Dr. Foss' 
classification of such injury as non~traumatic, Dr, Gross details why he believes the injury to be 
traumatic and requests Dr, Foss arrange formal and informal review of the case. The plain 
language of the Foss Letter demonstrates it was not written "for the purpose of bettering the 
system of delivery of health care or to improve the provision of health care or to otherwise 
reduce patient morbidity and mOl1ality and improve the quality of patient care." Idaho Code § 
39-1392(a)(11). In addition to the plain language of the Foss Letter, Dr. Gross specifically 
admitted in his deposition that the correspondence between him and Dr. Foss was regarding 
disagreement over payment for Ms. Bell's surgery. Deposition of Dr. Dominic L. Gross, M.D. 
("Gross Depo."), 16:7-23, attached as Exhibit A to ~ffzdavit of Kevin E. Dinius in Support of 
Plaintiff's Response to Defendant Kevin Timme/'s Motions in Limine. 
Although the peer review privilege is admittedly broad, extending it to cover the letter 
written by Dr. Gross to Dr. FOSf" is beyond the confines of Idaho Code § 39-1392, et seq. 
Plaintiff respectfully requests this Court reconsider its decision finding that the Foss letter is peer 
review privileged. 
At a minimum, the Foss lelter should be able to be used by the Plaintiff for impeachment 
purposes under Idaho Rule of Evidence 607 as well as established Idaho case law. See State v. 
Corcoran, 7 Idaho 220,61 P. 1034 (1990); State v. Walters, 61 Idaho 341, 102 P.2d 284 (1940); 
lvforjordv. Brown, 85 Idaho 480,381 P.2d 45 (1963). . 
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D. PLAINTIFF IS NOT PRECLUDED FROM ELICITING TESTIMONY AND 
OPINIONS FROM TREATING PHYSICIANS, INCLUDING DR. TIMMEL, 
REGARDING STANDAI1tD OF CARE 
1ilI014/018 
Idaho law is clear that a plaintiff in a malpractice action has the right to cross-examine 
the defendant as a medical expert. Walker v. Distler, 78 Idaho 38, 296 P.2d 452 (1956); Maxwell 
v. Women's Clinic, P.A., 102 ldallo 53, 625 P.2d 407 (1981). In Maxwell, the Idaho Supreme 
Court addressed the requirement that a Plaintiff in a medical negligence action establish 
negligence through expert testimollY generally, and the right of the Plaintiff to cross examine the 
Defendant doctor as an expert, spel,:ifically. The Court stated: 
Generally spe8king; negligence in malpractice cases must be established by expert 
medical testimony. This IS so because the causative factors a:e not ordinarily 
within the knowledge or experience of laymen composing the jury_ 
However, the plaintiffs are entitled to the benefit of any expert testimony 
produced by the defense, and plaintiffs have the right to' cross-examine the 
defendant as a medical expert. 
Maxwell, 102 Idaho at 55 (emphasjs added). 
Therefore, Plaintiff reques1 II that this Court rule in accordance with Maxwell and declare 
that Plaintiffhas the right to cross-examine Defendants Timmel and Quinn as medical experts. 
In addition, Plaintiff has reserved the right to call any expert identified by Defendants in 
this action. All of the treating physicians. including Dr, Quinn and Dr. Timmel, were deemed 
experts by the Coun and disclosed by Defendants. Moreover, the depositions of many of these 
treating physicians have been or ""m be completed after the deadline for Plaintiff's disclosure. It 
would be inequitable to not allow Plaintiff to supplement now, in accordance with its reservation 
of right to do so and the scheduling of the parties and witnesses. Therefore, Plaintiff requests the 
right to examine andlor cross-examine all treating physicians including but not limited to, 
Defendants Quinn and Tirnmel, and Drs- Gross, Gilbertson, and Yeakley in this matter as experts 
in accordance with the Court's Scheduling Order and Idaho case law. 
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. ,s4-
DATED this K day of September, 2009. 
DINIUS LAW 
~ -, By: ~
Kevin inius MiCh~an~Il 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
.r-
I, the undersigned, hereby c.ertify that on the ;if) day of September, 2009, a true and 
correct copy of the above and fore~oing document was served upon the following by: 
Steven K. Tolman 
TOLMAN BRIZEE, PC 
P.O. Box 1276 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Attorneys for Kevin Timmel, AID 
Kevin J. Scanlan 
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & 
BLANTON 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, ID 83701 
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